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Picture 0-1: Posing on S.C.12e in Autodromo Riccardo Paletti, Formula SAE Italy, Varano de’ Melegari 2012. 
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Summary. 

Actual thesis describes the engineering work performed by a small team of designers from Power-Train 

division of Squadra Corse PoliTo, during the academic year 2012/2013. Members of the team were about 

five young undergraduate students from Polytechnic University of Turin, applied to courses of Mechanical 

or Automotive engineering.  Task of the group was design and manufacture of power transmission, cooling 

system of high voltage components and energy accumulator system. All the work was finalized to create an 

innovative prototype of formula student electric vehicle, S.C.R. 

In charge as responsible of the division and graduate in Mechanical engineering at this athenaeum, I have 

been particularly focused on the mechanical design of power transmission system. By virtue of that, actual 

thesis represents a detailed report about design and manufacturing activities, finalized to realize the core 

of the transmission system, the gear-box. Such text is not only a technical report but is intended to be a 

clear evidence of work performed during almost one year of activity. 

Starting point of the work is a thesis written by me in occasion of bachelor degree: “Studio di fattibilità su 

trasmissione a ruote dentate per vettura di formula student” ([ENG.]: “Feasibility study about gearwheels 

transmission on a formula student car”). Mentioned thesis includes studies about basic packaging 

performed on formula student car electric power-train. Anyway, core of the work is represented by a study 

about fundamentals of gears and bearings calculation, combined with applied examples. It’s suitable 

underline that large majority of such work have been translated in English and integrated in this text. 

How It’s possible to appreciate by following chapters, engineering work must begin with a deep study of 

Formula Student Technical Rules. That’s because first target to achieve is circumscribe potential safety 

issues and determine where and how boundary of design freedom are applied. 

Next step of the job represents an intense and accurate investigation performed on race fields and on the 

web. Such activity is known as “bench mark” and It’s applied in various fields of work, that’s because allows 

to save time and resources by warning of total blank sheet design. Main target of this kind of study have 

been aimed to gather information about transmission solutions adopted by other concurrents. Such work 

allowed to develop a precise idea about general level of opponent teams and provided precious technical 

suggestions. Resulting detailed and neat investigation drove the design team to set up a mechanical project  

at best of owned possibilities. 

Once work on analysis of concurrency is concluded, It has been necessary to define general boundaries of 

gear-box design, deriving from technical aspects. First of all, It has been necessary study motors and their 

mechanical performances, exploited in accordance with F.S.A.E. rules in theme of power. This study leads 

to calculation of a total gear ratio more suitable to weight of the car, if compared with previous platform 

S.C.12e. Then, basic layout and packaging issues of a formula student car have been deeply analyzed. 

Analysis of technical aspects include an updated evaluation of available gear technology solutions. 

Description of work continues with introduction to Kisssoft, the gear calculation software employed by the 

team during calculus phase. Such phase have been open by a deep analysis of S.C.12e telemetry data, in 

order to define mechanical inputs of transmission system. Forward in text, It’s possible to notice the 

detailed set up of gear parameters performed on the software aided calculation. Description of each 

chosen parameter is coupled with exhaustive technical explanations. In particular, actual topic includes a 

wide dissertation about evaluated materials and surface treatments aimed to improve performances and 
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efficiency. In addition, It’s possible to notice a wide topic about properties of lubrication oil and lubrication 

techniques, which affect inputs of gear calculations. Description of work on gear design ends with a 

detailed summary of calculation outputs regarding geometrical dimensions, safety factors and calculated 

efficiency. 

Another step trough complete definition of each 

transmission component, is detailed design of 

gear-box spinning items, shafts. Such step of the 

work includes resolution of basic mechanical 

design issues and description of structural 

parametric verification performed on each 

shaft. Most critical components have been 

verified by point of view of mechanical stress on 

material and by point of view of displacements 

evaluated on teeth. Work carries on with focus 

about choice of bearings. A joint work 

performed in collaboration with SKF engineering 

service have been addressed in order to achieve 

maximum of performance and of reliability from 

each chosen bearing. 

Particular interest can raise by description of 

structural calculus and weight optimization 

process performed on gear-box case 

components. By use of forefront calculation 

technique, some finite elements models have 

been processed in order to find the best trade 

off between weight and stiffness of the 

structure. Description about this step of work concludes with explanation of basic mechanical issues faced 

during design of case. Solutions to shaft alignment issues and lubricant oil containment are deeply 

explained. 

A brief report of activities performed during manufacturing phase follows in the text. It consists on 

description of manufacturing technologies employed to realize main gear-box components. Like in the case 

of gear calculus, chosen materials and related surface treatments are described. Topic about manufacturing 

closes with description of issues and procedures related to gear-box assembly process. 

In order to conclude the work in a clear and neat way, main results achieved by project of the power 

transmission are displayed and discussed in the end of such text. Bibliographic references are then enlisted. 

 

  

Picture 0-2:  From C.A.D. to trackside testing. 
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1. Introduction. 

How It’s possible foresee by the previous abstract, context of this thesis is quite original and unusual. By 

virtue of that, a deep and scrupulous introduction is necessary in order to achieve a good knowledge of the 

operative scenario. Purpose of such introduction is help the reader to understand deeply the project and 

the context in which It has been developed. In this way only It will be possible to appreciate work and 

sacrifices of involved persons. 

1.1. What is Formula S.A.E.? 

 

Picture 1.1-1: Formula S.A.E official logo (https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Formula_SAE). 

Formula S.A.E., known in Europe as Formula Student, born in United States of America in 1981. The 

name derives from S.A.E., Society of Automotive Engineers, the bespoke standard developing 

organizations which organizes Formula Student competitions. F.S.A.E., by definition, is an 

“international car design competition”, more complex and structured than a common motorsport 

event. 

 

The word “Formula” , which is present in the definition, refers to the category of vehicles admitted to 

competitions: basically, open wheels single-seater formula cars, similar to that displayed on Picture 

Picture 1.1-2: Typical example of Formula car, single-seater open wheels (http://www.tatuus.it). 
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1.1-2. Any car, any team, any driver have to undergo a specific system of rules. Main target of these 

rules is achievement of the safety. By the way, It’s necessary clarify that safety is much more important 

than entertainment in such a competition. Second target is attenuate the natural discrepancies which 

are common between different teams. It the specific, actual adopted system is “SAE  –  2013 Formula 

SAE Rules 03-05-2013 revision”, Ref.[1]. 

 

Picture 1.1-3: Group photo of the teams, Formula Student Germany, Hockenheim 2009 
(https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Formula_SAE). 

The second term of European definition is “Student”, that’s due to the source of competitors, the 

Universities. More than 400 Athenaeums from  all the globe, challenge every year in this real 

engineering competition. Any athenaeum can deploy one only combustion car, one only electric car or 

both. Cars are designed, manufactured and managed by  staff of universities, organized by teams. The 

basic requirement to be part of the team is being  an undergraduate student, properly enrolled in the 

athenaeum. This requirement is obviously extended to drivers too. 

Differently from main motorsport championships, like Formula1, Moto-GP, World Endurance 

Championship, Formula Student isn’t based on a seasonal ranking. F.S.A.E. is based on different yearly 

competitions, but any competition is different from others. Official  competitions supported by S.A.E. 

are nine in one year: Formula S.A.E. Virginia, Formula S.A.E. Michigan, Formula S.A.E. California take 

place in America. I.MECH.E. Formula Student (United Kingdom), Formula Student Germany and formula 

S.A.E. Italy take place in European summer. Other competitions are Formula S.A.E. Japan, Formula 

S.A.E. Brazil and Formula S.A.E. Australasia. 

However, many other unofficial competitions were organized in last years: Formula Student Austria, 

Formula Student Hungary, Formula Student Spain, Formula Student Netherlands, Formula North, 

Formula Student China, Baltic Open and other nice events. 

Differently from many motorsport series, there is not a real “Balance of Performance” which is 

intended to level out the performance of different manufactured cars. No ballast are assigned and 

there is not a minimum weight to respect. Bounds on aerodynamic wings size is the same for any car. 

Anyway, maximum power of cars is limited by issues of safety. By Ref.[1], combustion engine cars have 

to install a 20mm air restrictor between filter and air-box, while electric cars are limited to a maximum 
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power of 85kW for two-wheels traction and 80 [kW] for four wheels traction cars. Limitations on 

electric cars are managed electronically, for this reason are much more precise and effective. 

Ref.[1] prescribes that any competition undergoes a rigid structure which is respected in order to 

award the team which performed the best vehicle design. The competition is therefore divided in three 

main sections, structured to  guarantee safety and evaluate the engineering job scrupulously: 

 “Scrutineering” or “Technical Inspections”. 

 “Static Events”. 

 “Dynamic Events”. 

During Static Events and Dynamic Events any team can collect precious points that are going to result 

on the overall competition standing. 

During Scrutineering teams cannot collect any point but they can obtain the eligibility to take part to 

Dynamic events. To explain scrutineering relevance, it’s necessary to remember that cars are 

prototypes designed and manufactured by students, autonomously. Many of such projects are affected 

by lack of time or money. In a situation like that, low experience of competitors may cause risks and 

serious issues of safety.  

In addition, it’s necessary recall to that safety is the most important driver to respect, in the automotive 

world. By virtue of that, rigid system of rules described by Ref.[1], affects mainly design and 

manufacturing choices of teams. 

“Scrutineering” is a scrupulous series of checks aimed to ensure the congruity of any vehicle with the 

so important technical regulations. Stickers are applied on the front end of the car in order to identify 

which safety test are fulfilled. 

 

Picture 1.1-4: Application of scrutineering stickers on the nose of SCXV, Formula SAE Italy, Varano 2015 
(https://www.facebook.com/SCPolito/). 

Following are explained safety tests applied to an electric car during the I.MECH.E. Formula Student 

which takes place every year on the magnificent Silverstone Race Track. 
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 “Safety”: is the inspection of  safety equipment owned by team. Driving suits, helmets, fire 

extinguishers, High Voltage gloves and other safety issues are checked in order to verify their 

congruity with specifications of technical regulations and their validity in the time. 

 

Plot 1.1-1: Minimum clearance between helmet and triangulation of hoops, Ref.[1]. 

 “Chassis”: is a series of tests aimed to ensure that the structures of the frame fulfil the safety 

requirements of the driver. Minimum volume and opening of cockpit are deeply checked with 

the help of standard jigs. One of these is called “Percy”, It’s a jig which represents a 95th 

percentile male. It’s fitted into the car to check if the room of the cockpit is large enough to 

house the jig with no issues of interference. Anyway, main purpose of Percy is to check that 

helmet of the driver fall into the triangulation between front hoop and main hoop, with a 

precise clearance, like is depicted in Plot 1.1-1. Furthermore, chassis test, is the occasion to 

verify the minimum thickness of safety hoops. 

 “Brake”: is a short acceleration on a straight line, followed by a strong brake. Test is positively 

settled if braking system is able to block all the 4 wheels in a maximum range of distance. 

 “Electric”: is a series of tests performed in order to ensure the safety of the vehicle by the 

electric point of view. It’s necessary remember that an electric formula student car is moved by 

an High Voltage tractive system 250÷600 [V]. A bad designed or bad manufactured electric 

loom may cause severe injuries or death in the worst case. For these reasons, all vehicles must 

be provided by safety features implemented on hardware and software both. Proper operation 

of any safety feature is accurately checked by scrutineers. 

 

 

Picture 1.1-5: SC12e during rain test, Formula Student Hungary, Gyor 2012 (https://www.facebook.com/SCPolito/). 
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 “Rain”: is the test displayed by Picture 1.1-5. It’s performed splashing water on the vehicle for a 

period of time of two minutes. In this time, none of electric devices of the car can show a 

failure. In particular safety light installed on the top of the main hoop is continuously observed 

in its operation. 

 “Tech”: is a series of checks performed to verify the right assembly of car components. In 

particular, checks are performed to verify the proper assembly of mechanical systems which 

may cause issues for the safety of the driver. Typical example are suspensions, steering column 

and pedal-box. Level of detail in verifications is very high and systems are checked  in 

component and fastener. Nuts, for example, needs to exploit self-locking features. Length of 

bolt have to be proper and in some cases screws must be held by safety wire. 

 

 

Picture 1.1-6: Scrutineers checking SC12e during the tilt test, Formula Student Hungary, Gyor 2012 
(https://www.facebook.com/SCPolito/). 

 “Tilt”: is the test depicted by Picture 1.1-6. Vehicle stands on a tilting platform. During this test, 

vehicle must not display rollover behaviour due to inclination of the platform. Maximum 

inclination of the platform is 60°. In addition, vehicle must not display leakage of fluids. 

As revealed in advance, vehicles can take part to dynamic events if and only if have completed 

positively all scrutineering phases. Anyway, participation to static events is not compromised. 

Following, next events to take place are “Static Events”, unofficially known as “Statics”. Statics are 

structured on three different tests. 

 “Cost Analysis”: judges have to verify a cost esteem of the car, performed by the members of 

the team. To alienate all esteems , in order to be compared each others, a standard template 

have to be followed. Standard template is structured in order to assign an arbitrary cost to 

materials, solutions and technologies utilized to manufacture the vehicle. Costs of technologies 

are referred to a large scale production scenario. More precise and more accurate is the 

esteem, better is the score appointed by judges. Finally the overall cost of the vehicle is 

evaluated. Cars that can be realized with a low budget on a large scale, are very appreciated 

and earn precious points in the final rank. Maximum score assigned is 100/1000. 
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Picture 1.1-7: Jonathan, Claudia and Giuseppe, former members of Squadra Corse, wait to discuss their Business Plan 
Presentation, Formula SAE Italy, Varano 2012 (https://www.facebook.com/SCPolito/). 

 “Business Plan Presentation”: It’s substantially a huge marketing simulation. Scenario is a case 

of large scale production in which teams needs to perform strategy to obtain money resources. 

Resources would be necessaries to start the business. Strategies are often based on 

investigations of the race car market, trying to conciliate the needs of likely customers with 

business perspectives of investors. This test  doesn’t repay marketing and business knowledge 

only, it repays fantasy and ability persuasion too. Maximum score assigned is 75/1000. 

 

 

Picture 1.1-8: Carlo, former Squadra Corse member, welcome Evan Short, team leader of track electronic in AMG Mercedes F1 
and engineering design judge, Formula SAE Italy, Varano 2012 (https://www.facebook.com/SCPolito/). 
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 “Engineering Design”: that’s the most important phase for hopeful race car designers. During a 

F.S.A.E. event, skilled engineers of motorsport and automotive world became severe judges. 

Their task is evaluate scrupulously design choices of different teams. Solutions, materials and 

manufacturing technologies needs to be extensively illustrated by team members to judges. 

The target for every team member is demonstrate of doing the better choice compared to 

resources of the team and of the athenaeum. The main feature of this test is the debate that  

rising designers need to withstand against older and experienced engineers from all the most 

important companies of the world. Maximum score assigned is 150/1000.  

Next phase is the most thrilling of the entire competition, “Dynamic events”. In this phase antagonistic 

spirit and unexpected plot twists convert a “leitmotiv” design competition into a real race. Like 

previous phases, dynamic too is structured on different tests. In order to make vehicle performance 

more relevant than racer performance, driver is changed once in each test.  

  “Acceleration”: car needs to run over along a 75 [m] straight, starting from stationary position. 

Fine tuned traction and launch control, coupled with a good sensitivity of the driver make the 

difference on this test. Maximum score assigned is 75/1000. 

 

Picture 1.1-9: Wet skid-pad test, Formula Student Germany, Hockenheim 2014 (https://www.pistonudos.com/). 

 “Skid-Pad”: is a conventional test, widespread in automotive field. Its target is to cause distress 

to cornering behaviour of the vehicle. This purpose is achieved exploiting a very high lateral 

acceleration at relatively low speed. Car runs on very tight 8-shaped track: internal radius of 

circles is 15,25 [m]. Two laps are ride in a clockwise sense, two laps in the opposite. In this 

phase, a good match of tire, and suspension kinematics allows the driver to perceive the limit 

of the tire, achieving a good performance. In addition, set-up of the car needs to be very 

balanced on both sides of the vehicle. Anyway, a good tuning of traction control helps the 

driver to keep the vehicle on the fastest lane.  

Additional difficulty is that skid-pad and acceleration test are scheduled in parallel. It’s clear 

that optimal set up parameters, camber in particular, needs to be very different between two 

tests and unfortunately, time is not enough to modify the set up. For this reason team 
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members have to be very able to find the best trade-off between acceleration set-up and skid-

pad set-up. 

This test rewards the fastest cornering vehicle. Overall lap time achieved in the test, represents 

the calculated average between best clockwise lap and best anti clockwise lap. Maximum score 

is obviously assigned to the car which achieved the lowest overall lap time, it consists of 

50/1000. 

  “Autocross”: it’s a sort of time attack, similar to a “super-pole” performed on a point-to-point 

agility track. In this test, driver needs to exploit the overall dynamic performances of the car. 

Tight corners, straights and fast slaloms are going to reveal the potential of the car on the track.  

Ranking provided by this test determines the starting order of endurance event. In this way, 

vehicles which obtained similar lap times race each other with less interferences due to 

disparity of performances. Maximum score assigned is 150/1000. 

 “Endurance”: is the test aimed to evaluate the reliability of the car. It’s the most severe of 

dynamic tests, because car needs to run a 22 [km] race. It’s not so trivial for a student built 

prototype. Differently from other tests, the car is not lonely on the track. There are 4-5 cars 

racing together trying to complete the test in the  shortest time. Anyway, overtaking are not 

free, these are regulated by a procedure aimed to ensure always the maximum safety. 

Maximum score assigned is 300/1000. 

 

Picture 1.1-10: SC12e and eta2012 (TU Darmstadt) fighting for the podium, Formula SAE Italy, Varano 2012 
(https://www.facebook.com/SCPolito/). 

 “Fuel Economy”:  fuel or electric energy of cars that completed endurance test are measured. 

In this way it’s possible to reward the most efficient car too. To achieve a good score It’s 

necessary to find a good trade-off between endurance performance and fuel or energy 

consumption. Maximum score assigned is 100/1000. 

Clearly, winning team is the one gained the highest score. Even so, any single team member of any 

single team, gained a personal victory. As a matter of fact, any competition is a very challenging and 

very formative experience. Participation to a competition is therefore an important event in the job 

career and in the personal life of any single competitor. 
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1.2. Squadra Corse – Polytechnic University of Turin. 
Squadra Corse, S.C. for members, is the academic team established in Polytechnic University of Turin 

with the purpose of competing in Formula S.A.E. events. Like many other initiatives offered by the 

athenaeum, it’s a voluntary activity not mandatory in order to obtain the graduation title. Anyway, 

subjects faced during the participation can be a good topic for a graduation thesis, like in this case. To 

be a team member of S.C. it’s necessary to pass positively a severe selection process. Every years 

hundreds of students apply for the recruitment, but the 10% only is eligible to be part of the team. 

Judges of this hard selection are veteran members in collaboration with the academic responsible of 

the team, the “Faculty Advisor”. The selection process is structured in order to evaluate the personal 

experiences, the technical knowledge, the operational skills and the motivating force above all. It’s easy 

to understand that it’s quite hard conciliate, academic career,  work in the team and personal life. 

 

Picture 1.2-1: Members of the first team pose with S.C.05, IMECHE Formula Student, Bruntinghorpe Aerodrome 2005 
(https://www.facebook.com/SCPolito/). 

The story of the team begins in October 2003. A small group arranged by ten students from Automotive 

Engineering course, coordinated by the “Faculty Advisor” Prof. Ing. Andrea Tonoli, started the design of 

a single-seater. The car, called S.C.05, was able to run in early months of 2005 and to take part in 

competitions organized by S.A.E. during that year.  

The first car of Squadra Corse displays an elegant red bodywork. It’s a  tribute to the most noble Italian 

racing tradition, made a legend by bespoken brands like Alfa Romeo, Ferrari, Maserati, Lancia, Cisitalia, 

Itala and other glories lost in the past. A number plate with the “46” number dominates the bodywork. 

Two are the main explanations about the choice of number. The first is a tribute to Cole Trickle, 

legendary NASCAR driver, portrayed by Tom Cruise in the movie “Days of Thunder” (Tony Scott – 

1990). Second explanation is a tribute to Valentino Rossi, the famous Italian rider who won 9 world 

championships in the years between 1997 and 2009. Red livery and “46” number were shared by many 

of Squadra Corse cars and nowadays are one of the most beloved tradition of the team. 
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From the first single-seater “wearing” red bodywork 

and “46” race number to the actual “scdiciassette”,  

eleven cars were built. Any car, compared with its 

previous, displays a continuous technical evolution in 

all the fields of the design. 

The first field of evolution regards the power-train, 

starting from motorcycle internal combustion engines, 

arriving to electric traction motors. The first single-

seater, S.C.05, was equipped with a 4-stroke, 2-

cylinders Guzzi V2 engine. From the second car, 

S.C.06, the 4-stroke, 4-cylinders, Honda engine is the 

base for power-train developments. During  6 years of 

continuous research and tests, 4-cylinder engines 

reached important targets of performance and 

efficiency. Improving of engine performance have 

been achieved by mechanical and control strategy 

tuning 

First step in the direction of the electric traction, have 

been done in 2009 when Squadra Corse set up a 

specific crew with the purpose of compete in the 

Formula Student Hybrid. For this reason S.C.08 was 

modified to house the electric power-train which 

provided a sort of boost to the conventional internal 

combustion engine. S.C.08H was born. 

 With S.C.12e Squadra Corse faces the future of 

automotive and motorsport, the full electric traction. 

Two Magneti Marelli electric motors, specific for 

automotive traction, were installed to make S.C.12e 

and S.C.R. run on the track. The final step of this 

amazing technical evolution is the 4-motors, 4-wheel 

drive single-seater. This extremely innovative car 

architecture was developed by Squadra Corse with 

S.C.X.V. and continues nowadays in the design of 

future cars. 

Another element important for the traction is the 

transmission. Early cars was equipped by a stock gear-

box that, in most of cases, was modified in order to 

lower the total mass of the vehicle. Gear-box faced a 

specific Formula SAE limited slip differential, with a 

simple and reliable chain transmission. The most 

important step of evolution in S.C. transmissions was 

the introduction of the electro-pneumatic actuation 

gear-box. This amazing system, was firstly introduced 

Picture 1.2-2: Squadra Corse cars equipped with internal 
combustion engine, from 2005 to 2011. 
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by S.C09 and was inspired by most modern high-end race cars.  The advantage of an electro-pneumatic 

actuated gear-box allows the driver to change gear instantaneously, with no need of loose  grab on the 

steering wheel. With the introduction of the electric traction motors, multispeed gear-boxes was 

useless. By the way, multi-speed stock gear-boxes 

were replaced by mono-speed gear-boxes, purposely 

designed and manufactured by Squadra Corse. From 

S.C.R. an important knowledge on gear design was 

collected by the team. The final step of this technical 

path is the double stage planetary gear-box which 

equipped new cars since S.C.X.V. 

A performing and efficient power-train needs a light 

but strong chassis. S.C.05 was realized by a square-

section steel space frame, that solution was widely 

conventional in single-seaters of many years ago. Then, 

chassis design was tuned and square-section pipes was 

replaced by round section pipes. Year after year, 

packaging, ergonomic and safety issues was important 

drivers to improve the chassis of previous cars. 

However, main target of the chassis design is the ratio 

between torsional stiffness and weight. The main 

evolution of this technical field was the first mono-

coque realized using carbon fibre reinforced polymers 

(C.F.R.P.). It was introduced firstly in 2013 on S.C.R. 

project. This solution was inspired by top performance 

formula single-seaters. 

Another strong point of S.C. single-seaters are suspensions. Inspired by actual formula cars, double 

wishbone arms is the standard configuration. In most of cases hydraulic dampers were faced with push 

rods layout. Only two cars in S.C. history deviated from this pattern, adopting a pull-rod layout: S.C.07 

and S.C.R. Independently from adopted layout, suspensions was always developed studied in S.C. 

projects. Kinematic studies and very realistic lap time simulations allows the team to reach important 

targets of performance. 

Last but not least is electronic. In early cars electronic 

was restricted to a basic engine control. During years, 

as done for mechanic, electronic of the car was step by 

step developed. CAN-BUS communication, real 

backbone of nowadays cars electronics, was finally 

introduced on S.C. projects. In this way it’s possible to 

implement a strong data acquisition system, essential 

for reliability tests and fine mechanical tuning of the 

car. However a fine mechanical tuning may not be 

enough to be competitive or winner. Differently from 

many championships, a very open system of rules, 

allows the development of refined electronic controls 

Picture 1.2-3: S.C.X. chassis laying on the welding jig. It’s the 
most typical example of steel tubular space frame of a 

formula student car 
(https://www.facebook.com/SCPolito/). 

Picture 1.2-4: Debug of electronic components of Squadra 
Corse car (https://www.facebook.com/SCPolito/). 
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applied to chassis and engine. On many single-seaters, performance of the driver is supported by 

launch control and traction control. In many cases, electric traction formula student features a real 

electronic differential, the “Torque Vectoring”. Differently from early vehicles, nowadays S.C. cars 

represent an articulated electronic system in which controls holds the largest majority of importance. 

Growing in car design implicated a significant team growth. The little group of ten race enthusiasts 

became a real organized team which is composed by approximately fifty students. Origin of students is 

very spread, by academic and by geographical point of view. Students came from different courses of 

study like mechanic, automotive, energetic, electronic, telecommunications, industrial design, 

engineering management and others. On the other hand, team is not composed by only Italian 

members. During years of activity, team integrated members from China, South America, Spain, France 

and many other countries. 

Analogously of what happens in professional motorsport team, two main tasks of members are 

“technical” and “management”. The technical crew acts on all the technical issues concerning  car and 

competitions. Typical activities performed by technical crew are design, manufacturing and testing. On 

the other side, the management crew acts on sponsor relationships, promotional activities, paperwork, 

logistic and planning of competitions. 

Despite this apparent split, Squadra Corse members need to work jointly together. Common targets, 

but friendship above all, make the team stronger and able to face  problems and difficulties lead to 

F.S.A.E. season. For that reason, formula student is not only an occasion of growth or a strong passport 

for the labour market, formula student is an excellent human experience. 

During so many years, team renovated personnel many times. Many members, completing the 

academic path, needs to quit the team to start the job adventure. By the way spirit of Squadra Corse is 

always the original: 

“Abbiamo sempre puntato a superare gli altri ed i nostri stessi limiti. – [ENG.]: We’ve always tried to 

overcome other competitors and our own limits.” 

 

Picture 1.2-5: Team members showing awards gained in Formula SAE Italy, Varano 2012 
(https://www.facebook.com/SCPolito/). 
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1.3. S.C.R. and S.C.R. evo. 

 

Picture 1.3-1: Side view of S.C.R. 

Usually, the acronym that identifies a Squadra Corse car is composed by letters “S” and ”C” followed by 

two numbers which identify the year of production. The subject in question is born to be a point of 

break, starting from its identification acronym. It this case letter “R”, which replaces the usual numbers, 

means “Revolution”, revolution in the design.  

In order to appreciate main features of S.C.R. project, it’ necessary to briefly explain how it’s usually 

made a F.S.A.E. car, compliant with rules described by Ref.[1]. Like it was revealed in advance at 

Chapter 1.1, that kind of vehicles are open wheel single-seaters.  

 

Picture 1.3-2: Comparison of dimensions between cart, formula student and Formula Renault 2.0. 

Like it’s shown by Picture 1.3-2, dimensions are higher than a Kart but lower than an entry level 

formula car like Formula Renault, Formula4, and others. It’s the same about weights, F.S.A.E. car 

represents a compromise between a kart and a basic formula car. Despite dimensions and 

performances are more similar to a kart, architecture of the vehicle is typical of a formula car. Survival 

cell, double whish-bone independent suspensions, 13 [inches] racing wheels and aerodynamic pack are 

the typical formula car features which are widespread in F.S.A.E. 

By technical point of view, F.S.A.E. vehicle can be ideally split in three main fields: “frame”, “power-

train” and “controls”. Purpose of this chapter is explain widely each field of the vehicle. 

“Frame” consists of the main structural parts of the car like chassis, suspensions, un-sprung weights, 

steering system, pedal box, aerodynamic pack and bodywork. 
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“Power-train” is the system of the car which provides the traction. Usually, main power-train 

components are of an internal combustion car are: motorbike engine, fuel tank, intake system, exhaust 

system, cooling system, gear-box, limited slip differential and axles. Power-train regarding an electric 

formula S.A.E. car is quite different and it’s composed on: motor which can be more than one, 

accumulator, controller which may not be single, transmission and cooling system. 

“Control” consists of software and hardware components necessary to drive the systems of the car in 

order to obtain reliability and performance of the vehicle.  

 

Picture 1.3-3: Squadra Corse team poses with S.C.R., Formula Student Germany, Hockenheim 2013 
(https://www.facebook.com/FSGeV/). 

S.C.R. project started in first months of 2012. It was based on some research and development studies: 

composite material chassis, gear-train and aerodynamic pack. Anyway, the real rush of the project 

started in autumn 2012, after the admission of the new team members. Finally S.C.R. was officially 

presented on July 15th of 2013, in Museo dell’ Automobile, in Turin.  

After a strong rebuild and many modifications on original  design of components, S.C.R. returned on the 

track in 2014 for its second season. The car was launched with the name of S.C.R.evo. 

 

Picture 1.3-4 Squadra Corse team poses with S.C.R.evo, Formula S.A.E. Italy, Varano 2014 
(https://www.facebook.com/FormulaSAEItaly/). 
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As explained before, S.C.R. was a “revolution” if compared to previous Squadra Corse project. By the 

way “revolution” is, first of all, intended as an evolution in previous designs. Following it’s important 

remark the main differences  with S.C.12e, the previous Squadra Corse project. 

Traditionally chassis of Squadra Corse cars was built welding pipes of 25CrMo4 together on a proper jig. 

This layout was improved season by season, reaching very important targets of “torsional 

stiffness/weight” ratio. With S.C.12e, steel chassis performances achieved the peak. A radical change 

of technology was necessary to improve more. Inspired by top performance modern race cars, the 

mono-coque of S.C.R. is realized by carbon fibre reinforced plastic technology. 

 

Picture 1.3-5: Jonathan, Alessandro and Daniele performing first checks on the mono-coque of S.C.R. 

This technology is based on the lamination of carbon fibre skins on a desired shape mould. Internal and 

external carbon fibre layers are spaced by an honeycomb texture core which has a specific width. This 

kind of layout is known as “sandwich structure” and it’s displayed by Picture 1.3-6. Honeycomb, usually 

made of Kevlar fibre or aluminium, is, in some cases, subrogated by polyurethane solid foam panels. 

Advantage of foam panels is the capability of be machined. In this way, machined panels can be used as 

filler in complex geometry areas.  

Carbon fibre can be purchased in rolls by form of pure 

texture or by form of “pre-preg”. This last solution is made 

up of texture impregnated of resin, which enables an easier 

application of the material. Geometry and sizes of texture 

are different and depend on the specific application. 

Choice of materials depends logically by performance 

targets and budget issues. Design of chassis, entirely 

performed by S.C. members, was a challenging process in 

which tests on materials was performed in parallel with 

complex F.E.M. and draping analysis. The aim of tests was 

collect data on performances of materials and understand 

the sensitivity of material to different manufacturing 

Picture 1.3-6: Composite material panel 
manufactured with “Sandwich Structure” 
(https://aerospaceengineeringblog.com/). 
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techniques. By previous calculations, optimized carbon fibre layers are split in skins of a well 

determined geometry. Any skin owns its precise position on the chassis. Then, It’s fundamental 

determine the thickness of layers and skins but that’s not enough. It’s necessary to know that carbon 

fibre, which is product on the form of “fabric”, is not an isotropic material. By virtue of that, its 

performances varies on the base of texture orientation. For this reason, many steps of material 

optimization, are required to determine the exact orientation of any patch of carbon fibre. 

Anyway the technology of composites displays higher costs of materials and an higher manufacturing 

complexity if compared with welded pipe technology. Despite the higher complexity, chassis was 

entirely and successfully manufactured by team members. 

 

Picture 1.3-7: On-board brakes mounted on S.C.R. gear-box. 

Braking system of S.C.R. is assembled with top performance motorbike calipers and racing car pumps, 

supplied by one of the main sponsors, the bespoken Brembo company. These excellent components 

are widespread in Squadra Corse projects, but S.C.R. is the unique car that can display “on-board brake 

technology”. Rear brake calipers are fixed to the gear-box structure instead to upright. Brake discs are 

bounded to transmission axles. This solution allows to save weight on un-sprung masses with important 

benefits on handling and traction. The main drawback of this solution is the augmented stress on axles 

that can bring to fatigue failures.  

Another important improvement in braking system is the “brake bias electronic distribution”, that 

allows to vary the brake bias distribution by the steering wheel. Front/Rear brake distribution, in racing 

car, is often adjusted by a main screw that connects brake pumps and brake pedal, the “balance-bar”. It 

works varying the length of the lever arms corresponding to front or rear brake pump. Usually balance 

bar is actuated by a steel wire connected to a rotating knob mounted on the instrument panel. This 

mechanical link, on S.C.R. was replaced by a small DC motor housed in the pedal box and controlled by 

an electronic knob housed on the steering wheel. In this way it is possible to adjust the brake balance 

quicker, without losing grip on the steering wheel.  

The entire system is then completed by specific motorsport fittings and steel braid reinforced pipes. 

The high stiffness of this specific pipes, avoids displacements caused by brake pressure, making the 

braking time transient shorter. 
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Picture 1.3-8: S.C.R. wheel hubs, front and rear (https://www.facebook.com/SCPolito/). 

Like it was revealed in advance, lightweight un-sprung masses are fundamentals in a competitive race 

car. For this reason, components are manufactured with the most performing technologies and 

materials. Uprights are realized machining a monolithic block of Al7075-T651 Ergal, one of the 

strongest alloys of aluminium. Uprights are designed in order to tune the set up of the vehicle quickly, 

adding or removing narrow metal shims.  

The other very important component of un-sprung masses is the wheel  hub. It is designed to support 

the wheel, holding it with a single centre locknut. This solution is very widespread on top level Formula 

cars or Gran Turismo cars. Main feature is the quick tire replacement. Wheel hubs, like uprights, are 

totally designed by team members. Are obtained machining a monolithic round of Ti-6Al-4V Titanium 

alloy. Titanium Alloy is an excellent compromise between strength and weight and it’s the real middle-

ground between steel and aluminium. 

 

Picture 1.3-9: S.C.R. upright during an intermediate step of manufacturing (https://www.facebook.com/SCPolito/). 
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Another main feature of this material is the excellent corrosion resistance that makes the alloy largely 

employed on biomedical and aerospace fields. The wheel hub is sustained by a “O-mounted” couple of 

high precision hybrid spherical bearings. That solution guarantees a very rigid coupling and ceramic 

spheres feature extremely low friction combined with low weight.  

Rims, 13x7” size, are produced by another bespoken partner of Squadra Corse, OZ Racing. The 

technology employed in the production of these rims is the magnesium casting. Magnesium, is another 

interesting material employed in most extreme engineering fields. Weaker than aluminium, magnesium 

is therefore lighter and very suitable for cast manufacturing. 

Finally it’s necessary a mention about tires. Made by the legendary Italian Pirelli, supplier of Formula1, 

Superbike Championship and World Rally Championship. The strong point of these tires is the 

compound, an extremely soft blend used in motorbike competitions that guarantees an excellent grip 

in any condition of the tarmac. Obviously, tires are supplied in “slick” and “wet” version. 

Suspensions are realized in double whish-bone configuration, with push-rod on the rear and pull-rod on 

the front. Suspension hard-points that are a key point in the car design, are determined evolving from 

previous cars configurations. Target is to improve handling features of the car. Taking into account 

S.C.12e dynamic performances, S.C.R. design needs to be finalized to: 

 Weaken the “under-steering” behaviour at end of corners. 

 Increase the “pitch effect”, in order to improve the braking feeling. 

 Increase the “sensitivity” on the steering wheel. 

In order to better understand previous issues, it would be recommended consultation of “W.F. Milliken 

& D.L. Milliken - Race Cars Vehicle Dynamics”, Ref.[2] and “G. Genta - Meccanica dell’Autoveicolo”, 

Ref.[3]. 

The approval of suspension hard-points was obtained after about a month of calculations and realistic 

software simulations. Thanks to the software VI Grade, it has been possible to implement two vehicle 

models: one based on S.C.12e and one based on S.C.R. Two models was compared by lap simulations 

performed on real F.S.A.E. tracks. 

 

Picture 1.3-10: Detail of front-left suspension of S.C.R. 
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However, main improvement of suspension system, regards roll rate. It’s grown from 0.6 [deg/g] to 1 

[deg/g] and to do so it was decided to vary the roll centre position. However, possibility to vary the 

value from 0.5 [deg/g] to 1.5 [deg/g] depending on the needs, has been maintained.  

Furthermore, rear wheel track was increased as well, to improve the grip at the entering of the corner 

and during the acceleration test. Anti-Dive value too was increased of about 2% with the respect to 

S.C.12e, that feature improves the pitch and braking feeling. Like in the case of S.C.12e suspensions are 

designed in order to have the lower control arm as long as possible, in order to avoid large variations of 

track and roll centre. Outer hard-points need to be as near as possible to the centre of the wheel, that 

reduces dimension and mass of un-sprung weights. In front suspension king pin axle was reduced in 

order to decrease the load on the steering wheel.  

 

Picture 1.3-11: Detail of front-left rocker assembly with rear lower-control arm, push-rod, damper and anti-roll bar 
connection rod, S.C.R.evo. 

Choice of pull-rod in front suspension, displayed on Picture 1.3-11, is quite atypical in S.C. cars. 

However it’s a good solution by aerodynamic and weight distribution point of view. In this way the 

damper-rocker system is “hidden” under the nose of the car, in a specific slot realized between the 

pedal-box and the driver seat. That improves the aerodynamic efficiency, reducing considerably the 

drag. More relevant issue to consider is that the groups of dampers, rockers, anti-roll bar are a mass 

difficult to neglect. For this reason, house these components in a lower position helps to lower the 

centre of gravity of the car. This feature represents a notable advantage by handling point of view.  

 

Picture 1.3-12: Structural bonding applied to the aluminium chassis of a Lotus Elise (https://framess.co/). 
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Suspensions, which influence main dynamic performances of the car, are interesting by the point of 

view of manufacturing too. Control arms are assembled with aluminium inserts glued to carbon fibre 

pipes. Aluminium inserts are machined from monolithic blocks and are necessaries to house steel 

spherical joints. By the way the key of this exotic lightweight design is adhesive. 

Structural bonding is obtaining an increasing success in automotive industry nowadays. One of the 

most iconic example is the Lotus Elise chassis, displayed on Picture 1.3-12, realized by extruded 

aluminium beams bonded together and then riveted in order to ensure a safe mechanical backup. Like 

other S.C.R. car components,  glue too is an extremely high technologic product: a two-components 

structural adhesive especially designed for heavy duties. In that kind of manufacturing, it’s necessary to 

respect a rigid bonding protocol. Indeed a soil surface, a worst application of the catalyst or a wrong  

environment temperature can be very dangerous for bonding effectiveness. Due to low reliability of the 

process, following cars made by S.C. abandoned that innovative design, preferring more conventional 

solutions. 

Anti Roll-Bars, A.R.B., like it was revealed in advance, act on rockers through a simple rod and are bear 

by polymeric bushings housed in lightweight chassis brackets. Therefore, design of A.R.B.s is much 

more conventional than control arms one. A.R.B.s are manufactured by steel levers welded to a round 

pipe. Geometry of levers is specific to obtain a quick A.R.B. tuning, one of the most performed 

intervention during track events. 

 

Picture 1.3-13 S.C.12e performing aero-test in Centro Ricerche Fiat wind tunnel, Orbassano 2012 
(https://www.facebook.com/SCPolito/). 

Another field that is widespread in formula F.S.A.E. nowadays is Aerodynamic. According to “J. Smith – 

Fundamentals of Motorsport Engineering”, Ref.[4], main target in the work of aerodynamic is to find 

the best trade-off between “down-force” and “drag”. Aerodynamic devices exploit, above all, down-

force that improves the grip of tires pushing the car to the ground. Moreover, devices featuring too 

high down-force values cause drag phenomena which is an obstacle to penetration of the car in the air. 
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Such behavior finally affects negatively the energy consumption. Like revealed at chapter 1.1, in F.S.A.E. 

competitions, consumption is very important, especially for an electric vehicle. Many CFD analysis and 

lap-time simulation was performed, choosing the more suitable wing profiles. 

Finally CFD model was evaluated comparing it to the model obtained by a real test in FIAT wind tunnel. 

The result was a vehicle equipped with: front wing, rear wing, flat bottom and rear diffuser. 

Aerodynamic devices are realized by carbon fibre profiles, bonded to aluminium inserts in order to 

feature a strong and rigid structure. To ensure a more accurate tuning of the car, wing profile angles 

can be easily adjusted, ensuring more degrees of freedom in set-up of the car. The complete 

aerodynamic kit was manufactured and assembled only in 2014, in order to equip the rebuilt S.C.R.evo. 

Power-train of S.C.R. is intended in rear drive independent wheels. Both driving wheels are actuated by 

an independent motor-controller system. The ability of drive wheels autonomously allows to 

implement a real electronic differential known with the name of “Torque Vectoring”. The importance 

of this feature is the abatement of the friction losses that are very serious in a mechanical differential 

transmission. In addition, tuning of the differential can be adjusted by the cockpit, with no need of long 

time mechanical interventions. This fact is extremely important in order to achieve a good 

performance. An heavy mechanical component, like the differential is then replaced by a weightless 

algorithm based on vehicle dynamic equations. 

By the point of view of the hardware, S.C.R. 

power-train  is based on specific automotive 

components supplied by Magneti Marelli: two 

“TMG-Small-Size” motors  (that will be widely 

described in chapter 2.7) and two “Proto-C” 

controllers.  

Other main component of the Power-Train is the 

accumulator, or “battery pack” that consists of 

96 Lithium-Polymer battery cells packed 

together in order to satisfy safety, packaging and 

weight distribution requirements. The 

accumulator is packaged in three main modules. 

Any main module is assembled with sub-

modules like that shown in Picture 1.3-14.  

Main modules are split in two main volumes. 

Lower part of structures houses core of the cells, 

for this reason is provided by electric fans that 

features a cooling effect. Upper part houses 

contacts of cells and, for these reason needs to 

be insulated from the external environment. 

Accumulator modules surround the driver on 

three sides. For this reason, structures have to 

be strong enough to guarantee mechanical 

restraint and electric insulation of cells. Finally, 

structures need to allow a simplified 

maintenance and a quick cell replacement. 

Picture 1.3-14: Accumulator sub-module before the final assembly. 
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Accumulator is one of the most complicated 

system on F.S.A.E. cars. In order to solve some 

reliability issues and lower the weight, in 2014 

S.C.R.evo was equipped with a brand new 

accumulator.  

While a simple air cooling can be enough for the 

accumulator, motor and inverters need a 

proper liquid cooling system. The target is to 

satisfy reliability and efficiency requirements of 

main power-train components. Data 

necessaries for a fine calculation have been 

obtained logging more temperature sensors on 

S.C.12e. It’s necessary to remember that 

S.C.12e shared the same traction components. 

Data has been necessaries to perform a model 

of the cooling system, useful to calculate 

cooling liquid flow and dimensions of the 

radiators. Layout of cooling system is split on 

two main symmetrical branches. Any branch 

connects an hydraulic pump, a controller and a 

motor. Branches gather together at  entry and 

split at exit of the radiator. The system is filled 

and bleed from a pressure cap, welded on the 

top of the cooling fluid reservoir. In order to 

improve performances, the plant is pressurized to 1,3 [bar]. The unique radiator was originally housed 

behind the helmet of the driver, in order to obtain good cooling performances without compromise 

aerodynamic efficiency. By the way a single plant with a single radiator wasn’t enough. For this reason 

in 2014, S.C.R.evo cooling system was split in two different plants. Essentially, controllers was served by 

an autonomous secondary plant, which is provided of a water pump and a single radiator. The main 

plant, which serves motors, is still split in two branches. Every branch is provided by a own radiator, but 

the pump is single. Radiators are housed on both sides of the car, in the area between suspension 

points and roll bar bracings. 

Electric and electronic systems of the car can be grouped in two main areas: high voltage electric part 

and low voltage electric part. High voltage main components it’s obviously the accumulator. The 

nominal voltage of the accumulator is 350 [V], with a peak voltage of 398 [V]. It’s important to 

remember that, in comparison with S.C.12e, the nominal voltage is grown of about 100 [V]. That’s 

because motors exploit the best efficiency in the range between 350 [V] and 420 [V]. Capacity is 

bounded by F.S.A.E. rules to a maximum value of 7,5 [kWh]. The choice of designers was to exploit all 

the allowed capacity.  

Another very important component is the “Vehicle Management Unit”, V.M.U., which governs the 

power-train controllers sending messages by CAN bus. “Electronic differential” and “traction control” 

are implemented inside V.M.U. Anyway, the most innovative feature adopted on S.C.R. is the “kinetic 

energy recovery system”, K.E.R.S. Developed in F1 and LMP1 vehicles, K.E.R.S. allows to recover kinetic 

energy during the brake phase. This feature is exploited using electric motors in generator 

Picture 1.3-15: S.C.R.evo radiators. 
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configuration. In this way, a large amount of the kinetic energy of the car, that usually is wasted by 

brakes in heat generation, is recovered and stored into the accumulator. Two main benefits of K.E.R.S. 

are the extended autonomy of the accumulator and the downsizing of the mechanical elements in the 

braking system. The drag torque of electric motors employed in configuration of generator is an 

important aid during the brake. For this reason, components can be downsized in order to set an 

important weight saving on un-sprung masses. High voltage electric part is completed by the discharge 

circuitry, a very important device that allows to work on the car in safety, with all the stored electric 

energy circumscribed to accumulator only. 

Obviously high and low electric parts are kept in communication and the medium is established by 

three CAN buses. Main controls of the vehicle works measuring the accelerations of the car, for this 

reason low voltage electric parts includes an “Inertial Measurement Unit”, I.M.U. Such a unit is 

constituted by a tri-axial MEMS sensor which measures linear and angular accelerations of the vehicle. 

Another important low voltage component is the “Temperature Measurement Unit” a device utilized 

to monitor temperature of tires during tests. T.M.U. is based on three infrared sensors mounted in 

proximity of each wheel, one points the external tire tread, one the central tread, the last points the 

internal tread. These measurements are fundamentals to understand behaviour of the tires and tune 

the suspension set-up scrupulously. 

 

Picture 1.3-16: LCD display of S.C.R. 

“Battery Management Systems” B.M.S. are two and are applied to low voltage and high voltage 

accumulators. These devices control the state of charge and the voltage of service of the accumulators. 

B.M.S.s work essentially during charge phases but are employed in safety issues too. In case of any 

failure, B.M.S. sends an alert message to V.M.U. that shuts down the car, avoiding dangerous issues. 

Like the late majority of racing cars, S.C.R. is equipped by a “data-logger”, a system which collects data 

from all the sensors installed in all the systems of the vehicle.  The same system can store data on a SD 

card or send them to an access point which creates a suitable net. In this way it’s possible to collect a 

reliable data back up and read live data by remote position. 
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A small L.C.D. display, housed in the centre of the cockpit, completes the low voltage parts of the car. 

This display allows the driver to monitor the main information regarding the running car. Very useful is 

the visualization of the parameters set by the cockpit. 

It’s important to remember that all units are designed, manufactured, programmed and tested by the 

members of the team, like the late majority of mechanical components. 

 

Picture 1.3-17: S.C.R. in the day of public presentation, Museo dell ‘Automobile di Torino, 2013. 

 

 

Picture 1.3-18: S.C.R.evo testing in Barauda track, Moncalieri, 2014. 
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1.4. Design evolution in Squadra Corse transmissions. 
The main topic of this work, are transmissions. To better understand the importance of S.C.R. project, 

it’s useful explain how transmission designs evolved in Squadra Corse team. How explained in advance 

at Chapter 1.3, internal combustion engine vehicles needed multi-speed gear-boxes coupled with 

limited slip differentials. Main components of the transmission was therefore derived by stock 

components or modified stock components. The main feature of electric motors is the highest torque, 

supplied from “zero rpm”. Moreover, rpm range is very wide compared to a conventional internal 

combustion engine (2-3 times higher). It’s known that in F.S.A.E. events, elevate top speed isn’t 

important like in other motorsport competitions. Top speed is reached occasionally, during the 

“acceleration” test, 160 [km/h] are enough to gain an excellent lap. These motivations make a 

conventional multi-speed gear-box worthless on a F.S.A.E. vehicle. Clutch too is useless since electric 

motor doesn’t need an idle revolution regime. In addition, is no more possible buy or modify stock 

transmission components found on the market, anything between motor and wheel have to be 

specifically designed. 

1.4.1. S.C.12e. 
The first step of the evolution corresponds to 

the first electric car designed by Squadra 

Corse, S.C.12e. In order to save time and 

contain dangerous uncertainties derived by 

the new power-train, the vehicle was strictly 

derived by the previous car, the rear wheel 

drive S.C.X.X. Basically, the new electric 

power-train components was fitted into the 

car avoiding strong modifications of the layout 

and of the chassis. From nose to the back of 

the driver, electric car is very similar to the 

previous internal combustion engine vehicle. 

Accumulator was stored in the position 

previously occupied by  the fuel tank, behind 

driver’s back. Two Magneti Marelli TMG small 

size motors are placed in transversal 

configuration, in the lowest free space behind 

the accumulator. Controllers that have a mass 

lower than motors, are packed together and 

placed over the motors.  As explained in 

Chapter 1.3, two motors electric car doesn’t 

need a mechanical differential, for this reason 

any motor is equipped with its own 

independent transmission.  

Wheels are moved by specific half-shafts 

provided by classical tripod joints on both 

sides. This solution allows the operation of the 

axle independently by suspension movement. 

Motors and axles are faced by a strong and 

reliable chain sprocket system. By point of Picture 1.4-1: Main features of SC12e transmission. 
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view of the tuning, this system is very smart because allows to change the gear ratio quickly in a 

very cost efficient way. Indeed It’s enough change the pinion and the sprocket , or the sprocket 

only, in order to obtain the desired ratio. Moreover, a set of sprocket with different number of 

teeth is a low-cost solution, because motorcycle sprockets can be easily found on the market. Such 

a kind of system, represents a very lightweight solution, due to the simplicity of the components 

and due to the needlessness of a proper oil sump. 

Anyway, this kind of solution features some drawbacks, the first is related to efficiency. It’s well 

known that chain-sprocket mechanism in affected by strong friction, that friction grows if the 

system isn’t accurately clean up and lubricated. But the main drawback is the limited gear ratio 

which It’s possible to obtain, S.C.12e features a maximum of 6:1. 

1.4.2. S.C.R.  
S.C.R. project is a very significant step by many points of view of the design. It was affected by 

severe issues which compromised agonistic performances. Anyway, such experience provided to 

the team many benefits by knowledge point of view. 

The architecture of the car is strongly different 

by previous cars, that is due to a new layout 

deeply explained in Chapter 1.3.  

Anyway  the car is still a rear-drive vehicle 

with two motors and two independent 

transmissions. Main difference is related to 

layout of the motors installed in longitudinal 

position. However, motors are the same of 

the previous project.  In order to increase the 

gear ratio between motors and wheels, 

another reduction stage is added, featuring a 

total gear ratio of 9:1. The new layout of 

motors impose that the first stage is realized 

by a set of bevel gear, while the second is 

realized by a set of spur gear. Such design is 

more complicated if compared to previous 

chain-sprocket system. Manufacturing needs 

deep knowledge about gears and about their 

specific design. Unfortunately, gear system 

allows less possibilities of tuning. Replacement 

parts are custom and, for this reason very 

expensive.  Errors in esteem or calculations of 

parameters have to be avoided at any cost. 

Anyway S.C.R. is the first  Squadra Corse 

vehicle equipped by a gear-box completely 

designed by the team. That it’s an important 

step because provides a good starting point in 

the work on transmissions for next vehicles. 

Picture 1.4-2: Main features of S.C.R. transmission. 
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1.4.3. S.C.X.V. 
Following the trend of the most important 

F.S.A.E. teams, availing  the knowledge gained 

on S.C.R. project, in 2015 Squadra Corse was 

able to produce one of the most interesting 

car of its history, S.C.X.V. In order to improve 

traction ability and dynamic behaviour, a four 

wheel drive vehicle was designed. The integral 

traction is exploited connecting a motor to 

each wheel. In order to simplify architecture 

of the chassis, motors are installed on the 

uprights, directly on the un-sprung masses. 

Motors, that have to be very compact and 

light, are supplied by the German 

manufacturer A.M.K., Arnold Muller 

Kirkenheim. Controllers are provided by the 

same company. 

Any motor can deliver a maximum power of 

35 [kW], but is limited to 20 [kW] due to 

regulations. Peak torque is around 21 [Nm] 

while maximum revolution speed is over 

19.000 [rpm]. The particular, layout of the car 

and performance of the motors, need a 

transmission which is compact, light and 

features an high gear ratio. The best solution 

to conciliate all of these features is a co-axial 

double stage, three branches, epicyclic gear-

box. Sun gear is connected rigidly to motor 

and is supported by two tight bearings housed 

in the gear carrier. Gear carrier, composed by 

two parts, is connected rigidly to the vehicle 

wheel and supports three planetary shafts. 

Ring rear is fix, rigidly connected to the 

upright, which works as sump. Such a delicate system needs to be assembled carefully with 

components of high accuracy, in order to obtain the desired reliability. Components are in large 

majority  manufactured by machining of several high technologic materials. Upright is a monolithic 

block of Al7075-T651 Ergal, derived from that of S.C.R. Wheel hub too , which has the function of 

planetary carrier, is assembled with two components, one machined by Al7075-T651 Ergal billet, 

the other machined by Ti-6Al-4V Titanium billet. Gears are manufactured by carburized 18CrNiMo7 

steel, and internal faces of teeth are rectified in order to tear down the friction. Although layout of 

the gear-box is quite complex, technology of manufacturing processes and materials is the same 

utilized for the production of S.C.R. gears. That’s an additional evidence that S.C.R. gear design is a 

milestone in the knowledge of Squadra Corse. 

  

Picture 1.4-3 main features of SCXV transmission. 
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1.5. Bench Mark. 
Starting with a brand new project, it’s useful study solutions adopted by opponent main teams. For this 

reason, most interesting cars that took place in 2011 and 2012 events was deeply studied on the basis 

of pictures found on the net or shoot made on the circuit. 

1.5.1. D.U.T. Racing, Delft University of Technology, Netherlands. 
T.U. Delft is one of the most eminent athenaeum of the Europe.  This university It’s particularly 

famous for have been the base of Professor Hans B. Pacejka researches. The illustrious professor 

gave an important contribution to the automotive 

industry studying deeply the behaviour of tires.  

In Formula S.A.E. team from Delft was one of the 

first to take part in European events. It was one of 

the first to switch from internal combustion engine 

to full electric traction. Advanced knowledge on 

vehicle dynamics, combined with a huge experience 

in Formula S.A.E., make the team of Delft one of the 

most winning in Europe and in the world. 

By Picture 1.5-1, It’s important to observe the gear-

box coming out from the back of the mono-coque. 

It’s necessary to appreciate the tripod joint housing, 

which is integrated inside the hub of the output 

gearwheel. That solution looks suitable for a simpler 

assembly and for the reduction of un-necessary 

components. Car from D.U.T. Racing is one of the first four wheel-drive  F.S.A.E. cars. Motors are 

four and are installed on un-sprung masses in front axle. Motors of the rear axle are fitted into the 

mono-coque. For this reason, it’s credible that small size motors of the rear axle can be housed 

inside the mono-coque with a transversal layout. By consequence of this, it’s easy imagine that the 

gear-box includes a couple of double stage twin transmissions assembled with simple and efficient 

spur gears. 

1.5.2.  A.M.Z., Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule Zürich, Switzerland. 
E.T.H. of Zurich is, like the previous athenaeum, one 

of the five best university of Europe. Formula 

Student team from Zurich is, like that from Delft, 

one of the first teams to join Formula Student 

Electric. for this reason is one of the most skilled in 

the world. 

2012 A.M.Z. car was a basic rear wheel drive car in 

which carbon fibre mono-coque houses all the 

power-train components. It’ important to know that 

drive wheels are controlled by a motor for each. 

By a small investigation based on Picture 1.5-2, it’s 

easy to guess the transversal layout of the motors. 

Anyway, It’s necessary consider that A.M.Z. 

Picture 1.5-2: Sump of A.M.Z. car gear-box 
(https://www.facebook.com/amzracing/). 

Picture 1.5-1: Detail of the back of 2012 DUT Racing car 
(https://www.facebook.com/FSteamDelft/). 
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develops and installs homebuilt motors with external rotor. Such motors are very short in 

longitudinal dimension, that is an important advantage in terms of packaging. Sump is assembled 

by three components manufactured from milling billets of aluminium alloy. Observing the gear-box 

output opening, it’s easy to guess that tripod housing is integrated inside the output hub,  similarly 

to the car of D.U.T. Racing. It’s not difficult to guess the layout of gears. Like in the previous case, a 

couple of double stage twin transmissions assembled with simple spur gears. 

1.5.3. Green Team, Universität Stuttgart, Germany. 
University of Stuttgart owns the most winning team in the history of Formula Student in Europe, 

Renn Team Stuttgart. A couple of years ago, the University set up a specific team which competes 

in the Formula Student electric, The Green Team. Car deployed in 2012 by team of Stuttgart was a 

two wheel drive vehicle, with drive wheels controlled independently. 

By  Picture 1.5-3 it’s possible to appreciate the group 

of motor and gear-box assembled together on a test 

rig. The first aspect to highlight is that motors are 

positioned following a longitudinal layout, differently 

from cars analyzed above. For this reason, it’s right to 

guess that transmission is realized by a couple of twin 

gear-boxes. A bevel gear is installed in the first stage 

and a spur gear in the second. In order to keep motors 

in the lowest position as possible, with axis parallel to 

the ground, axis of two stages don’t lay on the same 

plan identified by axis of the motors. Output of the 

gear-box is positioned in higher position, in order to 

allow the half-shaft to work parallel to the ground. 

Housing of the tripod joint is integrated inside the hub 

of output, In this solution too. Back to the Picture 

1.5-3, it’s important observe the opening below the gear-box output. It’s easy to guess that is the 

opening necessary to calibrate preload of angular contact bearings. Last deductive reasoning have 

to be made around the sump. It’s an assembly of two huge components manufactured by 

monolithic blocks of aluminium alloy. Surface of joint between two components is the plan that lays 

between the central and the output shaft. 

1.5.4. T.U.G. Racing, Technische Universität Graz, Austria. 
Technical University of Graz is one of the first 

athenaeums to take part of Formula Student in 

Europe. Internal combustion engine cars from Graz 

duelled against those of Stuttgart to claim the first 

positions, for a decade. In last years the team built 

some electric traction cars, starting from chassis of 

combustion cars.  

By Picture 1.5-4, it’s important to meditate about the 

layout of the car which is a rear wheel drive equipped 

by two independent motors. It’s easy to guess that 

Picture 1.5-3: Motors and gearbox of Green Team assembled 
together on a test rig 

(https://www.facebook.com/greenteamstuttgart/). 

Picture 1.5-4: The back of T.U.G. car at Formula Student 
Hungary, Gyor 2012 

(https://www.facebook.com/tugraz.racing/). 
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motors are positioned in parallel longitudinal position, like in the case studied at Chapter 1.5.3. 

Transmissions is composed by two independent twin gear-boxes. It’s right suppose that the gear-

train is split in two stages, first realized by bevels, the second realized by spurs. Differently from the 

previous case, all the gears lays on the same plane. For this reason, the plan which houses axis of 

the gear-train components have to be tilted. That allows the half-shaft to reach the centre of the 

wheel hub. Half-shafts which work  in angled position don’t feature their best work condition. 

Anyway, this solution is excellent to keep masses as low as possible. Finally, It’s important to 

consider that this solution can be effective on a car equipped with 10 [inches] rims only. That’s due 

to the limited angle of operation of half-shafts 

1.5.5. Ka-Raceing, Karlsruher Institut für Technologie, Germany. 
Another important athenaeum in the European overview is the Institute of Technology of 

Karlsruhe. By a couple of years this university deploys two very interesting Formula Student cars, 

one equipped by internal combustion engine, one equipped by electric motors. 

 

Picture 1.5-5: Rear of the car of KA-Raceing (Squadra Corse PoliTo Archive). 

First of all, it’s important to appreciate the non ordinary solutions adopted in these cars. Motors are 

assembled together sharing the liquid cooling jacket and the box of the contacts. Gear-boxes are 

independent and symmetric, positioned in external position referred to the centre plan of the car. 

But the most original feature of the power-train module is the structural purpose. It’s interesting 

appreciate that mounts of rear upper control arms are positioned on the sump structures. Rear 

lower control arms are assembled on a tubular frame that includes  the jacking bar. Tubular frame 

is then bounded to the power-train. Observing the picture more in detail, it’s possible to notice that 

rear wing attachments are bounded to power-train module too. About gear-train it’s necessary 

observe that motor and half-shaft lay on the same axis. Is therefore reasonable that gear-train is 

realized by planetary layout, with a fixed internal crown. 

Another important detail to focus in, is the presence of the hoses on the sumps. It’s sure that the 

cover of the motors houses a liquid cooling jacket. But, observing position of the hoses it’s right to 

suppose that the cooling liquid and the transmission oil are the same fluid. The fluid with this 

double purpose, is then cooled in a radiator positioned in the back of the driver’s cell. 
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1.5.6. DART Racing, Technische Universität Darmstadt, Germany. 
Another interesting team to take in example is DART Racing from Darmstadt. Like many others, a 

couple of years ago, this team switched from the conventional power-train to the electric one with 

good results. It’s possible appreciate in Picture 1.1-10 the duel for the podium between S.C.12e and 

eta2012. during Formula S.A.E. Italy of 2012. 

 

Picture 1.5-6: Disassembled gear-box from DART Racing car. Note the scavenge rotary pump circled in red 
(https://www.facebook.com/TUDarmstadtRacingTeam/). 

Motors shown in Picture 1.5-6 features a very tight axial dimension but quite large radial. It’s 

obvious that chosen layout is the transversal one. All power-train components are roomed inside 

the monocoque chassis. That solution, which is very similar to the one described at Chapter 1.5.2, is 

in reality more interesting and refined. 

Basically, layout adopted is the same shown in chapters 1.5.1 and 1.5.2, but there are some details 

that make the solution of DART very interesting. Analysis starts from the sump, which is assembled 

by only two components, machined by  billets of aluminium alloy. Central wall of the sump, 

displayed in the solution of A.M.Z., is therefore removed. As consequence, there isn’t a central 

support to house bearings. From deep observation of Picture 1.5-6, it’s possible to notice that twin 

gear-trains feature a single stage of reduction with offset grown by idle gear. Moreover, it’s 

possible to notice that gearwheels aren’t equal to their homologues. One gearwheel is provided by 

an integral shaft which is shared with the homologue wheel too. In order to guarantee that two 

homologue wheels on the same shaft are decoupled, one of the wheels is supported by a radial and 

an axial bearings. 

Returning to analyze the sump, it’s possible to appreciate the labyrinth walls under the gear-box 

input opening. It’s sure that these barriers protect the admission of a scavenge pump by the oil 

surging. As matter of fact, it’s possible notice a small rotary oil pump which in the picture is 

underlined by a red circle. It’s sure enough that the rotor of the pump is connected to the idle shaft 

of the gear-box. That solution which looks very interesting by point of view of the packaging but 

impairs the efficiency of the two “branches” of the gear-train. Another detail to appreciate is the 

couple of spray nozzles useful to lubricate heavily stressed gear in meshing zone. That example is 

very relevant by lubrication point of view. Traditionally, gear-boxes exploited on Formula Student 

vehicles are lubricated by the classic wet sump. It’s now useful take in consideration the possibility 

of install a system devoted to cool and to direct gear-box lubrication oil. 
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1.5.7. Racetech, Technische Universität Bergakademie Freiberg, Germany. 
By point of view of materials and technology, some of 

the most interesting cars are made by the Technical 

University of Freiberg. 

Gears shown in Picture 1.5-7 suggest a layout of the 

transmission like that described in Chapter 1.5.3. As 

explained in advance, students of TU Freiberg are 

particularly skilled in the choice of the materials and 

in the employ of advanced manufacturing 

technologies. Gears shown in Picture 1.5-7 are 

supported in a quite sophisticate sump produced by 

additive manufacturing of magnesium alloy. 

Gears shown, are quite conventional by point of view 

of geometry which exploits sp-lined profiles and spiral 

bevel profiles of tooth. The most interesting detail to 

take in consideration, is the finish of the gears. Seen 

from the picture, it looks a PVD coating which is 

fundamental in order to tear down the friction. That 

leads to a higher efficiency and to a lower wear that 

affects the components. 

1.5.8. R.M.I.T. Racing, University of Melbourne, Australia. 
R.M.I.T. Racing is the team of the Melbourne 

University which competes in the Formula Student 

Australasia, unique event to take place in Oceania. 

Layout of motors and of Gear-train looks very similar 

to examples shown in chapters 1.5.3 and 1.5.7. 

Components, gears in particular, looks quite heavy to 

be installed on a race car.  

Anyway, it’s important appreciate the sump. 

Differently from the example described in chapter 

1.5.3, it’s useful observe how sump is disassembled. In 

this example, the surface of joint is perpendicular to 

that of Green Team gear-box. This fact simplify a lot 

the manufacturing of the sump because housing of 

bearings are integral. Another detail to notice in the 

sump, is the spacing of the screws. Bolts are very near 

each others, in order to ensure the proper stiffness in 

the connection of the different components of the 

sump. That ensures the proper operation of the bevel 

gears and the retain of lubricant oil. 

Picture 1.5-7: Gear assembly from Racetech car 
(https://www.facebook.com/Racetech.Racingteam/). 

Picture 1.5-8: R.M.I.T Racing partially assembled gearbox 
(https://www.facebook.com/RMITElectricRacing/). 
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2. Choice of electric motors. 

 

Plot 1.5-1: MGU 012 motor (https://www.magnetimarelli.com). 

2.1. Magneti Marelli Deal. 
As explained in advance at Chapter 1.3, S.C.R. power-train is strictly derived from S.C.12e one. The 

choice of the S.C.12e electric motors dates back to 2011. After the successful experience of the SC08H, 

an hybrid prototype built from the chassis of 2008 Squadra Corse car, Italian manufacturer Magneti 

Marelli offered a deal based on the following points: 

 Two electric motors TMG Small, MGU 012, and two controllers are provided for the 2012 

F.S.A.E. season. 

 

 Technical support is offered to optimize the entire project. 

 

 Data collected by Squadra Corse on the track must be shared Magneti Marelli to test the 

electric units, which will be used in future road and racing cars. 

2.2. F.S.A.E. rules and restrictions. 
Being partner of a giant of electric and electronics like Magneti Marelli has enabled the developers to 

opt for a cheap and competitive power-train. Nevertheless it’s right to point out that some drawbacks 

are present, due to the great advance of the decision for the 2012 season. Electric motors have been 

chosen in 2011 when total power is limited to 100 [kW], as prescribed by “SAE –  2011 Formula SAE 

Rules”, Ref.[5]. Since then, there have been some changes and the power limit has been lowered to 85 

[kW], how It’s prescribed by Ref.[1]. This modification has forced developers to adapt motors to the 

new restrictions. Therefore, nominal tension has been lowered to 230 [V], thus limiting the nominal 

power of a single motor to 38 [kW]. This choice has enabled the team to keep the initial project of 

chassis and transmission, even if it doesn’t represent the best combination in all respects. Anyway, 

nominal tension of the accumulator have been elevate to 350 [V] during development of S.C.R. project. 

That allows to exploit all the power allowable from regulations depicted by Ref.[1]. 
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2.3. Electric motors and manufacturers. 

 

Picture 2.3-1: motor of the Renault Formula E (circled in red). Dimension are similar to that of the 18 inches rims 
(https://www.pinterest.it/). 

Electric traction in automotive and motorsport is still an innovative field. For this reason it’s not easy to 

find devoted products. An usual Formula E car, which is one of the rare electric vehicles in motorsport,  

has a mass of 900kg and a maximum power of about 200 [kW].  

Performance of that kind of vehicle are too far from Formula Student regulations, depicted by Chapter 

2.2. Therefore, It’ easier to find more suitable products in the hybrid vehicle field. Power-units of 

Formula 1 cars are provided by traction electric motors. Such motors, utilized in the Kinetic Energy 

Recovery System, K.E.R.S., features 60 [kW] with a very limited weight. However this technology is very 

expensive and concealed, not suitable for a F.S.A.E. project. 

Another field in which it’s possible to find many good solutions to apply in F.S.A.E. power-trains is the 

industry. Modern machine tools employ very interesting revolution speed varying motors, these 

motors are utilized by many F.S.A.E. teams. That’s an important occasion for manufacturers to test 

their products on a different field of employ. For this reason, different solution have been studied and 

evaluated at the start of the project, such YASA 400 and Evo Electric AFM140.  
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Picture 2.3-2: Main dimensions of YASA 400 motor (https://www.yasa.com/). 

 

Picture 2.3-3: Main dimensions of Evo Electric AFM140 (https://avidtp.com/). 
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Some other motors that has been evaluated, in example Wittenstein MRSF049:  this unit features high 

power and low weight for this reason it would represent a competitive choice. One further motor that 

has been evaluated is the AMK DT7-72-20-RxW-5000, which is similar to the Magneti Marelli one, and 

quite cheap respect to the others. By the way, as of previous explanation, Squadra Corse chose 

Magneti Marelli motors, specific for hybrid cars. Italian motors, for Squadra Corse, represent the better 

trade-off between packaging, performances and business themes. 

2.4. Different types of electric motors. 
All the units that have been evaluated are three-phase AC synchronous motors. The reasons of this 

boundary are explained here below. Available direct current motors don’t  feature power ratings 

suitable for a racing car. Moreover, need to be used under steady load condition, in order to obtain the 

best performance level. This lack of flexibility led many car manufacturers to discard this kind of motors 

and prefer the alternating current ones.  

 

 
Picture 2.4-1: AGNI DC which is employed on a motor bike(https://www.groen7.nl/). 

Among the DC motors, AGNI and Lynch units have been evaluated but, as previously explained, didn’t 

match requirements proper of a race car. Lacks are displayed in terms of power, which is often below 

30 [kW], and in terms of energy demand. This last issue is related to the presence of brushes in almost 

all DC motors. Some positive aspects, though, are the easy fitting and power supplying connection. 

Moreover, DC motors are usually smaller and less noisy, even if exploit some lacks for what concerns 

cooling and isolation. One more positive aspect of DC motors is the need of less cables and connectors, 

in spite of their homologues.  

Usually, AC motors feature bigger size, and this forces developers to manage with more attention the 

available room into the chassis. Usually, DC motors tend to stress the transmission more than AC 

motors, whose torque delivery can be more progressive and manageable. This difference is mainly due 
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to the presence of easily programmable inverters linked to AC motors, instead of DC controllers. 

Benefits are evident for both the battery pack and the drive-train system. 

2.5. Permanent magnet motors. 
AC motors and DC motors can both feature permanent magnets instead of windings of electrical wires. 

This is a further distinction that leads to different options. Permanent magnet motors feature high 

torque, high efficiency and low power consumption. On the negative side, magnets can be 

demagnetized in case of high temperature inside the stator. In this case, more electromagnetic 

interference is generated by permanent magnets. S.C.12e motors belong to the permanent magnet 

category and this choice led to an accurate analysis on cooling system. Design of cooling has been 

assisted by track test gathered data, in order to prevent damages on magnets. Anyway, It’s important 

to remember that temperature is not important for reliability only, temperature strongly affects 

efficiency. 

2.6. Comparative chart. 
As previously explained at Chapter 2.3, basic technical information about performances have been 

collected from different manufacturers and organized in the following comparison. A range of different 

motors have been evaluated and compared to Magneti Marelli TMG Small, MGU 012. It’s necessary to 

clarify that performances refers to an input tension of 350 [V]. 

 

 
Plot 2.6-1: Comparative chart of electric motors. 

 
The comparative Plot 2.6-1 shows that Evo Electric motor features good performances. However, 

weight and dimensions displayed in Picture 2.3-3 make this motor difficult to fit into a small single-
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seater vehicle. In order to overcome these drawbacks, Yasa motor has been evaluated. That features 

similar performances by the point of view of power and torque. However Yasa is much more lighter and 

compact, as it’s shown in Picture 2.3-2. Anyway, taking into account chapter 2.2, it’s clear that these 

two kinds of motor are oversized for a car exploiting a two independent motors layout. 

A valiant solution to take into account may be the Wittenstein motor. Weight and torque are very 

interesting but the power makes this motor too weak for a single-motor layout and oversized for the 

case of two. 

It’s clear that it’s necessary to evaluate smaller motors. One opportunity may be the motor from Bosch, 

but the weight it’s too high if compared to performances which are suitable for the desired layout. 

By virtue of that, final challenge regards AMK versus Magneti Marelli. First of all It’s necessary 

underline that biggest issue of AMK motor regards tension. If AMK is operated around 350 [V] tension 

displays a dramatic drop of power. For this reason, AMK motors are a good solution by point of view of 

torque output and weight but are much more less competitive than Magneti Marelli units by point of 

view of exploited. 

2.7. Magneti Marelli TMG small size (MGU012). 

 

Plot 2.7-1: Performance of Magneti Marelli MGU 012. 

Magneti Marelli automotive traction motors take their origins from the experience acquired in Formula 

1. Indeed M.M. is the exclusive supplier of K.E.R.S. systems for all the teams of F1 world championship 

from 2009 season. That makes the company able to fit electric power-train solutions in tight volumes, 

with the maximum save of room and weight. That feature is especially useful when it’ necessary to fit 

an hybrid system on a vehicle designed to house the internal combustion engine only. Motors supplied 
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to Squadra Corse are the result of decades of experience in the electric field, combined to the modern 

techniques of FEM calculation and simulation. M.M. MGU 012 small size is a motor specific for hybrid 

power-trains of road cars. Design of such motor, that is still to prototypal stage, is oriented to fulfil 

requirements of the mass production by virtue of low investments needed. Another important 

characteristic, required by the automotive field, is the modularity. M.M. motors are designed to be 

easily fitted on different platforms, featuring short times required for the validation of test results. 

Most relevant features about chosen M.M. MGU 012 small size motors are: 

 High power density: up to 5 [kW/kg]. 

 Reduced size: up to 15 [kW/l]. 

 Large rpm range: 0 to 16.000 [rpm]. 

 Good peak torque: 90 [Nm]. 

By mechanical point of view, design of the motor  is quite conventional. In the large aluminium casted 

core, a smart system of cooling ducts is housed. By the exterior, it’s possible remark the two brass 

fittings that feature the inlet and the outlet of the liquid coolant. In the front, a large flange houses the 

threaded holes necessary to fasten motor on its specific housing. The mechanical output is represented 

by a steel grooved shaft that hangs out from the front flange. Output shaft is bounded by two slim 

radial spherical bearings located externally to the rotor. On the back side of the motor, an insulated 

plastic box contains the connections of the three phases and the plug of the rotational speed sensor. 

Differently from Picture 2.7-1, contact boxes have been modified in order to receive one only three-

phase cable. Such a cable is much easier to route and fit into a tight race car layout. 

 

Picture 2.7-1: One of the two MGU 012 electric motors delivered to Squadra Corse. Data in the late refers to 350V input 
(https://www.facebook.com/SCPolito/). 
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3. Design Targets. 

In order to deeply understand design solutions performed on S.C.R., it’s useful to clarify which are targets 

of the project. Some of these topics can be understood reading previous chapters, anyway, the aim of 

following chapters is ordering and explaining main design targets. 

3.1. Performance. 
Word “performance” must be the key word in the definition of a racing vehicle. By virtue of that, It’s 

the main target in the design of a race car. Any component of any system have to be designed in order 

to exploit the maximum of the reachable performance. Strong limitations are imposed by the official 

rules, as described by Ref.[1], anyway designers must be able to obtain the maximum by their car, 

respecting common regulations. 

3.2. High efficiency. 
A modern vehicle, electric in particular, have to be focused on the efficiency. New scenario of world 

energy crisis requires vehicles able to tear down energy consumption. In motorsport events too, 

endurance races especially, low consumption means a huge advantage. A race car which features a 

good efficiency can reduce the loss of time due to refuelling in pit lane. In F.S.A.E. efficiency has a 

greater importance because, as explained in Chapter 1.1, allows to gain precious scores in the “Fuel 

Economy” test. For this reason, energy consumption affects race strategy during the “Endurance Test”. 

Car and drivers, assisted by the data engineer, have to find the better trade-off between race 

performance and consumption. By the way, it’s very likely that the most efficient car can face the 

endurance laps with more grit, avoiding risk to obtain a bad score in “fuel economy” and avoiding risk 

to quit endurance due to low state of charge in the accumulator.  

Transmission design allows many options to improve efficiency. Like explained at Chapter 5.4, friction, 

which is the first cause of efficiency loss, can be contained with a proper choice of gear module. 

Mechanical efficiency can be increased during manufacturing process too. Like it’s explained at Chapter 

6.2, finish teeth surfaces is the most effective way to tear down loss by friction. Other factors which 

need be considered  optimizing the overall efficiency, depend on bearings, size of gaskets, quality and 

quantity of lubricant. 

3.3. Technical evolution. 
F.S.A.E. is an important step in the career of a young designer, due to the range of opportunities that 

are available. Usually, teams collaborate with companies which offer their product and their 

technologies to realize vehicle components. Some examples applied to transmissions are widely 

described by Chapter 1.5. Mainly, benefits achieved by companies due to F.S.A.E. involvement are 

related to marketing and image. Anyway, collaboration with a F.S.A.E. team, may offer precious field 

tests on the specific courts of automotive and motorsport. On the other hand, a young designer takes 

advantages by the occasion of testing materials and technologies which can be exotic in the 

conventional daily work. Moreover, judges involved on “Engineering Design” tests appreciate very 

much innovative solutions. At any event, most original realizations are awarded by very rich scores and 

dedicated prizes. With reference to circumscribed field of the team, first target to achieve, must be 
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technical evolution of the car from previous season. Focusing to S.C.R. project, gear-box especially  

represents an important evolution aimed to upgrade of the sprocket-chain transmission that equips 

S.C.12e. 

3.4. High level of integration. 
A F.S.A.E vehicle that features a wheelbase of about 1600 [mm] is a very tight ambient of work. For this 

reason, different systems which are essential for the operation of the car, have to be accurately 

positioned and integrated. The typical example on S.C.R. is described in Chapter 1.2, on-board rear 

brakes, which integrates the transmission with the components of the braking system. Another 

important example is described at Chapter 1.4.3. The “corner” of S.C.X.V. integrates functions typical of 

un-sprung mass components and power-train components. That represent a an important save of 

weight and money due to the reduced number of components. 

 

 

Picture 3.4-1: S.C.X.V. un-sprung weight. 

3.5. Higher gear ratio. 
As revealed in advance at Chapter 1.4.2, tests and races shown that torque discharged from S.C.12e to 

the ground wasn’t enough to exploit good acceleration performances. For this reason, one of the target 

in S.C.R. design is the increase of gear ratio from 6:1 to a value around 9:1. That is a quite complex goal 

which cannot be reached by a simple chain-sprocket system or by a single stage gear-box. 

3.6. Best weight stiffness trade off. 
It’s simple to image that main requirement of a race car is the save of weight. In addition F.S.A.E. 

official regulations don’t impose a minimum weight. 
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Extreme research of lightness is congruent but the light weight isn’t the only requirement to fulfil. 

Thinking to the entire vehicle, the main requirement it’s, of course, driver safety but that’s not all. Then 

It’s important reflect on operation of the components. Considerably lightened components can operate 

differently from what intended by the designer, that’s due basically by displacements. For example, a 

suspension arm, like many other components, cannot be considered infinitely stiff. It deforms in 

operation, but if it isn’t stiff enough it may deform more than necessary. This condition may produce 

undesired displacement of suspension hard-points housed on the un-sprung mass.  

Precise position and bounded movement of suspension hard-points is essential for the good operation 

of the entire suspension. Undesired displacements on the suspension can dangerously affect dynamic 

performances of the car causing loss of driver feeling and worsening of handling. Another example can 

be applied to transmission, a poor matching between bearings and case can cause a too high 

displacement of gearwheels. Such issue can drive to severe problems in reliability, efficiency and noise.  

By virtue of that, designer haven’t to consider weight of components only, but he must take into 

account stiffness too. Therefore, the target of a good design have to be set on the “best trade-off 

between weight and stiffness”. 

 

 

Picture 3.6-1: Dimensional checks on S.C.R. gear-train components. 

3.7. Easy and accurate assembly. 
Transmissions, gear-boxes in particular, are a very delicate topic in mechanic field. In the entire range 

of the vehicle, in a electric car especially, transmission is the most complex system by mechanical point 

of view. Usually transmission exploits a large range of mechanical components like gears, bearings, 

gaskets springs, levers and  pneumatic actuators. In addition, a wider range of electronic components 

like sensors, control units, looms are integrated in order to increase performances and reliability of the 

system. How It’s widely described by “L. Morello – Progetto della Trasmissione Meccanica” Ref.[6], 

good operation of a transmission depends on a wide range of issues like thermal dissipation, 

displacements, backlashes and wear. 
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Anyway, transmission designers haven’t to care about operational problems only. First of all they need 

to concentrate on manufacturing issues too. A well engineered transmission layout have to be 

envisioned caring about assembly and tuning issues. A transmission such that of S.C.R. is based on 

bevel gears and angular contact bearings. By assembly and manufacturing point of view, these kinds of 

components needs to be installed on accurate machined housings. Furthermore, gears and bearings 

need a proper set preload in order to achieve an efficient and reliable operation. By virtue of that S.C.R. 

gear-box case needs to be designed ensuring measurement ability and needs to be manufactured 

following highest standards of accuracy. 

On the other hand S.C.R. gear-box needs to be simple enough to be assembled quickly using the 

minimum number of tools and custom devices. 

 

Picture 3.7-1: Squadra Corse crew making interventions on S.C.X.V. before a performance test. Lingotto 2015 
(https://www.facebook.com/SCPolito/). 

3.8. Fast maintenance and tuning. 
Unfortunately race cars, prototypes especially, needs interventions of maintenance and tuning any 

time. During tests and races, events are more dense and times are very tight. For this reason, times 

devoted to maintenance have to be shorter as possible. 

Systems need to be simple enough to ensure the ability of intervention on the track too, where 

workshop equipments are more lacking and where multiple operators need to work on the car at the 

same time, as depicted by Picture 3.7-1. S.C.R. is therefore designed trying to match different 

maintenance requirements. With reference to Chapter 1.3, suspension are one of the most effective 

examples of easy and fast intervention. Such system is designed to ensure wheel and brakes quick 

replacement. In addition, few dozens of minutes are enough to regulate set-up parameters of the 

vehicle: camber, toe, ride height, A.R.B. stiffness and hydraulics. About transmission, all the system can 

be disassembled from the vehicle in ten minutes only. These features ensure a strong ability of tuning 

and maintenance of the car. 
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4. Design boundaries. 

In this chapter, all the boundaries of design of S.C.R. transmission are wide explained. In particular 

boundaries related to performances of the motors and boundaries related to the packaging of the different 

components in the car. 

4.1. Gear ratio calculation. 
“Gear ratio” is the first parameter needed in order to set up the design of a transmission. It affects 

mainly the structural aspects of the design and it has strong impact on packaging choices too 

With reference to “G. Belforte – Meccanica Applicata alle Macchine” Ref.*7+, It’s necessary clarify 

definition of gear ratio, indicated with   in the text, is actually defined with  . Factors involved in 

definition too are declared by different notation with equivalent physical meaning. Definitely gear ratio 

is defined by the following relation: 

Eq. 4.1-1      
  

  
 

  

  
 

Where: 

    is “input shaft rotational speed” of transmission, measured in [rpm]. 

    is “output  shaft rotational speed” of transmission, measured in [rpm]. 

    is “input torque” of transmission, measured in [Nm]. 

    is “output torque” of transmission, measured in [Nm]. 

It’s necessary to evidence that, in next calculations efficiency of the transmission is going to be 

considered equal to one, It’s clearly a simplification but It’s coherent with the target of high efficiency 

explained at Chapter 3.2. 

Typically, an automotive transmission is a particular kind of transmission: a speed reducer. Motors or, 

more commonly employed engines, feature a rotational speed much more higher than the rotational 

speed needed to make the vehicle run at desired linear speed. By virtue of that, wheels need to turn at 

a rotational speed inferior to rotational speed of the engine. By other hand, torque generated by 

engines is very low if compared to the torque needed to accelerate the vehicle. Basically the 

automotive transmission is a device that transforms a “high speed/low torque” input into a “low 

speed/high torque” output, for this reason It can be defined “speed reducer”. Following relation 

describes     the “speed reducer gear ratio”: 

Eq. 4.1-2      
  

  
 

  

  
 

Where: 

    is “torque on wheel”, measured in [Nm]. 

    is “torque of motor”, measured in [Nm]. 

    is “rotational speed of motor”, measured in [rpm]. 

    is “rotational speed of wheel”, measured in [rpm]. 
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It’s shown that value of gear ratio is strongly affected by performances of the electric motors: Torque 

and rotational speed. Anyway, Eq. 4.1-2 displays that value of gear ratio depends by other fundamental 

components of the car, wheels. It’s necessary to clarify that wheels are intended to be the assembly of 

tire and rim. Wheels, on the basis of their dimensions, rule maximum torque possible dischargeable to 

the ground and maximum speed that vehicle can reach. Anyway, maximum torque is strongly ruled by 

features of tire and condition of the track, of course. 

It’s clear that, S.C.R. is a race car, purposely designed to perform extremely fast accelerations. As 

declared in advance, key to reach this target of performance is exploitation of the tires. For this reason, 

it’s important that transmission provides to wheels the maximum torque that is possible discharge to 

the ground. Therefore, gear ratio of transmission must be dimensioned to keep tire operation as close 

as possible to “incipient slip” condition. 

Anyway, value of maximum torque which vehicle can discharge to ground doesn’t depend by wheels 

only, as widely  described by Ref.[2] and Ref.[3]. Main features of vehicle regarding weights, distances 

and aerodynamics strongly affect operation of tires. For simplification, aerodynamic effects are 

neglected during actual dissertation. That’s why, by analysis of telemetry data, strongest accelerations 

are exploited during low speed regimes, when influence of aerodynamic devices is very narrow. 

 

Plot 4.1-1: Two dimensions model of S.C.R. focused on longitudinal load transfer, acceleration case. 

On the basis of previous considerations, It’s clear that a believable value of maximum torque 

discharged by a rear wheel, can be obtained by a rough calculation. Such calculation needs to be set on 

a basic two dimensions model, that is shown in the Plot 4.1-1 inspired by models depicted by Ref.[3]. 

Model is a free-body diagram which represents the “longitudinal load transfer” of the vehicle. 

Fundamental related variables of calculus are: 
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    is “vertical force on front axle” of the car, measured in [N]. 

    is “vertical force on rear axle” of the car, measured in [N]. 

       is “maximum tangential force of front axle” of the car, measured in [N]. 

       is “maximum tangential force on rear axle” of the car, measured in [N]. 

   is “acceleration” of the car, measured in [m/s^2]. 

It’s necessary to underline that model depicted by Plot 4.1-1 is specific for a “rear wheel drive vehicle 

in acceleration condition”. That’s clear by sense of       vector which is opposite to x-axis of the car. 

Such a vector opposes to movement of wheel torque which exploits the “drive condition”. On the other 

hand, vector       features a sense concordant with x-axis, that’s the case of wheel in “driven 

condition”. To turn the two dimension model into the specific case of four wheel drive vehicle in 

acceleration condition, sense of       vector must be opposite to x-axis and concordant with sense of 

     . While it would be necessary turn the model to “braking condition”. It this case, wheels have to 

be modelled in driven condition thus, sense of       and       must be concordant to x-axis. 

Anyway, that’s not enough to provide a proper model of the situation, It’s necessary to consider     , 

the “inertia vector”. In braking condition, inertia tends to keep the vehicle running along the road, for 

this reason inertia vector needs to be opposite to sense of x-axis. 

By quantitative point of view, model is based on main parameters of the car, some esteemed by 

previous experiences, some fixed as input of the design of the vehicle. Total mass of the car, 

longitudinal friction coefficient and position of centre of gravity are esteemed. Weight distribution of 

the vehicle, crucial parameter of the longitudinal load transfer, is a free choice parameter fixed around 

52% to the rear. 

Input data are so declared: 

              is “radius of deformed tire”. 

             is “total mass of vehicle”, driver included. 

                      is “longitudinal friction coefficient” between tire and ground. 

             is “wheel-base” of the car. 

             is “distance” between front axle and centre of gravity of the vehicle. 

             is “height” of the centre of gravity. 

                 is “acceleration of gravity”. 

 

It’s suitable to notice that parameters are declared according to unit of measure set on following 

equations. From knowledge of previous elements, It’s possible to write a five-equations system based 

on the two dimensional model of Plot 4.1-1. 

 Eq. 4.1-3                       

 Eq. 4.1-4               

 Eq. 4.1-5                     

 Eq. 4.1-6                 

Eq. 4.1-7                 
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 Eq. 4.1-3 regards the equilibrium to the rotation around the front tire-ground contact point.  Eq. 

4.1-4 regards the equilibrium of vertical forces.  Eq. 4.1-5 is the equation which rules the equilibrium 

of longitudinal forces.  Eq. 4.1-6 and Eq. 4.1-7 are equations relative to front and rear wheels, 

describing the relation between vertical force and tangential force. 

It’s suitable take notice that a system of five linear equations, with five variables, have been set. It’s 

easy solve the system by a basic matrix calculus performed by Office Excell. Anyway, first step through 

resolution of the system is setting of matrices. To easily detect terms and coefficients It’s necessary to 

rewrite previous equations in a more comfortable form. 

Eq. 4.1-8                       

Eq. 4.1-9             

Eq. 4.1-10                    

Eq. 4.1-11                   

Eq. 4.1-12                   

 

Starting from previous equations, It’s easy to write  , the “matrix of variable coefficients”: 

Eq. 4.1-13   

|

|

         

     

       

          

          

|

|

 

 

Then It’s necessary to write  , the “matrix of known terms”: 

Eq. 4.1-14   |
|

       
    

 
 
 

|
| 

 

By the software It’s easy solve the following matrix equation: 

Eq. 4.1-15       

Where   is the “vector of solutions” of the system. 

Solutions are then displayed by following equations, extracted from vector  : 
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Eq. 4.1-16             

Eq. 4.1-17             

Eq. 4.1-18                

Eq. 4.1-19                

Eq. 4.1-20                

In order to proceed with the calculation of gear ratio, most interesting result is represented Eq. 4.1-19. 

It describes numerical value of      , the “maximum tangential force of rear axle”. At this point, 

introducing some trivial equations and some new parameters, it’s easy to calculate the gear ratio. 

      is “maximum torque dischargeable to ground” by rear axle, measured in [Nm]. 

       is “maximum torque dischargeable by single rear wheel” to the ground, in the 

hypothesis that  torque generated by each motor is identical. Condition of each tire must be 

identically the same by point of view of inflating pressure, temperature and wear. Condition of 

tarmac have to be the identical under each wheel. Such torque is measured in [Nm]. 

               is “maximum torque of motor”. 

Eq. 4.1-21                        

Eq. 4.1-22       
    

 
           

From Eq. 4.1-2 it’s possible to obtain that “speed reducer gear ratio”: 

Eq. 4.1-23     
     

     
                  

That value is not so far from to that obtained in S.C.12e gear ratio calculation. Anyway, as revealed in 

advance at Chapters 1.3. and Chapter 3, value of the gear ratio isn’t large enough and it must be 

increased. That incongruity cannot be imputed to the calculus set on two-dimensional model which, in 

first instance, can appear trivial. The incongruity derives by the fact that gear ratio has been calculated 

on the base of the maximum torque exploitable by the motor. With reference to Plot 2.7-1, it’s possible 

to reflect on the operation of the electric motor, on the “duty cycles” in particular. It’s evident that the 

gear ratio calculated by Eq. 4.1-23 is suitable for the acceleration test which lasts less than 18 seconds. 

It’s known that S.C.12e suffered a lack of torque in low rpm regimes during the endurance/autocross 

tests. For this reason it’s necessary to consider the first part of the green dashed line that represents 

the torque of the motor in “continuous operation” duty cycle. With reference to Plot 2.7-1 it’s possible 

to introduce a new parameter,       defined as “endurance torque”. 

               is a medium value assumed on the 0÷16.000 [rpm] range of the Plot 2.7-1. 

How It’s depicted by Plot 6.1-1, It’s the maximum value of torque exploited by S.C.12e during 

endurance test. 

It’s now necessary to write a new equation based on Eq. 4.1-2. Then introduce a new value of gear 

ratio, suitable to increase traction during endurance sessions:      defined as “endurance gear ratio”. 
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Eq. 4.1-24      
     

    
                   

It’s possible to highlight that the original result of Eq. 4.1-24 have been rounded off to the greater 

integer. That’s why, in the reality, the maximum torque discharged to the ground is affected by 

efficiency of the system. Moreover, the result of previous equation represents the minimum value to 

achieve in order to exploit the desired traction. Anyway, the exceeding torque can be cut off in 

electronic way, implementing a tuneable traction control. 

In order to have an additional check on the obtained result, different values of gear ratio was tested on 

the dynamic model of the car performed by a proper software. VI-Grade is a software which includes 

templates and methods for the modelling and simulation of vehicle multi-body systems through 

dynamic events. Main features of this software are the effects of controls, hydraulics, flexibility, 

contacts, and nonlinear behaviour. Methods and templates have been developed with industry 

partners with the purpose of develop models of sport cars and race cars. Moreover, by VI-Grade 

software, starting from main parameters of power-train and gear-train, It’s possible to set up a basic 

model of energy consumption of the vehicle. That’s fundamental in the choice of main vehicle variables 

like gear ratio. 

 

Picture 4.1-1: Simulation performed in VI-Grade, in order to choose the most suitable gear ratio. 

In the specific, the dynamic model of the car was built around the main parameters of the cars which 

regard weight distribution, suspension and power-train. Part of these parameters was exploited in two-

dimension model displayed on the actual chapter. Main variables of the project was tested and chosen 

running the model on different circuits. Circuits was modelled on the base of data collected by S.C.12e 

during the races. Choice of design variables was aimed to perform the best lap time on F.S.A.E. Italy 

circuit of Varano.  

Obviously, one of the main design variables was “endurance gear ratio”. In order to find the solution 

most suitable on the chosen track, different values of gear ratios was tested. Focusing around the 

calculated value of 9, different models was created featuring values of gear ratios from 7 to 11. 
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Simulations made possible to appreciate that gear ratio value of 9 exploits good performances in 

corners and in straights too. That’s easy to check observing virtual cars running, as depicted by Picture 

4.1-1. On the other hand, It’s known that value of gear ratio affects “energy consumption” of the 

accumulator. For this reasons, chosen value of endurance gear ratio needs to be the best trade-off 

between dynamic performance and energy consumption. 

To finally deliberate the choice, It’s useful make some calculations, in order to verify the value of      

which represents the “maximum speed of vehicle”. Concerning to Chapter 2.7 It’s necessary  to 

introduce a new parameter, in order to perform the calculation: 

                   it’s “maximum rotational speed of motor”. 

Other parameters of the calculus are known. Then, it’s possible to proceed with the verification 

calculus: 

Eq. 4.1-25               
          

         
            

By experience of F.S.A.E., it’s known that it’s necessary to cover the 75 [m] in less than 3.5 [s], in order 

to achieve a good result in acceleration test. That means that it’s necessary reach a top speed which is 

around 160 [Km/h],  at least. In automotive field, the widespread test to measure acceleration of  

vehicles is the 0-100 [Km/h] test.  

On the base of statements explained before, S.C.R. can be able to perform 0-100 [km/h] test in about 2 

[s]. This value of time can be senseless if It’s not compared to those of other vehicles. For this reason 

Plot 4.1-2 have been built, collecting different 0-100 [km/h] records found on the web.  

 

Plot 4.1-2: Comparison of different type of vehicles in 0-100Km/h test. 

Characters displayed by the plot are iconic models, different specific type of vehicles. The range 

includes prototypes, high-end race cars, high-end sport cars and common a passenger car too. Vehicles 
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have been chosen by virtue of their power-train, in order to display performances on a wide range of 

different propulsion.  

Dragster is equipped by V8 top-fuel combustion engine, feed by a mix of methanol and nitro-methane 

propellant. Ferrari F1 runs an example of high-tech hybrid power-train specific for racing use. A small 

displacement turbocharged V6 engine is integrated by two kinetic energy recovery systems. One acts 

on the turbocharger, the other acts on the rear axle. Recovered energy is stored in a battery by form of 

electric energy. Such energy feeds an electric motor which provides traction to the rear axle, working in 

parallel with the conventional combustion engine. Porsche features a good example high performance 

hybrid power-train, specific for road use. Large displacement V8 combustion engine is integrated with 

two electric motors. Motors exploit the role of energy recovery and road traction both, one acts on 

front axle, other acts on rear axle. Tesla probably represents the state of art of fully electric passenger 

car, featuring excellent performances, remarkable autonomy and interesting price. Ferrari is the 

traditional sport coupé, equipped by a classic high performance V8 twin-turbo engine. It’s basically a 

road car which offers some excellent racing variants. Finally, FIAT plays an important role on the 

comparison because it’s a very widespread car. It’s very likely that the reader of this thesis would be a 

owner of this car, if not he probably drove once in his experience of driver. By virtue of that, reader 

knows well performances of the small displacement turbocharged engine, feed by diesel propellant. 

By results of Plot 4.1-2, It’s clear that performances of a F.S.A.E. car represent an excellence in the 

racing and automotive fields. In order to demonstrate that fact, in June 22th 2016 the vehicle of 

Akademische Motorsportverein Zurich (A.M.Z.) team was able to complete a 0-100 [km/h] test in 

1.513[s]. That endeavour assigned the “Fastest 0-100 [Km/h] acceleration – electric car” Guinness 

World Record to the Swiss team. It’s necessary to remember that this exceptional result was obtained 

out of a F.S.A.E. competition, removing the limitations which fix maximum power to 85 [kW].  

 

Picture 4.1-2: “Grimsel” the car of A.M.Z. team that claimed the “Fastest 0-100Km/h acceleration – electric car” Guinness 
World Record (https://www.facebook.com/amzracing/). 
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Moreover, this performance was strongly helped by tire heaters application, devices banned in official 

F.S.A.E. competitions. Furthermore, like It’s possible to notice by Picture 4.1-2, aerodynamic set-up of 

the car was strongly modified compared to that exploited during events. It’s possible underline that 

rear wing was removed in order to reduce the aerodynamic drag and save weight. However, front wing 

is maintained, that’s necessary to balance the longitudinal weight transfer, providing load on the front 

axle where a couple of traction motors operate. 

Concluding topic about gear ratio, it’s necessary remark that the chosen value is enough to guarantee a 

good traction in autocross-endurance tests. Moreover a suitable final speed is guarantee. 

4.2. Packaging of the vehicle. 
 

 

Picture 4.2-1: Accumulator, controllers, motors and transmission fitted inside a monocoque. 

As revealed in advance at Chapter 3.4, one of the target in vehicle project is to reach an high level of 

integration between components. For this reason, once the gear ratio is determined, it’s important to 

understand where motors have to be placed. That choice is going to affect the entire  design of the 

transmission and of the vehicle. Mass of motors is 50 [kg] for both, that mass is so relevant, for this 

reason its placement strongly affects the dynamic performances of the vehicle. Accumulator features 

the same weight of the two motors, but exploits a larger volume.  As revealed in advance at Chapter 

1.3, this component is realized by three modules placed around the driver. Just behind the central 

module, controllers are housed in vertical position. Controllers feature a mass of 20 [kg] for both. 

Vertical placement grows the inertia of the vehicle around the roll axe but allows to keep masses 

centred in longitudinal direction. This solution  allows to maintain weight distribution around the 

intended value of 52% to the rear.  
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Plot 4.2-1: Position of the motor into the monocoque. 

Dissertation is going to be developed around the placement of motors. In order to simplify the topic, 

next statements  are going to be focused on one half of the car, with one only motor and one only 

transmission. In accordance with Plot 4.1-1, reference system adopted on the vehicle is depicted by 

Picture 4.2-2, x,y,z-axis and relative plans which are mentioned in the following dissertation coincide 

with those displayed on the picture. In addition, It’s necessary to clarify that output shaft of the motor 

is intended to be parallel to x-axis. 

By point of view of vehicle dynamics, it’s clear that 

motor, due to its own mass, have to be placed in 

the lowest position inside the chassis In order to 

keep as low as possible the centre of gravity of the 

vehicle. Some important information are available 

in order to define accurately placement. By 

Ref.[1], minimum ride height of the car, “ground 

clearance”, it’s imposed: value is set  to 1,0 [inch.] 

which corresponds to 25,4 [mm]. Thickness of 

floor of the monocoque depends mainly by 

thickness of chosen honeycomb, like it was 

revealed at Chapter 1.2. So, overall thickness can 

be roughly esteemed to be around 25 [mm]. 

Lowest point internal to the monocoque can be easily calculated along z-axis with the sum of ground 

clearance and floor thickness. As consequence, position of motor output shaft along  z-axis is well 

determined, as depicted in the Plot 4.2-1. Position of motor output shaft along y-axis have to be chosen 

as close as possible to the mid plane of the car, in order to limit the inertia around the roll axe of the 

vehicle, Ref.[2] Ref.[3]. Main boundary is dimension of the front flange, for this reason position of 

motor is well determined. Longitudinal position, along x-axis, is a bit more complex to determinate. By 

virtue of that, It’s necessary to perform some evaluations and packaging studies that are going to be 

deeply described in the following Chapters. Congruously with this level of the study, position of motor 

output shaft is clearly determined in vertical and longitudinal position (yz-axis).  

Picture 4.2-2: XYZ axis convention for a vehicle 
(https://www.motor-talk.de/). 
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Plot 4.2-2: Position of rim and half-shaft. 

Ideally, transmission axle or “half-shaft”, needs to operate parallel to the axis of the wheel that drags. 

This condition guarantee top efficiency of tripod joints around the complete field of rear suspension 

operation. Preliminary design of the vehicle, depicted in Plot 4.2-2, establish that rear wheels were 

bounded to y=0 plan, in parallel position. It means that the half-shaft works parallel to y-axis and that 

the axis of the half-shaft coincides with the axis of the rear wheel. Wheelbase of the car is known, 

therefore coordinates of the transmission output shaft on x-axis and z-axis, are clearly determined.  

Basic design boundaries are fixed, It’ s now possible to evaluate some different solutions in order to 

find the best configuration for motor/transmission layout. That is going to be the main topic of 

following chapters. 

 

Picture 4.2-3: Example of tripod joint employed on F.S.A.E. car. 
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4.2.1. Transversal with internal transmission. 

 

Picture 4.2-4: Transversal motors with internal transmission. 

That is the configuration adopted by S.C.12e project and observed in chapters 1.5.1, 1.5.2 and 

1.5.6. Transversal layout means that motors are positioned perpendicular to the road axis, parallel 

to y-axis of the vehicle. Obviously, input and output shafts needs to be parallel among them. In this 

configuration, gears of the transmission are all cylindrical and probably spur in a project oriented 

on a motorsport application. By virtue of that, actual represents the best solution by point of view 

of transmission mechanical efficiency, Ref.[6].  

Main drawback of this solution is represented by distance between motors and rear axle. Such 

dimension is controlled by the size of gears. As revealed previously by Chapter 3.1, the main target 

in a race car design is the performance. For this reason, dimension of gears needs to be kept as 

compact as possible, in order to save weight and limit inertia. By other hand, dimension of motor 

front flange is quite large. Compact gears and large flange causes issues in the offset between 

output shaft of motor and rear axle of the vehicle. In first approximation calculus, this dimension 

tends to be shorter than needed. That causes a serious lack of space, with important difficulties in 

the housing of transmission components. Indeed the space in which floating half-shaft needs to be 

free may be too tight. That leads to probability of dangerous interferences between motor and 

transmission axle. 

Short offset between output shaft of motor and rear axle of the vehicle doesn’t lead to packaging 

problems only. It leads to an important displacement along x-axis of the centre of gravity of the 

vehicle. In this way, intended value of front/rear weight distribution is difficult to achieve. 

Such issues, in S.C.12e project, were overcome by the adoption of a drive chain transmission 

system. Anyway, as explained at Chapter 1.4.1, this solution is not suitable by point of view of 

mechanical efficiency, which is one of the main design targets of S.C.R. Moreover, drive chain 

transmission system may cause issues regarding the recovery of kinetic energy. Alternatively, it 

would be suitable evaluate a transmission provided of drop gears, like which shown at Chapter 
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1.5.6. Anyway, this solution too is lacking by point of view of mechanical efficiency. Moreover, may 

suffer an excessive weight. 

Another great issue of this solution derives from aerodynamic aspects. Motors would be housed in 

low rear position. This layout doesn’t leave enough space to install a rear under-body diffuser 

which features proper dimensions and related efficacy.  

In accordance with dissertations dealt in this chapter, it’s possible to establish that transversal 

layout with internal transmissions may be the better solution by point of view of mechanical 

efficiency. Anyway it’s quite improper by point of view of packaging, vehicle dynamics and 

aerodynamic efficacy. Drawbacks look to be more than benefits. 

4.2.2. Transversal with external transmission. 

 

Picture 4.2-5: Transversal motors with external transmission. 

House transmission on external position may be the proper solution to solve issues about lacking of 

space. In this way, interferences between half-shaft and motor are surely avoided. In addition, 

mass of transmission axle is significantly reduced decreasing inertia of the entire transmission 

system. 

Mechanical efficiency still represents the strong point of this solution, especially in case of spur 

gears application. 

By point of view of weight distribution situation is still worsen, because mass of motors is located in 

the same position. While mass of gear-box is shifted towards external of the car. In this way, inertia 

of the vehicle around roll axis is significantly increased, with a probable deterioration of handling 

performance.  

Issues related to aerodynamic are identical and still unsolved. For reasons explained above, it’s 

possible to conclude that this type of solution results improper for the studied application. 
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4.2.3. Longitudinal. 

 

Picture 4.2-6: Longitudinal motors. 

This layout features motors installed in position parallel to the road axis. The consequence is that 

input and output shafts need to be orthogonal. This kind of configuration can be appreciated with 

some examples described at Chapters 1.5.3, 1.5.4, 1.5.7 and 1.5.8. A configuration based on 

longitudinal motors is surely worse in terms of mechanical efficiency. Power through orthogonal 

axes is usually transmitted by bevel gears which feature a lower efficiency compared to cylindrical 

spur gears. 

 

Picture 4.2-7: Transversal vs. Longitudinal motors fitted with monocoque and suspension. 
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Loss of efficiency is quantified between 5% and 6%, Ref.[6]. Anyway efficiency is comparable with a 

drop gear solution and it’s surely higher than a drive chain configuration. 

Moreover this solution is worse in terms of transmission overall mass too. By experience, It’s 

possible to notice that, on equal terms of tooth face width, bevel gear is weaker than cylindrical 

one. At the same time, bevel gears need to be installed on angular contact bearings that are usually 

bulky compared to radials bearing comparable loads. Angular contact bearings are installed to 

oppose to axial component of force generated by bevels and absent in spur gears. Moreover It’s 

necessary remind that gear-box cases needs to be reinforced in order to bear axial loads. By virtue 

of explained issues, transmissions including bevel gears are often heavier than full spur gears 

transmissions. 

Anyway by point of view of weight distribution, longitudinal configuration ensures some 

advantages. First of all, It’s necessary to remember that all evaluated solutions features motors 

positioned on the floor of the chassis. For this reason, distribution of weights along z-axis is mainly 

the same. The real benefit of longitudinal solution is the installation of motors in forwarded 

position, closer to the centre of gravity of the vehicle. That feature allows to maintain intended 

value of front/rear weight distribution. Furthermore, masses of motors are closer to the mean plan 

of the car, y=0. That reduces significantly inertia of the vehicle around the roll axis, with important 

benefits by handling point of view. 

About packaging issues, it’s convenient analyze Picture 4.2-7. It’s extremely clear that a transversal 

layout, suitable for a tubular space frame, is not adequate for the tapered shape of the 

monocoque. But the most significant aspect is that dimensions of motors and gear-box cause issues 

of integration with frame and suspensions. Furthermore affordability of electric contact boxes the 

maybe compromised. 

By aerodynamic point of view, motors shifted forward offer more space to design a suitable 

diffuser. This item generates important benefits for overall performances of a formula car. 

At the end of this deep evaluation it’s clear that longitudinal configuration is the best solution 

suitable in S.C.R. project. Issues related to mechanical efficiency and weight are widely overcame by 

benefits of layout, weight distribution and aerodynamic. 

4.3. Technology of gears. 
Gears represent the most iconic field of mechanic and establish a path of continuous evolution during 

millenniums. Following chapters provide knowledge of most important steps that characterize the 

evolution of gears in the history. 

In order to perform a detailed design, starting from configuration chosen at Chapter 4.2, it’s necessary 

to own a deep knowledge about gears and mechanical solutions. For this reason, following chapters are 

oriented to provide some notions of technical culture and to provide a panoramic knowledge about 

technologies available nowadays. Displayed topics are oriented through the design of S.C.R. 

transmission. Complete knowledge of gear field is out of this thesis target. 
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4.3.1. Evolution of gears. 
After a brief research performed on the web, some basic information about evolution of gears have 

been collected and gathered. Large majority of following information have been reported according 

with source “https://www.wikipedia.org/”, Ref.[8]. 

Starting step of this history can be surely represented by early prototypes found in China. Such 

artefacts can be dated around the 4th. century B.C. during the Zhang Guo times, Late East Zhou 

dynasty and have been preserved at the Luoyang Museum of Henan Province. Examples of mould 

of bronze gears dated around 2th. century B.C., during the early Han Dynasty, are displayed in the 

Shanghai Museum.  

First European samples of gears technology can be found in the Antikythera Mechanism. It’s a 

complex and intricate device found in 1900 in the sea that surrounds Antikythera island in the 

Aegean sea, not far from Crete. Device it’s dated between the 2nd. and the 1st. century B.C. 

Anyway, duties and operations aren’t been clearly understood still now. Most respected hypothesis 

assert that the mechanism is a sort of planetarium designed to calculate sun rising, moon phases, 

planet movements, equinoxes, months and days with unexpected accuracy. Parts of the bronze 

mechanism, fossilized on a stone, have been preserved in the National Archaeological Museum of 

Athens, in Greece. 

 

Picture 4.3-1: Antikythera Mechanism (http://www.namuseum.gr). 

Inside technical literature, gears can be found in some works connected with Hero from Alexandria 

who lived in the Roman Egypt around the A.D. 50. Anyway, other examples of gears can be traced 

back to the works of the Alexandrian School. That’s a collective designation used to identify literary, 

philosophic, medic and scientific works created in the Ptolemaic Egypt, during the 3rd. century B.C. 

Many of these works can be ascribed to the well-known Greek polymath Archimedes who lived 

between 287th. And 212th. year B.C. 

Returning to China it’s remarkable the “South Pointing Chariot”, an ancient two wheeled vehicle 

that mounted a movable point to indicate the south direction. The chariot, supposedly used as 

moving compass, is ascribed to the mythological engineer Ma Jun, who lived around the 250th. 

year B.C. The relevance of this invention it’s the first example of differential gear ever installed. 
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It’ necessary wait the A.D. 725 to find the first example of the most refined gear technology, clock 

technology. The first clock was created by Chinese engineers Yi Xing and Liang Lingzang, it’s based 

on a water-powered gearwheel that works as escapement mechanism. 

Another step of this amazing evolution is the water lifting device invented by the Mesopotamian 

engineer Al-Jazari. His invention operates the first example of segmental gears of the history and 

it’s dated around A.D. 1206. 

Gears of the type realized with the actual shape appeared in the European Middle Ages and was 

operated in the gigantic clock mechanism of cathedrals. Bronze and brass used to manufacture 

gearwheels was then replaced by the more robust steel during the industrial revolution and the 

cast manufacturing was replaced by more refined machining. Evolution continued in the 20th. 

century, thanks to a refinement in the profile of the teeth and thanks to a well-established 

knowledge in the sciences of materials. Nowadays plastic or metal gears are operated in the large 

majority of devices employed by humans, from the little domestic electrical appliances to the 

colossal merchant ships. 

4.3.2. Orthogonal axes. 
Chapter 4.2.3 explains briefly main drawbacks about configuration based on longitudinal motors. 

Orthogonal position between input and output shafts it’s clearly the most complex feature of the 

chosen transmission layout. With reference to Chapter 4.2.3, preliminary evaluations performed on 

longitudinal configuration were based on the installation of bevel gears which are widespread. 

However, choice of a gear suitable to transmit power between orthogonal axes is not single. 

According to Ref.[7], next chapters display some solutions which technology of gears propose to 

overcome the issue of orthogonal axis. 

4.3.2.1. Worm Screw. 

This solution is based on a endless screw featuring trapezoid profile, connected to the input, 

that operates a  gearwheel. This solution, simple and effective, is widespread in all the 

industrial field. Main feature is the possibility to obtain very high gear ratios in a single 

reduction stage (10:1÷20:1 and more). For this 

reason, the solution is very convenient in terms 

of weight and volume. Anyway, this mechanism 

is not reversible and that is a strong boundary 

to the employ of this technology. In any case, 

most significant drawback is the efficiency. Very 

high values of friction acts in the screw-gear 

contact and the efficiency may fall down to 

50%. A strategy operated to limit efficiency loss 

is shown in the Picture 4.3-2. Gear is machined 

by a billet of brass, a material which interfaced 

with steel, features a very low friction 

coefficient. Unfortunately, featured mechanical 

efficiency it’s extremely inadequate for a 

continuous operation transmissions. This solution is more suitable in mechanisms which 

operate in discontinuous way. Anyway, It’s necessary to remind that Peugeot exploited this 

device on transmissions installed on some models of 70’s, according with Ref.[8]. 

Picture 4.3-2: Example of worm-screw 
(http://www.altraex.com). 
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4.3.2.2. Bevel Gears. 

It’s the most ordinary solution to transmit power between orthogonal axes. External shape of 

wheels is conical, differently to the cylindrical shape used to transmit power between parallel 

or skew axes. This technology too allows to design a 

compact solution. Anyway, gear ratio that’s 

convenient realize by a single stage is much more 

lower respect to the worm screw. Range of ratios is 

often included between 1:1 to 4:1. However, 

mechanical efficiency of a single gear is greater than 

90%, according with Ref.[6]. This value is 

considerably higher respect to that featured by 

worm screw solution. Anyway, as declared in 

advance at Chapter 4.2, it’s necessary to remember 

that efficiency of bevel gears is lower than efficiency 

of cylindrical gears which is around 98%. An 

important drawback of bevel gears it’s the axial 

touch between pinion and driven wheel. It must 

respect well determined values during all the 

operation scenarios. That fact affects 

manufacturing  and assembly procedures which 

must to be very precise and accurate. It’s necessary 

to reiterate that, for nowadays racing gear-box too, most delicate component is the bevel set 

coupled on the differential, which is the output of the system. A racing bevel set installed 

improperly, shows serious damages in a limited number of kilometres, maybe between 2.000 

[km] and 3.000 [km]. Some modern racing gear-boxes, coupled with  high performance 

longitudinal engines, adopt a transversal layout in which shafts carrying ratios are parallel to y-

axis. This solution allows to position the bevel set on the input of the gear-box, in order to 

improve car weight distribution. On the other hand, a longitudinal configuration gear-box 

houses the bevel set directly on the power output. By definition of gear ratio exploited at 

Chapter 4.1, it’s clear that bevel set installed on the input of the gear-box is much less stressed 

than bevel set installed on the output. It was explained that input torque applied to an 

automotive gear-box is lower than output torque. 

By virtue of issues explained in advance, layout of a transmission which houses a bevel gear, 

become more complicated if compared to a transmission realized by cylindrical spur gears only. 

Proper operation of a bevel gear inside a transmission needs angular contact bearings, preload 

devices, shims and well determined measure points. 

Range of bevel gears is very wide, those in Picture 4.3-3 are the most basic example, straight 

bevels. Anyway, tooth profile of bevel gears evolved in different variants: zerol, spiral bevels, 

helical bevels and hypoid bevels. Benefits and drawbacks of different variants are going to be 

explained in next chapters, following the evolution of the design. 

 

Picture 4.3-3: Example of bevel gears 
(https://dir.indiamart.com/). 
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4.3.2.3. Face Gears. 

According to “L. Baldassini – Vademecum per Disegntori e Tecnici 19° edizione”, Ref.[9], another 

option can be taken into account. That solution works substantially like the previous one, a 

conventional bevel gear. Main difference is represented by geometry of drive wheel which is a 

basic cylindrical spur pinion. On the other hand, driven wheel features a quite complicate 

geometry. It’s useful to image teeth of a spur gear, parallel to wheel axis, revolved of 90°. Axis 

of teeth which were parallel each other’s and parallel to wheel axis, are now perpendicular to 

wheel axis and converge on an unique point which lays on wheel axis. By virtue of that, 

geometry of driven wheel teeth features cuneiform shape.  

Differently from what explained at previous 

Chapter 4.3.2.2, a face gear set doesn’t need a 

well determined axial touch to operate properly. 

That’s due to drive wheel geometry which allows 

large freedom on its axial positioning. By point of 

view of bearings, configuration featured by face 

gears, looks simplified because driven gear only is 

loaded by axial force. For this reason, angular 

contact bearings are necessary on driven wheel 

installation only.  

By virtue of previously explained benefits, face 

gears technology looks to be perfect applied to 

S.C.R. transmission design. Anyway, exhaustive 

information about this type of solution are 

difficult to find, probably because technology is 

quite young. Formulae and standards of calculation are very difficult to find like exhaustive 

data about efficiency or reliability. An additional issue is that, manufacturers skilled to 

produce face gears are very rare in Italy. For these reasons manufacturing looks difficult to 

realize in a short time. 

 

Table 4.3-1: Gear Ratio and Efficiency exploited by main types of gears, (http://www.meadinfo.org). 

Back to the topic regarding design issues, previous research material is exhaustive enough to 

choose one of the described options. Differently from what declared on Chapter 3.3, conventional 

solution represented by bevel gears is proven to be the most suitable on S.C.R. design. That’s due 

Picture 4.3-4: Example of face gears 
(http://www.assag.ch). 
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to lack of time and lack of experience which usually affect F.S.A.E. projects. Anyway, this case too, 

demonstrates that most experienced solution is the most suitable in motorsport oriented projects. 

In order to conclude topic about face gears option, which represent the most innovative solution, It 

needs to be taken into account as a good starting point for an eventual design of development. 

4.4. Distribution of Gear Ratio. 
With reference to Eq. 4.1-24, value of gear ratio have been established. Anyway, knowledge on gears 

suggests that a gear ratio of 9:1 It’s not convenient to be realized by a simple single-stage of reduction. 

As matter of fact, dimensions of gears in a stage are proportional to the value of gear ratio. In 

particular, high gear ratio affects strongly dimensions of driven wheel. 

Plot 4.2-1 shows that motors are very close to the ground. For this reason, a very large driven wheel is 

very difficult to fit in accordance with car layout. It’s therefore clear that transmission structures have 

to build up to vertical position. It’s necessary to catch up with the fixed output axis position. That 

coincides with the position along z-axis of the half-shaft displayed in the Plot 4.2-2.  

According with Ref.[9], hypoid bevel gears can be useful to solve these issues of packaging in a single 

stage solution. As depicted in Plot 4.4-1, main feature of hypoid bevel gears is the axis of the pinion 

that can be spaced out from axis of the driven wheel. Instead, axis of conventional bevel gears have to 

lie on the same plan. Unfortunately, as shown in Table 4.3-1, hypoid bevel gears feature a very low 

efficiency located in the range 80÷95%. Moreover it’s necessary to consider that a large driven wheel of 

a single stage transmission is very improper by the point of view of the inertia. That’s a crucial aspect 

on a vehicle oriented to fast accelerations. These arguments are relevant enough to exclude hypoid 

solution.  

 

 

Plot 4.4-1 Difference between bevel and hypoid (http://www.meadinfo.org). 

Split transmission in two stages, may be useful to solve depicted issues. First stage may be realized by 

bevel gears, second stage by spur cylindrical gears. Packaging configuration, technology of gears and 

total gear ratio are now set. By virtue of that, It’s necessary to consider some other topics, with the 

purpose of extract some data useful in gears calculations.  

Actual issue is choosing the more convenient way to split the gear ratio. The value of      the 

“endurance gear ratio” that have been obtained from Eq. 4.1-24 is the starting point. 
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Eq. 4.4-1                                   

Eq. 4.4-2        
  

  
 

Eq. 4.4-3       
  

  
 

      is “gear ratio of first stage” of transmission, it’s a dimensionless parameter. 

      is “gear ratio of second stage” of transmission, it’s a dimensionless parameter. 

    is “pitch diameter of wheel 1”, drive wheel of the first stage, it’s measured in [mm]. 

    is “pitch diameter of wheel 2”, driven wheel of the first stage, it’s measured in [mm]. 

    is “pitch diameter of wheel 3”, drive wheel of the second stage, it’s measured in [mm]. 

    is “pitch diameter of wheel 4”, driven wheel of the second stage, it’s measured in [mm]. 

It’s necessary to find the most suitable values of      and     .  

Regarding first stage of reduction, It’s important consider that dimensions of the drive wheel, “pinion”,  

are geometrically bounded by dimensions of output shaft of the motor. On the other hand, it’s known 

that    which is “number of teeth of wheel 1” is bounded by a minimum value, as explained at Chapter 

5.3. Obviously,    affects dimension of pitch diameter of wheel 1. Moreover, dimensions of the pinion 

are proportional to    the “torque on the pinion” axis. To be conservative enough, it’s necessary to 

state that the maximum torque acting on the pinion coincides with maximum torque generated by the 

motor in endurance setting. The dimension which is more influenced by the torque it’s the pitch 

diameter, as shown by Chapters 5.4 and 5.5. 

Eq. 4.4-4               

By previous dissertations it’s clear that    , pitch diameter of wheel 1 can’t be lower than a well 

determined value. Accurate value is going to be calculated accurately in next Chapter 6. For the 

moment, it’s important understand that pinion dimension is bounded. It’s now useful consider another 

parameter of  Eq. 4.4-2: diameter of the driven wheel.  

By Eq. 4.4-2 it’s obvious that a large gear ratio leads to larger dimensions of driven wheel with a 

consequent increase of the mass. By virtue of that, a larger ratio on the first stage keeps low the centre 

of gravity of the transmission, with important benefits on dynamic performances of the car.  

On the other hand, as explained previously, it’s clear that a too large dimension of driven gear leads to 

packaging problems because overall dimensions of the transmission may exceed the space limited by 

the minimum ride height of the car. For this reason, maximum value of external diameter of the driven 

wheel, have been set to be nearly tangent to monocoque floor. After these considerations, it’s possible 

to conclude that   , pitch diameter of wheel 2 is bounded too. 

To better evaluate a range of suitable dimensions, an advanced spreadsheet have been created on the 

basis of equations explained in chapter 5. Target is obtain a quicker esteem on the overall dimensions 

of gearwheels. Data which aren’t available at this stage of design, have been guessed on the basis of 

the maximum torque. For example      which is “modulus of first stage” have been fixed: 

Eq. 4.4-5                   
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Output, shown in Plot 4.4-2, is a basic plot in which it’s possible to compare dimensions of gears and 

dimensions of the motor positioned into the monocoque. In this way it’s easier esteem which is the 

maximum value suitable for first stage gear ratio. After many attempts, gear ratio distribution have 

been fixed:  

 

Eq. 4.4-6                       

Eq. 4.4-7       
    

    
                 

Values displayed by Eq. 4.4-6 and Eq. 4.4-7 underline that total gear ratio value can be quite evenly split 

on both stages. Need of keeping down masses would suggest that gear ratio of first stage would be 

greater than value of second stage. Anyway, as explained before, accurate analysis of likely dimensions 

led to privilege packaging requirements.  

 

Plot 4.4-2: Output of the spreadsheet necessary to evaluate overall dimensions. 
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5. Basics of gears calculations. 

In the gears calculation the main parameter to be considered is gear ratio. The choice of this parameter is 

widely explained in the previous Chapter 4.1 and Chapter 4.4. Anyway, many other parameters have to be 

chosen or esteemed, in order to set up a proper calculation. The purpose of this chapter is to explain main 

equations that stand behind the algebraic calculations of gears. Calculations are aimed to determine the 

strength of the gears. The study is based on relations specific of cylindrical gears, from chapter 5.1 to 5.10. 

Furthermore, equations specific of bevel gears are  displayed in chapter 5.11. Aim of following chapters is 

provide an exhaustive view of main parameters which rules gear design and gear operation. 

5.1. Geometrical and design parameters. 
According with Ref.[7], It’s necessary to introduce some parameters that are going to affect the 

calculation of the designed gears. The most important is  , the “pressure angle”. It’s defined by the 

angle between “line of action”, which is the straight line tangent to the “base circles” of the two 

wheels, and the horizontal line perpendicular to the “line of centres”. That’s parameter  affects heavily  

the shape of the tooth. A low value of   leads to a shape in which the tooth is very thin in the root 

section but it’s enough thick around the outside section. On the contrary, a high value of   leads to a 

tooth that is very strong on the root section but it’s quite spiky on the outside section. Such a tooth 

profile it’s effective in terms of stiffness of the single tooth but makes worse the meshing characteristic 

of the entire gear, transverse contact ratio in particular. Pressure angle is determined by geometry of 

the tool employed to manufacture the gear, for this reason values of   are well determined. Any angle 

needs a specific tool. Here the most commonly used in automotive and industrial application: .5°, 15°, 

18°, 20°, 22.5° and 30°. 

 

Picture 5.1-1: The alpha parameter (https://www.engineersedge.com/). 
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The next geometrical parameter have to be assumed according to the requirement of the packaging. 

It’s  , the “Face Width/Module Ratio”, a dimensionless parameter which is defined as follow: 

Eq. 5.1-1    
 

 
 

   is “face width” of the tooth, it’s measured in [mm]. 

   is “module” of the gear, it’s measured in [mm]. 

Modulus It’s the variable which needs to be calculated. Lambda is a parameter useful to perform 

preliminary calculus only. Assumed a certain value of module which satisfy packaging requirements, the 

definitive value of face width have to be confirmed by some verifications. 

The real design parameter is the “Safety Coefficient”, It’s a dimensionless quantity which has no 

geometrical meaning. Suitable value needs to be assumed in the preliminary calculus of the module:  

Eq. 5.1-2                      

Chosen value may appear too tight if compared with values normally assumed in automotive or 

industrial fields. Anyway, It’s always necessary to realize that the gears to design are employed on a 

race car. Moreover the breakdown of the gear-box cannot lead safety issues for the driver or for other 

involved persons. With a reasonable amount of risk, it can be possible reduce considerably weight of 

the components. 

5.2. Importance of materials and preliminary evaluations. 
Material strongly affect performance and dimension of gears, in order to obtain the best trade-off 

between strength and weight, the choice of the material is fundamental. 

How it’s going to be explained forward, the most stressed part in the wheel is the tooth. It needs to be 

tenacious in order to bear the bending caused by the gear meshing. In addition, tooth needs to be 

resilient in order to sustain the impact due to the backlash between teeth. Last but not least, tooth 

needs to be hard enough to tolerate the strong pressure between faces of teeth belonging different 

wheels. 

The most suitable material for heavy duties have to be, obviously, metal. A racing transmission is a very 

stressed component, for this reason it’s necessary reject aluminium alloys to evaluate titanium alloys 

and steel. Titanium alloys are an optimum trade-off between performance and weight. Moreover, it 

exhibits many issues in manufacturing, indeed machinability is difficult if compared to that of 

aluminium and steel. For this reason, it’s necessary to machine titanium components by specific tools, 

in order to obtain good results. Cost and availability of specific tools may represent two huge issues. On 

the other hand, a material suitable for gears needs specific heat treatments, and those specific for 

titanium are not so widespread nowadays. The pursuit of partners provided by specific tools and skilled 

in specific heat treatments hadn’t good results, for this reason more conventional materials were 

preferred in the choice. 

Most widespread metallic materials used to manufacture gears are steel alloys. A good engineered 

steel, which combines all the features enlisted at the beginning of the chapter, needs an efficient heath 

treatment in order to reach the best of its performance. For this reason, choice of the proper material 

needs to be performed between a Case-Hardened steel and a Tempered steel. 
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Case-Hardened is a kind which includes structural steels alloyed with a content of carbon lower than 

0.30%. It’s usually employed in the production of gears, axles, pins and bushes. External surface of 

components is hardened by a carbon enrichment obtained by quenching in furnace atmosphere. That 

features high hardness of the surface, necessary to sustain the wear caused by friction. Hardness of 

surface after the Case-Hardening treatment, is usually higher than 650 HV points. Low content of 

carbon in the core of the component features high tenacity. Most performing alloys of this family are 

18NiCrMo7 and 16MnCr5. 

 

Picture 5.2-1: Heat treatment of a gear (http://gearsolutions.com). 

Tempered is a family of steels suitable for the oil quenching. These materials are widely employed in 

automotive industry, in the production of engine components particularly. That’s due to the good 

results in machinability. Anyway, These materials suffer serious brittleness after the hardening process. 

Large portions of crystalline structure of material have been transformed in martensite. In order to 

overcome this issue, components are subject to a treatment of “annealing”. That consists of heating 

steel again to a room temperature between 300÷600°C, then a very slowly  cooling down process takes 

place. Total annealing process may last for several days. 

The main feature of these steels is the ability of maintain best performances in large raw components 

with thickness between 20mm and 80mm. Different alloys feature different aptitude to quenching 

process and, of course, different levels of deformation after the treatment. Most performing alloys of 

this family are 42CrMo4, 36CrNiMo6 and 30NiCrMo8. 

5.3. Minimum number of teeth. 
According with Ref.[7], a critical condition of interference may happen in the meshing between drive 

and driven wheels. This issue is exhibit on gears obtained by modular calculation. Critical condition 

happens when the outer diameter of the driven wheel interferes with the gear hollow of the drive 

wheel, the pinion. 

That kind of interference decreases when the number of teeth of the drive wheel is increased. From a 

certain value to above, interference disappears. That value is       which is defined as “minimum 
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number of teeth”. It can be calculated in function of gear ratio  , defined in Chapter 4.1, and pressure 

angle  , defined and Chapter 5.1. 

Eq. 5.3-1         
 

 

   √  
     

 
 (  

 

 
)

 

It’s necessary to consider that result of Eq. 5.3-1 is a minimum value, for this reason the decimal 

number needs to be round off the greater whole number. The rounded value is the number of teeth of 

the drive wheel, the pinion,   . It’s now possible write the equation of the gear ratio in this form: 

Eq. 5.3-2    
  

  
 

   is “gear ratio” , a dimensionless parameter defined in chapter 4.1. 

    is “number of teeth of wheel 1”, drive wheel of the reduction stage, usually defined 

“pinion”. 

    is “number of teeth of wheel 2”, driven wheel of the reduction stage. 

Due to manufacturing process, some errors may happen. For this reason, it’s necessary to avoid that a 

certain tooth of the pinion works always with the same tooth of the wheel, because that can amplify 

the error. For this reason it’s necessary to chose a number of teeth of the pinion which is a prime 

number, for example: 17, 19, 23 and so on. 

5.4. Module. 
In the modular dimensioning of gears,  parameters which can be free or bounded, have to be 

established on the base of a unified norm. Main targets are guarantee a complete interchange-ability of 

the gears and the application of a standard in the manufacturing process. That leads to an important 

saving in the cost of manufacturing. By virtue of that, the base of gear dimensioning is   the “module” 

parameter, defined by the following relation. 

Eq. 5.4-1    
 

 
 

   is  “pitch”, the distance between two homologue points that are owned by two consecutive 

teeth, measured on the pitch diameter. Pitch is a dimension common to the gear, have to be 

the same in both drive and driven wheel. It’s measured in [mm]. 

Empirical calculation of the modulus is based on the “Theory of Lewis”, according to “R. G. Budynas, J. 

K. Nisbett – Shigley’s Mechanical Engineering Design 9°ed.”, Ref.[10]. Such theory describes a 

mathematical model in which tooth is treated as a fixed beam.    is the “tangential gear force” which 

is applied to the unbounded end of the beam. It’s measured in [N]. 

Eq. 5.4-2     
  
  
 

 
  
  
 

 

    is “torque on drive wheel axis”. Usually known as “input torque” of the gear. It’s measured 

in [Nm]. 

    is “torque on driven wheel axis”. Usually known as “output torque” of the gear, It’s 

measured in [Nm]. 
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    is “pitch diameter of wheel 1”, drive wheel of the reduction stage, it’s measured in [mm]. 

    is “pitch diameter of wheel 2”, driven wheel of the reduction stage, it’s measured in [mm]. 

Obviously, the most stressed area is the bounded end which corresponds to the root of the tooth. 

Result of the Lewis theory is the equation which determines     the stress in the root area,  defined as 

“Stress of Lewis”. Dimension of this stress is [MPa]. 

Eq. 5.4-3      
  

   
     

   is “face width” of the tooth, it’s measured in [mm]. 

   is “module” of the gear, it’s measured in [mm]. 

     is “coefficient of Lewis” which is a dimensionless parameter chosen in the Table 5.4-1. 

Input of such table are two. One is the number of teeth of the drive wheel     . Other is the 

normal pressure angle   . 

 

Table 5.4-1: Choice of the coefficient of Lewis, Ref.[10]. 

Anyway, it’s necessary to transform Eq. 5.4-3 in a design equation. First step is the following relation 

that ensures the structural integrity of the tooth. 

Eq. 5.4-4           

Eq. 5.4-5       
    

    
 

      is “allowable stress”, it’s measured in [MPa]. 

      is “yield strength”, it’s a feature of the chosen material and It’s obtained by experimental 

tests. It’s measured in [MPa]. 

      is “safety coefficient”, a dimensionless parameter displayed in Chapter 5.1. 

The Eq. 5.4-3 becomes the following design equation: 

Eq. 5.4-6    √
        

         

 
 

     is “torque on drive wheel axis”. It’s measured in [Nm]. 
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   is “Face Width/Module Ratio”, a dimensionless parameter described by Eq. 5.3-2. 

    is “number of teeth of wheel 1”, described in chapter 5.3. 

 

In this case, torque is assumed to be the maximum for reasons of safety. 

Eq. 5.4-7           

       is “maximum torque” generated by motor or by engine, It’s measured in [Nm]. 

 

As explained at the beginning of this chapter, module is a standard dimension. Like  pressure angle, It 

depends by the tool used to machine teeth. The result of Eq. 5.4-6 needs to be round off choosing one 

of the values of the Table 5.4-2. Such a table shows standard modules defined by U.N.I. 6587 standard, 

dimensions re in millimetres. 

 

Table 5.4-2: Standard modules from regulations (UNI 6587:1969). 

Anyway, special applications need custom values of the module. It may not be a big issue by point of 

view of the cost, if number of produced components is large enough to make cost of tooling 

inconsistent. For this reason, It’s quite usual find custom module gears in automotive applications, 

5.5. Radial dimensions. 
Once modulus is chosen, it’s possible to calculate typical dimensions of gears according with Ref.[7]. 

Subject of this chapter are radial dimensions. It’s important underline that, parameters which 

constitute following equations don’t show subscripts because are generic can be referred to both 

wheels of the gear. By parameters extracted in previous parameters, it’s possible to calculate   defined 

as “pitch radius”. This dimension is  measured in [mm]. 

Eq. 5.5-1    
   

 
 

 

 
 

Before the calculation of next parameter, It’s necessary to clarify that, pitch diameters of the wheels of 

the same gear are tangent each others. For this reason, the sum of the two pitch radius measured on 

the pitch diameter, is      that is the “offset” of the gear, measured in [mm]. 

Eq. 5.5-2             

Where: 

    is “pitch radius of wheel 1”, drive wheel of the transmission stage, it’s measured in [mm]. 

    is “pitch radius of wheel 2”, driven wheel of the transmission stage, it’s measured in [mm]. 
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Another important parameter to calculate is  ,  the “height of the tooth” which is related to other two 

measures    which is the “addendum” and    which is the “dedendum”. All parameters are proper of 

the gear, for this reason are common to drive and driven wheel. All parameters are measured in [mm]. 

Eq. 5.5-3          

Eq. 5.5-4       

Eq. 5.5-5            

Addendum which is defined by Eq. 5.5-4 is the distance between top diameter and pitch diameter. 

Analogously, Eq. 5.5-5 defines dedendum, which represents the distance between  pitch diameter and 

root diameter. In relation to dedendum parameter, the choice of multiply modulus for 1,25 is safety 

measure which avoids that top of tooth collides with root of related wheel. 

 

Picture 5.5-1: Main radial dimensions of gears (https://www.quora.com/). 

On the base of previous calculations, It’s possible to obtain main radial dimensions of gear. In 

particular,    the “tip radius”, which represents the outer diameter of the gearwheel. Then,     the 

“root radius” and    the “base radius”. This last dimension, differently from other two owns a meaning 

in the design only. The straight line tangent of two base diameters of the gear is the direction where 

the force exchanged by the wheels lays. Measures are proper to the gear in this case too and 

dimension is [mm]. 

Eq. 5.5-6          

Eq. 5.5-7          

Eq. 5.5-8            
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5.6. Axial Dimension. 
While module of gear have been determinate, another important parameter related to gear strength 

have to be fixed,   which is the “face width”. Once the module is fixed, face width is well determined 

by Eq. 5.1-1. It’s necessary remind that value of   have been chosen arbitrarily. 

For this reason, face width is to be considered a variable yet.  Some verifications are going to be 

performed in next chapters, the purpose is to evaluate the proper value of face width. That’s why, 

when design arrives to verification stage, It’s no more convenient vary the value of modulus. In 

addition, value of face width can be varied continuously, with no need to respect standardized values, 

like for modulus. 

5.7. Overlap ratio. 
After the calculations of main geometric dimensions of the gear, it’s necessary to perform some checks 

ad verifications. One of these is based on the “overlap ratio” which will be deeply explained forward.  In 

order to obtain the overlap ratio, one geometric parameter still have to be obtained:  , known as the 

“pitch”. Knowing the value of module, it can be obtained revolving Eq. 5.4-1. Like it was declared in 

advance at Chapter 5.4, It’s measured in [mm]. 

Eq. 5.7-1        

Starting by data obtained by previous equations, it’s possible to calculate parameter   which is known 

as “overlap ratio”. 

Eq. 5.7-2    
√   

     
  √   

     
              

      
 

     is “tip radius of wheel 1”, drive wheel of the reduction stage, it’s measured in [mm]. 

     is “base radius of wheel 1”, drive wheel of the reduction stage, it’s measured in [mm]. 

     is “tip radius of wheel 2”, driven wheel of the reduction stage, it’s measured in [mm]. 

     is  “base radius of wheel 2”, driven wheel of the reduction stage, it’s measured in [mm]. 

    is “pitch radius of wheel 1”, drive wheel of the reduction stage, it’s measured in [mm]. 

    is “pitch radius of wheel 2”, driven wheel of the reduction stage, it’s measured in [mm]. 

   is “pressure angle” of the gear. In this case is intended to be considered as    which is the 

“normal pressure angle”. This parameter is measured in [°]. 

 

Overlap ratio is a dimensionless parameter referred to the gear and not to single wheels only. It 

represents an index of gear good operation. Value obtained by Eq. 5.7-2 indicates how many teeth per 

wheel are simultaneously involved in the gear meshing. It’s clear that one only couple of teeth meshing 

each others as supposed in chapter 5.4 it’s a really conservative assumption. In the reality it would 

cause lacks in the gear contact which is consequently restored by impact. If the result of the previous 

equation is, at least, 2.0 it means that a couple of teeth per wheel is in contact with the corresponding 

couple of the related gear. Unfortunately this small value leads to a noisy gear operation. For these 

reasons, the overlap ratio of a good operating automotive gear is included between 3.0 and 4.0. 
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5.8. Fatigue verification in bend. 
Back to mathematical model mentioned at Chapter 5.4, concept of beam bounded to an extremity is 

developed and applied to a fatigue case, in order to study behavior of teeth loaded by cyclic bending 

stresses. That kind of verification is strictly referred to standard “U.N.I. – UNI Sperimentale 8862-
2:1987”, Ref.[11] and it’s performed by the following main relation: 

Eq. 5.8-1         

    is “equivalent stress in root section” of the tooth. 

     is “pulsating bending fatigue limit” and it’s also known as “allowable stress” but it must 

be distinguished by allowed stress of Chapter 5.4. 

Both terms of Eq. 5.8-1 can be considered as stress, for this reason are measured in [MPa]. 

Equivalent stress in root section of the tooth is obtained by a well structured equation deeply described 

as follows. 

Eq. 5.8-2     
   

   
               (             ) 

   is “face width” which represents the parameter that needs to be checked measured in [mm]. 

   is “module” . In this calculus can be considered a fixed parameter. It’s measured in [mm]. 

 

Plot 5.8-1:     factor displayed in function of   quantity and   factor, Ref.[11]. 
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     is “mean tangential gear force”. It’s measured in [N] and, differently from tangential force 

calculated by Eq. 5.4-2, it’s described as follows: 

Eq. 5.8-3      
   
  
 

 

     is “mean torque on  wheel 1”. That datum it’ difficult to own in the design preliminary 

phase. It needs to be esteemed or extracted by data of a similar vehicle. Risk is that, an over-

esteemed value can lead to an over-sized gear. It’s measured in [Nm]. 

    is “pitch diameter of wheel 1”, drive wheel of the reduction stage, It’s measured in [mm]. 

Other factors of Eq. 5.8-2 have to be chosen on the basis of plots supplied by Ref.[11] standards. 

     is “tooth form factor”. It relates the geometry of the tooth to the nominal bending stress. 

It can be extracted by Plot 5.8-1. Horizontal axis displays  “number of teeth of drive wheel”, 

indicated with   . Defined value needs to be crossed with curves of “gear profile shift”, 

indicated with  . Detailed information about that dimensionless parameter can be found at 

Chapter 5.12. Point identified by number of teeth and gear profile shift needs to be shifted 

horizontally toward vertical axis on which value of tooth form factor can be read. It’s suitable 

remember that this factor is a dimensionless parameter. 

 

Plot 5.8-2:     factor displayed in function of   quantity and   factor, Ref.[11]. 

     is “stress correction factor”. It’s necessary for the conversion of the nominal stress applied 

to tooth root. It’s determined by the application of load at the outer point of single pair of 

tooth in contact. Analytic calculus of this factor is quite complex and, in first approximation, it’s 

more useful chose the value with the help of Plot 5.8-2. As explained in the case of    , 

Horizontal axis displays  “number of teeth of drive wheel”, indicated with   . Defined value 
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needs to be crossed with curves of “gear profile shift”, indicated with  . Point identified by 

number of teeth and gear profile needs shift to be shifted horizontally toward vertical axis on 

which value of stress correction factor can be read. It’s suitable remember that this factor is a 

dimensionless parameter. 

    is “overlap ratio factor” which is a dimensionless parameter. Let image that meshing is 

extended over a single couple of teeth, condition of maximum stress appears it the root of 

teeth. This factor takes into account that, in the reality, force due to gear meshing isn’t applied 

to the top of the tooth, but in another point of the profile. To calculate the factor, standard 

provides this relation: 

Eq. 5.8-4  {
        

    

 
     

          
  

    is “helix angle factor” which takes into account the effect of helix profile on the distribution 

of the stress. Its value can be extracted by Plot 5.8-3. Horizontal axis displays  “helix angle”, 

indicated with  . Defined value needs to be crossed with broken lines which represent the 

“overlap ratio”, indicated with   . Point identified by number of teeth and gear shift profile 

needs to be shifted horizontally toward vertical axis on which value of helix angle factor can be 

read. It’s suitable remember that this factor is a dimensionless parameter. 

In the particular case of a spur gear with straight profile teeth, value of the factor is 1. 

 

Plot 5.8-3:    factor displayed in function of   quantity and    factor, Ref.[11]. 

    is “load application factor”. It takes into account the presence and the entity of overloads 

in the operational life of the gear. These overloads can be due to the operation of the drive 

machine, motors for example . Operational condition of the drive machine can be split in three 

cases: uniform (“uniforme”), light overloads (“sovraccarichi leggeri”), heavy overloads 

(“sovraccarichi pesanti”). On the other hand, operation of the driven machine, in which gear is 

housed, can be affected by overloads. In the same way, operational condition of the driven 

machine can be split in three cases: uniform (“uniforme”), light overloads (“sovraccarichi 

leggeri”), heavy overloads (“sovraccarichi pesanti”).  
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Table 5.8-1:     factor displayed in function of   quantity and   factor, Ref.[11] 

Once operational cases of drive and driven machine are determined, value of load application factor 

can be chosen on the Table 5.8-1. This factor is a dimensionless parameter. 

    is “dynamic factor” which takes into account the effect due to rotating masses of the gear. 

In first approximation it’s possible to calculate dynamic factor by following Eq. 5.8-2, where    

it’s the “gear maximum tangential speed”, calculated on the pitch diameter. 

Eq. 5.8-5     
    √  

   
 

     is “longitudinal load distribution factor”, it’s a dimensionless factor which takes into 

account of non-uniformity of the load application along the tooth profile. It can be calculated in 

different methods displayed in U.N.I. 8862 standard. Fine determination of this parameter is 

outside from thesis target. 

     is “transversal load distribution factor” , it’s a dimensionless factor which takes into 

account of non-uniformity in pitch errors and non-uniformity in load application. It can be 

calculated in different methods displayed by U.N.I. 8862 standard. Fine determination of this 

parameter is outside from thesis target. 

Back to Eq. 5.8-1, it’s necessary to describe accurately the second term of the equation     the 

“pulsating bending fatigue limit”. 

Eq. 5.8-6      
             

    
                  

Factors of the equation are going to be explained in following words. 

       is “limit of stress in bending fatigue” and depends by the chosen material. Value of the 

factor can be easily determined reading on Table 5.8-2. 

Different types of material are, substantially, cast iron and steel. Steel types are distinguished 

by heat  treatments like carburizing, quenching, tempering  and nitridizing. Moreover, 

performance of any different  treated materials depend on surface hardness. It’s measured in 

[MPa]. 
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Table 5.8-2:       and       displayed in function of the chosen material, Ref.[11]. 

     is “stress correction factor”, it’s a dimensionless factor which takes into account the nature 

of the stress: uniform, pulsating, alternated, positive alternated, and so on. It’s possible find the 

value of this factor on the Smith-Goodman diagram displayed in Plot 5.8-4. Following plot is 

strictly related to the chosen material. 

 

Plot 5.8-4: Smith-Goodman diagram of a generic steel, Ref.[11]. 

     is “endurance factor” or “Woehller factor”. This dimensionless factor can be extracted by 

the following Plot 5.8-5. 
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Plot 5.8-5: Woehller diagram related to the bending of the teeth, Ref.[11]. 

First parameter to chose is the “number of cycles” which is displayed on horizontal axis in elevations of 

base ten. Determined value needs to be crossed with one of broken lines which depend on chosen 

material. Identified point needs to be shifted horizontally  toward vertical axis, in order to locate the 

value of endurance factor. 

      is the “safety coefficient” a dimensionless factor, which function have been widely 

explained at Chapter 5.1. 

        is the “relative notch sensitivity factor”. It is the ratio of the notch sensitivity factor    

of the gear under design compared to that of the standard test    , which specifies the amount 

by which the theoretical stress at fatigue breakage exceeds the fatigue stress.        is function 

of the material and of the stress gradient concerned, and can be approximated using values 

between 0,95 and 1,0. It’s a dimensionless factor. 

 

Table 5.8-3:        in function of material and treatment, Ref.[11]. 
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       is the “relative surface condition factor”. This factor considers the influence of the 

surface quality, especially roughness in the tooth root, on the possible root tooth stress. It is a 

function of the material and may be determined from the following Table 5.8-3. It’s necessary 

to clarify that parameter    on which is based the calculus is the roughness on the root of the 

tooth. 

    is the “dimensional factor”. It depends on dimensions of the gearwheel. Value of this factor 

can be extracted by Plot 2.6-1. 

 

Plot 5.8-6:    in function of the module and of the material,  Ref.[11]. 

First step is locate the proper value of the module on the horizontal axis. Then, value of module 

needs to be vertically crossed with broken lines which depend on different materials. “a” curve 

refers to tempered steel, non-alloyed base steel and ductile iron. “b” curve refers to surface 

hardened steel. “c” curve refers to grey cast iron. “d” curve suitable for any loaded material. 

Point located by module and quality of material, needs to be horizontally shifted toward 

vertical axis, in order to read the proper value of dimensional factor. 

5.9. Static verification on Hertzian contact. 
Bend isn’t the only stress which acts on teeth. According with Ref.[10]., It’s necessary to take into 

account about pressure of contact among teeth faces causes another important type of stress. 

Excessive “specific contact pressure” leads to deterioration of the tooth face surface. That cannot be 

accepted in order to warrant the optimal operation of the gear. 

Calculus of specific contact pressure is based on the Hertzian theory. The specific reference case is 

contact between cylinders. In the mathematical model width of cylinders coincides with the pace width 

of gears. Hertzian theory applied to gears is based on some simplifications enlisted as follows: 

 Perfect elasticity of the material. 

 Absence of friction forces. 

 Contact surface dimension smaller compared to bodies in contact dimensions. 
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Strength verification is exploited by the following mathematical relation, which express the inequality 

between two stresses measured in [MPa]: 

Eq. 5.9-1          

    is the “specific contact pressure”, which depends on geometrical parameters and on material of 

the gear. It  can be obtained by the following relation: 

Eq. 5.9-2                 √
  

    
   (

 

  
 

 

  
) 

 

    

 
 

    is “tangential force” exchanged by meshing teeth. It’s described by Eq. 5.4-3 and It’s 

measured in [N]. 

   is “pressure angle” of the gear described by Picture 5.1-1. It’s measured in [°]. 

   is “Young’s  modulus” of the material of the gear, measured in [MPa]. 

    is “pitch radius of wheel 1”, drive wheel of the reduction stage, It’s measured in [mm]. 

    is “pitch radius of wheel 2”, driven wheel of the reduction stage, It’s measured in [mm]. 

   is “face width” of the gear, measured in [mm]. 

    , the “allowable stress” which is the second member of Eq. 5.9-1 is described by the following 

equation. 

Eq. 5.9-3       
  

    
 

    is “compression strength” of the material. It’s value is higher than yield strength one and it’s 

measured in [MPa]. 

      is “safety coefficient”, a dimensionless factor which is been widely explained in Chapter 

5.1. 

5.10. Fatigue verification on Hertzian contact. 
How It was shown regarding bending stress, It’s necessary take into account about fatigue phenomena 

related to hertzian contact. 

By virtue of that, Ref.[11] standard describes the fatigue verification on Hertzian contact too. Fatigue 

damage caused by Hertzian contact is known with the name of “pitting”. Such a term is inspired by 

medical sphere and is due to the superficial detriment that occurs on the face of the tooth. That 

superficial detriment call to mind damages caused by variola to the skin of the infirm. 

Such a damage displays small craters very close each others. That compromises the surface finish with 

issues on the good operation of the gear. Indeed damaged surface is source of high friction and noise. 

The first scientist who faced this issue was Heinrich Rudolf Hertz. He discovered for first that this kind 

of matter can be reduced or cancelled. The key to solve this problem is the contact pressure  which 

arises between meshing teeth. Such a pressure needs to be limited on the base of following criteria. 

Pitting isn’t a damage specific in gears only. It is displayed in every mechanic component which 

undergoes to high pressures of contact. Bearings displays most significant examples because cups on 

which rolling elements works, are very stressed by contact pressure. 
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Picture 5.10-1: Effects of pitting on the driven wheel of a worm gear (http://www.tribology.co.uk). 

Unavoidably pitting begins to manifest on surface of the cup. Damage is deteriorated by lubrication oil 

that, pressurized by the contact between rollers and cup, penetrates in the small cracking. Inside such a 

small crevices, lubrication oil acts removing material. That phenomena is quite serious and may cause 

the mechanical failure of the bearing. Example of damage cup is displayed by Picture 5.10-2. 

Pitting may also found its causes in the chemistry. It may be produced by localized corrosive hazards 

derived from phenomena of electrochemical nature. 

Analogously to previous chapters, verification process is started setting up the following main relation: 

Eq. 5.10-1          

Where     is “fatigue contact pressure”, it’s measures in [MPa] and can be extracted by the following 

relation: 

Eq. 5.10-2                 √
   

   
 
   

 
 √              

    is “zone factor” an dimensionless factor which is function of characteristic angles of gears. 

This parameter takes into account effects due to the relative curvature of flanks of teeth in the 

point of primitive gear meshing. Standard prescribes an empiric relation of general purpose. 

Eq. 5.10-3    √
              

             
 

Eq. 5.10-4       
     

    
 

Eq. 5.10-5      
  

 

  
       

o    is “base helix angle”. Parameter specific for helix gears, measured in [°]. 

o    is “transversal pressure angle”. Parameter specific for helix gears, measured in [°]. 

o    is “normal pressure angle”. Parameter specific for helix gears, measured in [°]. 
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o   is “pitch diameter” of reference gear, measured in [mm]. 

o    is “operation pitch diameter” of reference gear, measured in [mm]. 

o        is referred to shifted profile parameters. 

 

    is “elasticity of material factor”, a dimensionless parameter which is function of the 

modules of the material. 

Eq. 5.10-6    √
 

  (
    

 

  
 

    
 

  
)
 

o    is “Young’s modulus” of the material of the drive wheel, measured in [MPa]. 

o    is “Young’s modulus” of the material of the driven wheel, measured in [MPa]. 

o    is “Poisson’s modulus” of the material of the drive wheel, it’s dimensionless. 

o    is “Poisson’s modulus” of the material of the driven wheel, it’s dimensionless. 

It’s important remark that Eq. 5.10-6, needs to be set up in situations where material of drive 

wheel is different from material of driven wheel. If materials of wheels coincide:     . 

 

    is “overlap ratio factor” and it’s a dimensionless factor. Its relations depends from the 

overlap ratios and from the helix angle of the gears. 

Eq. 5.10-7    √
    

 
     

Eq. 5.10-8    √
    

 
 (    )  

  

  
      

Eq. 5.10-9    √
 

  
      

o    is “transversal overlap ratio”, it’s a dimensionless factor. 

o    is “normal overlap ratio”, it’s a dimensionless factor. 

o   is “helix angle”, measured in [°]. 

 

    is “helix angle factor”, a dimensionless parameter described by the following relation: 

Eq. 5.10-10    √     

     is “mean tangential gear force” displayed at Chapter 5.8. and measured in [N]. 

   is “pitch diameter” of the reference wheel. In this specific case, reference wheel have to be 

the most stressed, the drive wheel, or pinion. It’s measured in [mm]. 

   is “face width” of the gear, measured in [mm]. 

   is “gear ratio” and it’s a dimensionless parameter. 

    is “load application factor” , a dimensionless parameter which it’s possible to extract by 

Table 5.8-1. 

    is “dynamic factor” a dimensionless parameter which it’s possible to extract by Eq. 5.8-5. 
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     is “longitudinal load distribution factor”, a dimensionless parameter that have to be 

determined with same criteria explained at Chapter 5.8. 

     is “transversal load distribution factor”, a dimensionless parameter that have to be 

determined with same criteria explained at Chapter 5.8. 

 

Picture 5.10-2: Example of pitting on bearing internal raceways (https://maschinendiagnose.de/). 

Back to Eq. 5.10-1 it’ necessary to describe the second member of the relation,     which is defined as 

“allowable pulsating compression stress”. 

Eq. 5.10-11     
        

     
                

       is “limit pressure of base superficial fatigue”. The proper value can be chosen in the 

Table 5.8-2. and It’s measured in [MPa]. 

       is “minimum safety coefficient” related to pitting fatigue. This dimensionless parameter 

It’s usually chosen equal to 1 or equal to 1.1 in order to  be conservative. 

 

 Plot 5.10-1: Woehller diagram related to the pitting of the teeth, Ref.[11]. 
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    is “endurance factor” a dimensionless parameter which is totally analogue to that described 

in Chapter 5.8. Therefore, such factor is extracted by the Woehller diagram specific for pitting, 

displayed in the Plot 5.10-1. First of all, it’s necessary to determine   the “desired number 

of cycles” plotted on the horizontal axis. Chosen value needs to be crossed with one of the 

broken lines. Different broken lines are related to material of the gear. Identified point needs to 

be translated horizontally towards the vertical axis. Endurance factor coincides with the located 

value of  . 

 

 Plot 5.10-2: Lubrication factor displayed in function of material and kinetic viscosity of lubrication oil, 
Ref.[11]. 

    is “lubrication factor” and can be extracted from  Plot 5.10-2. High horizontal axis 

displays “kinetic viscosity measured at 50°C” of lubrication oil, indicated with   . Low 

horizontal axis displays “kinetic viscosity measured at 40°C” of lubrication oil, indicated with 

  . Both values of viscosity are measured with [mm^2/s]. Chosen value of viscosity needs to be 

crossed with the curve related to       which is “pressure of base superficial fatigue”. Its value 

can be extracted by Table 5.8-2.  Value of lubrication factor is indicated by   and can be read 

on the vertical axis of the plot. 

 

 

Plot 5.10-3: Roughness factor displayed in function of material and surface finish of teeth, Ref.[11]. 
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    is “roughness factor” and can be extracted from Plot 5.10-3. Horizontal axis displays   the 

“surface roughness on the flank of teeth” which is measured in [  ]. Value of roughness 

needs to be crossed with the curve related to       which is “pressure of base superficial 

fatigue”. Its value can be extracted by Table 5.8-2. Value of roughness factor is indicated by   

and can be read on the vertical axis of the plot. 

    is “speed factor” and can be extracted from Plot 5.10-4. Horizontal axis displays   the 

“maximum tangential speed of the gearwheel calculated on the pitch diameter”. Such 

parameter is calculated on the base of the maximum rotational speed o f the gear and It’s 

measured in [  ⁄ ]. Value of speed needs to be crossed with the curve related to       which is 

“pressure of base superficial fatigue”. Its value can be extracted by Table 5.8-2. Value of speed 

factor is indicated by   and can be read on the vertical axis of the plot. 

 

 

 Plot 5.10-4: Speed factor displayed in function of the material and of the tangential speed of the gearwheel, Ref.[11]. 

    is “hardness ratio factor” and depends by the surface hardness of both wheels of the gear. 

This parameter can be calculated by Eq. 5.10-12 on the basis of Brinell hardness   . In order to 

be conservative, this parameter is assumed to be the surface hardness of the softest wheel. 

Eq. 5.10-12        
      

    
 

Alternatively, hardness ratio factor can be extracted by the Plot 5.10-5. Horizontal axis displays 

different values of HB hardness. Chosen value which needs to be crossed with black oblique 

line. From identified point, it’s necessary to move horizontally towards vertical axis where the 

value of the factor can be read. 
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Plot 5.10-5: Hardness parameter displayed in function of hardness HB (horizontal axis), Ref.[11]. 

    is the “size factor” , a dimensionless parameter which takes into account the influence of 

size on the distribution of weak points in the structure of the material. In accordance with 

strength of materials theory, the stress gradients decrease with increasing dimensions. Quality 

of the material is determined by the extension, effectiveness of forging, presence of defects, 

etc. The value of size factor can be extracted from Plot 5.10-6. Horizontal axis displays   the 

“module” of the gear which is measured in [  ]. Value of module needs to be crossed with 

the broken lines related to       which is “pressure of base superficial fatigue”. Its value can 

be extracted by Table 5.8-2. Value of size factor is indicated by   and can be read on the 

vertical axis of the plot. 

 

Plot 5.10-6: Size factor displayed in function of the material and of the module, Ref.[11]. 
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5.11. Calculations on bevel gears. 
Formulas and parameters displayed in previous chapters are specific for cylindrical gears. In this 

chapter it will be possible to find some useful relations regarding the geometry of bevel gears, 

according with source “https://khkgears.net”, Ref.[12]. Detailed verifications on the strength of teeth 

are outside from purposes of this thesis. The full verification procedure can be found in the norms 

I.S.O. 10300-1-2-3. 

 

Picture 5.11-1: Pitch cones of a bevel gear Ref.[12]. 

About cylindrical gears, main dimension is represented by a diameter. Concerning bevel gears, which 

are more complex by point of view of geometry, main dimension have to be a surface.  For this reason, 

homologue of the “pitch diameter” is the “pitch surface”. Such a surface, logically, needs to have a 

cone shape. It’s for this reason that pitch surfaces are defined “pitch cones”. Such cones are used to 

drive intersecting axis of both wheels of the gear, like it’s displayed in Picture 5.11-1. 

Analogously  to cylindrical gear, meshing of teeth in a bevel gear is intended as the contact of the two 

pitch cones which roll each others. First step in calculation is aimed to calculate dimensions of pitch 

cones. 

Eq. 5.11-1       
    

  
  

     
 

Eq. 5.11-2       
    

  
  

     
 

Where: 

    is “angle of the pitch cone of wheel 1” drive wheel of transmission stage, measured in [°]. 

    is “angle of the pitch cone of wheel 2” driven wheel of transmission stage, measured in [°]. 

   is “shaft angle” of the gear. It’s the angle between axis of wheels, measured in [°]. 

    is “number of teeth of wheel 1” , drive wheel of the reduction stage, the pinion. 

    is “number of teeth of wheel2” , driven wheel of the reduction stage. 
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In the largest majority of cases, “shaft angle” needs to be assumed equal to 90°. It’s the same for the 

gear-box in exam which features orthogonal axis, as explained at Chapter 4.3.2. For this reason, Eq. 

5.11-1 and Eq. 5.11-2 evolve as follows: 

Eq. 5.11-3         (
  

  
) 

Eq. 5.11-4         (
  

  
) 

By definition of “gear ratio”: 

Eq. 5.11-5   
  

  
 

For this reason Eq. 5.11-3 and Eq. 5.11-4 can be written in the following way. 

Eq. 5.11-6         (
 

 
) 

Eq. 5.11-7                    

First aspect to take into account is that dimension of pitch cones depends on the gear ratio. For this 

reason, wheels have to work always in the same couple.  

 

Picture 5.11-2: Meshing of bevel gears, Ref.[12]. 
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Knowing dimensions of pitch cones,    and   , it’s possible to calculate the distance of the common 

apex of pitch cones R. This dimension is defined “cone distance”. 

Eq. 5.11-8   
  

       
 

  

       
 

Eq. 5.11-9         

Eq. 5.11-10         

   is  “module” of the gear, measured in [mm]. 

    is “pitch diameter of wheel 1”, drive wheel of the reduction stage. It’s measured in [mm]. 

    is “pitch diameter of wheel 2”, driven wheel of the reduction stage. It’s measured in [mm]. 

 

In the right part of Picture 5.11-2 it’s possible to observe the facial view of teeth. In this view, meshing 

of teeth looks very similar to spur gears. Indeed missing dimensions can be found choosing proper 

parameters, similarly to the case of spur gears: 

   is “pressure angle” of the gear, measured in [°]. 

   is “face width” of the gear. It wouldn’t overcome  three times the value of the cone distance. 

This parameter is measured in [mm]. 

Eq. 5.11-11       

Thanks to the choice of the previous parameters, it’s possible to calculate     which is the 

“addendum” of the driven wheel. Such parameter is measured in [mm]. 

Eq. 5.11-12             
       

(
        
        

)
 

Consequently, it’s possible to obtain     the “addendum” of the drive wheel, measured in [mm]. 

Eq. 5.11-13             

On the opposite side of pitch cones, it’s possible proceed with the calculation of     , “dedendum” of 

the drive wheel which derives by Eq. 5.11-14.     is “dedendum” of the driven wheel and it’s 

calculated by Eq. 5.11-15. Both dimensions are measured in [mm]. 

Eq. 5.11-14                 

Eq. 5.11-15                 

As consequence, the “dedendum angle” of the drive wheel     is calculated by Eq. 5.11-16. 

“dedendum angle” of the driven wheel    , is obtained by Eq. 5.11-17.Both parameters are measured 

in [°]. 

Eq. 5.11-16          (
   

 
) 

Eq. 5.11-17          (
   

 
) 
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Dimension “addendum angle” is equal to “dedendum angle” of the corresponding wheel, as displayed 

in Eq. 5.11-18 and Eq. 5.11-19. Both parameters are measured in [°]. 

Eq. 5.11-18         

Eq. 5.11-19         

Starting from previous parameters, by Eq. 5.11-20, it’s possible calculate     which is the “tip angle” of 

drive wheel. By Eq. 5.11-21 it’s possible to calculate     the “tip angle” of driven wheel. Both 

parameters are measured in [°]. 

Eq. 5.11-20            

Eq. 5.11-21            

Similarly to previous relations, by Eq. 5.11-22, it’s possible to calculate      the “root angle” of drive 

wheel.  By Eq. 5.11-23 it’s possible to calculate      the “root angle” of driven wheel. Both parameters 

are measured in [°]. 

Eq. 5.11-22            

Eq. 5.11-23            

By means of angular dimensions It’s possible to calculate linear dimensions. By Eq. 5.11-24 it’s obtained 

    which is the “tip diameter” . At the same way, by Eq. 5.11-25 it’s obtained     which is the “tip 

diameter” of the driven wheel. Both parameters are measured in [mm]. 

Eq. 5.11-24                    

Eq. 5.11-25                    

Then, by Eq. 5.11-26, it’s possible to calculate    which is the “distance between pitch apex and 

crown” of the drive wheel. By Eq. 5.11-27 derives   ,the “distance between pitch apex and crown” of 

the driven wheel. Both parameters are measured in [mm]. 

Eq. 5.11-26                      

Eq. 5.11-27                      

Next dimension, obtained by Eq. 5.11-28, is     the “axial face-width” which is the projection of the 

face width on the axis of the drive wheel. Analogously, by Eq. 5.11-29Eq. 5.11-28, it’s possible to obtain 

    the “axial face-width” related to the driven wheel. Both parameters are measured in [mm]. 

Eq. 5.11-28     
        

      
 

Eq. 5.11-29     
        

      
 

Last dimension that it’s necessary to calculate is     the “inner tip diameter” of the drive wheel, 

obtained by Eq. 5.11-30. By Eq. 5.11-31, derives     the “inner tip diameter”  of the driven wheel. Both 

parameters are measured in [mm]. 
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Eq. 5.11-30         
          

      
 

Eq. 5.11-31         
          

      
 

 

Picture 5.11-3: Main dimensions of bevel gears, Ref.[12]. 

Dimensions displayed and calculated in the previous chapter, are well represented in the Picture 

5.11-3. 

5.12. Profile correction factor of gears. 

 

Plot 5.12-1: Variation in profile due to number of teeth, Ref.[12]. 

Growth of module or face width aren’t the only options in order to improve strength and stiffness of 

teeth. Application of “profile correction” may be a better strategy. 
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Bending strength of the tooth is localized in the tightest section. Generally, such a section coincides 

with the root of the tooth. Moreover, this section is the farthermost from the contact area of teeth. 

That fact makes the bending moment greater in root section. 

Plot 5.12-1 shows how profile of teeth varies with the number of teeth. Amplitude of root section, 

obviously, depends on profile of the tooth. It’s possible to observe that tight root sections correspond 

to low values in number of teeth. As explained at chapter 5.3 it’s not possible reduce number of teeth 

under a certain calculated value. However, sometimes, a very stressed gear needs to be housed in a 

tight space. For this reason, the calculated minimum number of teeth may be too huge for the available 

room. Try to improve area of the root section growing module or face width has no sense. Indeed 

distribution of material is not well balanced and the large majority of it is localized in less stressed 

sections. 

Most suitable solution is very smart and consists on the shift of the profile of the tooth. Shifting profile 

of the pinion toward tip of teeth, causes a growth in the area of the stressed root section. That strategy 

allows to optimize the distribution of material and it’s cost effective too. Indeed correction in profile of 

gears doesn’t need particular tools or machines. Parameter which describes correction is usually 

indicated with letter  . A positive value indicates a shift of the profile towards the external, as depicted 

by Plot 5.12-2.  

About dimensions calculated by relations of Chapter 5.5 and Chapter 5.11, these are no longer valid in 

case of shifted profiles. 

  

Plot 5.12-2: Positive versus zero correction, Ref.[12]. 
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6. Software aided calculation. 

One of the biggest issue in Formula S.A.E. is that concurrent cars are prototypes, nevertheless, components 

need to be reliable for the entire race calendar. Frequently, there is no time and no money to produce 

spares or verify reliability with experimental 

tests. For this reason calculations and 

simulations need to be very accurate and 

reliable. Relations and parameters displayed in 

Chapter 5 are usually employed to set up 

advanced spreadsheets implemented by 

Microsoft Office Excell. Anyway, variety and 

spectrum of parameters is too wide and 

specialized firms only (Graziano, Hewland, 

Sadev, Cima, X-trac, Holinger, Ricardo et cetera) 

can easily set up efficient and reliable advanced 

spreadsheets, on the basis of their own 

experiences. 

For a small work group, like a Formula S.A.E. 

team, the best solution is certainly a software 

dedicated to the calculation of gears. In this 

need, Squadra Corse has been supported by the 

worldwide leader of gear calculation software, 

the Swiss firm Kisssoft A.G.  

Kisssoft A.G. is a company specialized in the 

development of calculation software addressed to designers and engineers of different mechanical fields. 

Gears and transmissions designed with the help of  Kisssoft products, can be found from heavy industrial 

machines to Formula 1 cars with a wide spectrum of dimensions that goes from funicular railway gears to 

miniature gears of Mars Pathfinder rover. 

Calculations of gears are in compliance with current norms D.I.N., I.S.O., A.G.M.A. and the architecture of 

the software allows high flexibility on calculus. Parameters and outputs are well represented with the help 

of plots, in this way it’s possible to find quickly the best trade-off between performance and reliability. 

One important advantage of the Kisssoft software application is that a reliable calculation doesn’t need the 

setting of all parameters described at Chapter 5. Calculation is split in two main steps: “rough design” and 

“precision design”. The main advantage of begin with raw design step is that, software proposes a large 

number of different solutions on the base of few main input parameters. Solutions are different through 

basic parameters, like the number of teeth, module, face width, overall dimensions and others. Task of the 

designer is to choose the solution which is more suitable to requirements of the project. Chosen solution is 

then processed in precision design step in order to obtain the best performance from raw dimensioned 

gear. 

The typical output of Kisssoft software are the numerical reports like those annexed in Appendix 1 and 

Appendix 2. These documents display: input power or load spectrum (“Collettivo di carico”), safety 

Picture 6: Cover page of Kisssoft Release 3/2011 software 
(http://www.kisssoft.ch). 
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coefficients (“Sicurezza…”), information about geometry of teeth and material (“Geometria del dente e 

materiale”), information of lubrication system and technical features of the lubricant, backlash, forces 

acting on the gear (“Fattori d’influsso generali”), control measures on thickness of teeth (“Misure di 

controllo per spessore del dente”) and tolerance on teeth (“Tolleranze Dentatura”). All information 

included in the report are useful for designer to trace parameters of the project but are useful to gear 

manufacturer too, who can find all the dimensions useful to produce and check the gear performing the 

best of its quality. An additional module is able to export a 3D model of the gearwheels, very useful to 

match associated components like bearings, gasket, fasteners and to design the case. 

Beginning with rough design, first parameter to be set is the input torque which value have been replaced 

by load spectrums widely described in next chapter. 

6.1. Collection data and set up of input power. 
The first aspect to take into account is that an accurate calculation needs to be based on an accurate 

set up of input data. One of the strongest point of Kisssoft software is that input torque of the gear-box 

can be set through a single value or through a spectrum. It’s easy to understand that,  a single value of 

torque, can be enough in the industrial application where the input torque can be considered steady 

for all the operational life of the machinery. Moreover, design gears on the basis of maximum torque 

generated by motors, can be unsuitable for a motorsport application. Indeed how it’s explained at 

Chapter 4.1, not all the torque can be discharged to the ground in any condition and that leads to an 

undesirable over-sizing. 

For these reasons, one of the most appreciated features of Kisssoft software is the opportunity of set a 

detailed load spectrum (“Collettivo di carico”) as input. This sort of “load history” is modelled on 

different levels, any level is defined by 3 parameters: torque, rotational speed and frequency, which is 

intended as percentage of the total life of the gear. Total life of the gear is esteemed around 100 [h] 

which correspond to 4000 [Km] of ride between races and performance tests. In this way, software 

owns all data needed to trace a Woehler curve of the gear. Then, using Miner-Haibach Theory as 

described by A.G.M.A. 2001 standard, software calculates a model of “accumulated damage” due to 

loads. It’s necessary underline that methods of fatigue calculation used by the software, are described 

by A.G.M.A. 2003-C10 for bevels and are described by I.S.O. 6336:2006 B Method for spur gears. 

First issue is obtain values of the torque necessary to set  the load spectrum. It’s well known that 

S.C.12e car throttle is equipped by two rotary potentiometer sensors indicated as “Left sensor” and 

“Right sensor”. Left sensor provides signal to the controller, right sensor works as back up of the left. 

Signal from sensor represents the torque demanded by the driver during the ride. Therefore, starting 

from telemetry data of S.C.12e, it’s possible to obtain torque requested by the driver during a 

reference race or during a performance test. 

In order to be accurate enough, it’s useful extract data from endurance test of F.S.A.E. Italy 2012. Track 

fitted on Varano Circuit displays a good variety of situations because it features high speed sectors and 

a very low speed sector in which the car needs to pass through a “minimum radius corner”. 

Taking into exam Plot 6.1-1, vertical axis displays value of the torque, while horizontal displays the 

progressive value of the time. Scale of time axis is very narrow, for this reason values of potentiometer 

signal look represented as distinct vertical lines instead of a continuous signal which displays bright 

increase and decrease. Anyway, it’s possible to appreciate the overlapping of left and right sensor, that 
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means a regular operation of the throttle pedal. If an important difference between signal from left and 

signal from right sensor is detected, a safety system shuts down the power supply of motors. 

Angle measured by a rotary potentiometer is converted to a percentage of throttle pedal stroke.  Then 

it’s traduced to a percentage of the torque supplied by motors.  Observing the scale of vertical axis, it’s 

possible to detect that maximum value of torque is limited to 40[Nm]. That is a strategy to preserve the 

state of charge of the battery, which is crucial during the endurance test. Therefore, in endurance 

configuration, 100% of throttle, “flat out”, corresponds to a torque of 40[Nm]. 

 

Plot 6.1-1: Request of torque during the endurance test of F.S.A.E Italy 2012. 

 

Plot 6.1-2: Car stopped events. 
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As declared in advance, horizontal axis shows the entire time since the car was switched on. For this 

reason, data recording includes three main events in which the car is switched on but stopped. To quick 

detection, events are highlighted by green squares in Plot 6.1-2. Event 1 is the time necessary to deploy 

the car on the track. In this event, car moves slowly from the paddock to the track entry. Event 2 

represents the time necessary to change the driver in the mid of endurance test, car is switched on but 

completely stopped. Event 3 represents the time between the end of the endurance test and the 

switching off of the car. Car is stopped in the paddock waiting that marshal switches off the energy 

system. It’s important remark that in any event the throttle pedal  is released or almost released. 

It’s known that a kinetic energy recovery system needs to be implemented on S.C.R. This system easily 

operates when throttle pedal is released. Anyway, energy recovery system cannot be considered 

operating in any release of the throttle pedal, read on data. Therefore, event 1, 2, and 3 have to be 

distinguished by other events in which throttle sensors read a 0% signal. So it’s important to exclude 

events 1,2 and 3 from collected data. In this way, entire life of the gear is intended  as 100 [h] net of 

operation in the Endurance Track of F.S.A.E. Italy. 

Anyway, values of torque demanded by driver are known, but that isn’t still enough to set up an 

accurate load spectrum. Missing variable is maximum torque exploitable by rear wheels during energy 

recovery event. In order to find a suitable value, It’s necessary to study S.C.R. behaviour during braking 

event. For this purpose, a two dimensions model similar to that displayed by Plot 4.1-1, have to been 

set up. Anyway, It’s necessary remind that in this case longitudinal load transfer is modelled on “vehicle 

in braking condition”. 

As depicted in advance at Chapter 4.1, model of braking condition features two main differences 

respect to “rear wheel drive vehicle in acceleration condition” model. First is related to rear wheel 

which needs to be represented in “driven condition” and not in “drive condition”. By virtue of that,  

sense of       and       must be concordant to x-axis. Second difference regards sense of inertia 

vector which needs to be represented opposite to x-axis, differently from previous case. 

 

Plot 6.1-3: Behaviour of the tire in driving an in braking condition Ref.[2]. 

On the base of Plot 6.1-4, It’s possible to write a system of equations strictly similar to that of Chapter 

4.1. It’s possible notice that some vectors don’t change sense, that fact leads to identical related 

equations. Parameters of equations are identical to that  of acceleration model. That stands for 
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longitudinal friction coefficient too, indeed observing Plot 6.1-3: Behaviour of the tire in driving an in 

braking condition Ref.[2]. behaviour of tire is clear. By virtue of that, according with Ref.[2], module of 

maximum value of longitudinal friction coefficient is the same in case of acceleration and braking both. 

About variable parameters, It’s necessary to underline the employ of letter “b” on subscripts. That 

means “braking” condition. 

 

Plot 6.1-4 Two dimensions model of S.C.R. focused on longitudinal load transfer, braking case. 

Equations derived by Plot 6.1-4 are displayed as follows: 

Eq. 6.1-1                          

Eq. 6.1-2                 

Eq. 6.1-3                        

Eq. 6.1-4                   

Eq. 6.1-5                   

Therefore It’s useful to remind meaning of equations. Eq. 6.1-1 regards the equilibrium to the rotation 

around the front tire-ground contact point. Eq. 6.1-2 regards the equilibrium of vertical forces. Eq. 6.1-3 

is the equation which rules the equilibrium of longitudinal forces. Eq. 6.1-4 and Eq. 6.1-5 are equations 

relative to front and rear wheels, describing the relation between vertical force and tangential force. 

Next step is order previous equations, to easily write the related matrix. 
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Eq. 6.1-6                       

Eq. 6.1-7               

Eq. 6.1-8                        

Eq. 6.1-9                      

Eq. 6.1-10                     

Starting from previous equations, It’s easy to write   , the “matrix of variable coefficients”, referred to 

braking condition: 

Eq. 6.1-11    

|

|

        

     

       

          

          

|

|

 

Then It’s necessary to write   , the “matrix of known terms”, referred to braking condition: 

Eq. 6.1-12    |
|

      
    

 
 
 

|
| 

 

With the help of excell software It’s easy solve the following matrix equation: 

Eq. 6.1-13           

Where    is the “vector of solutions” of the system, referred to braking condition. 

Solutions are then displayed by following equations, extracted from vector  : 

Eq. 6.1-14              

Eq. 6.1-15             

Eq. 6.1-16                 

Eq. 6.1-17                 

Eq. 6.1-18          *
 

  
+ 

On the contrary to previous case of Chapter 4.1, It’s necessary notice that load of the vehicle have been 

shifted forward, toward the front axle. That fact is coherent with expected behaviour and represents a 

proof of exactness in calculations.  
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In order to proceed with the calculation maximum torque, most interesting result is represented by Eq. 

6.1-17. It describes numerical value of       , the “maximum tangential force of rear axle”, related 

to braking condition. It’s necessary to introduce some new variables and recall old parameters. 

       is “maximum torque dischargeable to ground” by rear axle in braking condition. It’s 

measured in [Nm]. 

        is “maximum torque dischargeable by single rear wheel” in braking condition. Main 

hypothesis is that condition of each tire must be identically the same by point of view of 

inflating pressure, temperature and wear. Condition of tarmac have to be the identical under 

each wheel. Such torque is measured in [Nm]. 

      is “maximum recovered torque”, measured in [Nm]. 

                  is “endurance gear ratio”, It’s described by Eq. 4.1-24 . 

Eq. 6.1-19                          

Eq. 6.1-20        
     

 
           

Eq. 6.1-21      
      

    
          

Finally, by Eq. 6.1-24 It’s possible to extract value of maximum recovered torque. Such torque 

represents the negative torque that transmission needs to withstand during kinetic energy recovery. As 

explained in advance, kinetic energy recovery system is intended to operate when throttle pedal is 

depressed. That may not be totally right but it’s a conservative condition in terms of fatigue of 

components. Indeed It’s known that the alternation of positive and negative loads shorten total life of 

components. 

 

Plot 6.1-5: Frequency on levels of requested torque. 

In order to proceed with the study, filtered and calculated data are ordered on six different levels of 

torque request. Any level is then recorded on the basis of the frequency, as it’s shown by Plot 6.1-5. In 

this way, duty cycle of gear-box is modelled as a sequence of intervals of steady torque operation. 

Duration of intervals is determined by parameter of frequency. In example, driver needs a torque value 

of 40[Nm] for only 8% of the test and, of course, for only 8% of the total life.  
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Reasonably, torque requested by the driver coincides with torque supplied by electric motors, with 

exception of the rare  moments in which traction control operates. For this reason, It is not wrong 

consider that torque requested by driver coincides with input torque of the gear-box.  

Last parameter to be set is the “mean rotational speed on input shaft of first stage”,    . A mean 

value of the rotational speed needs to be assigned to any torque level. In  order to simplify this step, 

starting from telemetry of S.C.12e referred to F.S.A.E. Italy endurance test, a mean value of rotational 

speed has been esteemed: 

Eq. 6.1-22                 

This value is considered to be common for all six different levels of torque. That consists of an 

important simplification but it’s not inaccurate by point of view of fatigue model. 

At this point, It’s necessary to remember that S.C.R. gear-train is split in two stages. For this reason, 

calculation too needs to be split on two different steps. Therefore, it’s necessary to define the load 

spectrum referred to second stage input. 

 

Plot 6.1-6: Frequency on levels of requested torque, second stage. 

As shown by Plot 6.1-6 frequency of torque levels, of course doesn’t change. The quantity which varies 

is the magnitude of torque displayed in the Plot 6.1-5. Magnitude of torque levels on second stage is 

calculated with the following relation: 

Eq. 6.1-23              

Where: 

     is the generic “magnitude of torque level” of the second stage, measured in [Nm]. 

     is the generic “magnitude of torque level” of the first stage, measured in [Nm]. 

      is “gear ratio of the first stage”, a dimensionless parameter defined by Eq. 4.4-6. 

 

At the same way, value of “mean rotational speed on input shaft of second stage”,     is calculated 

by the following relation: 
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Eq. 6.1-24     
   

    
 

    

   
            

Where: 

     is “mean rotational speed on input shaft of first stage”, defined by Eq. 6.1-22, measured 

in [rpm]. 

      is “gear ratio of first stage”, a dimensionless parameter defined by Eq. 4.4-6. 

In second stage too, mean value of rotational speed is intended to be common to any level of torque. 

6.2. Choice of main parameters on first stage. 
About first stage, chapter 4.3.2 explains precisely issues related to power transmissions between 

orthogonal axes and declares that most suitable solution is a set of bevel gears in the first stage. 

Anyway, straight profile bevel gears could be lacking by point of view of performance, indeed spiral 

profile bevel gears are very widespread in automotive and motorsport applications. 

 

Picture 6.2-1: Straight profile bevel gear, spiral profile bevel gear (https://www.machinedesign.com/). 

It’ easy to understand that, while teeth of straight bevels are linear, teeth of spiral bevels follow a spiral 

pattern which is commonly defined with the angle of the tangent to straight line, more commonly 

“spiral angle”  . Spiral bevel gears can be manufactured by Gleason’s (Gleason-Duplex) system. It is 

basically a set of standards which describes the ratios of tooth addendum, dedendum and other 

parameters. The main advantage that Gleason’s system  offers is “coniflex” cutting tool. That displays 

ends of the teeth slightly curved inward of a well defined value. That causes benefits in wheels of the 

gear which are more tolerant each others. Compared to straight cut teeth gears, less errors are 

detected in shaft alignment. In an ideal situation, the contact area of a bevel gear tested under load, 

will reside in the central portion of the tooth, touching neither end. As load is increased, some 

deflection will occur, and the contact area tends towards the outside of the gears. 

Commonly, pinion of a straight bevel gear need to withstand an equation similar to Eq. 5.3-1, which 

prescribes the minimum number of teeth. Differently, a spiral bevel gear can work with a lower number 

of teeth in the pinion. That allows to room teeth of bigger module in the same space. Bigger module 
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leads to shorter face width, with increased structural strength. For this reason, a spiral gear is stronger 

than straight one with equal face width and similar overall dimensions. 

First input parameter to be set is the gear ratio. All references about the choice of the value are deeply 

shown in Chapter 4.4. Anyway, Kisssoft needs a tolerance on the value of the “gear ratio”, in order to 

evaluate different combinations in the number of teeth. 

Eq. 6.2-1                                  

Like it was revealed at Chapter 5.1, it’s necessary to set one of the most important angular parameters: 

the “pressure angle”,  . That described previously, is intended to be the “axial pressure angle” which 

is the lonely parameter in spur gear calculation. As revealed in advance at Chapter 5.10, helix or spiral 

profile gears, due to their geometry, identify three different parameters: “axial pressure angle”  , 

“normal pressure angle”    and “transversal pressure angle”   . 

Normal pressure angle is the most relevant in calculation, for this reason it’s normally set up as input. 

Geometrically it’s the homologous of axial  pressure angle in a spur gear but it’s measured on a plan 

perpendicular to the helix or to the spiral profile. Technologically, normal pressure angle too depends 

on the geometry of tools exploited during manufacturing process. Manufacturing of tools offers a wide 

spectrum in which customize the pressure angle, commonly values set on Gleason’s system varies 

between 14.5° and 20°. Anyway reasons of time and budget made the choice focus on the most 

widespread value: 

Eq. 6.2-2           

In this way, the research of a proper gear supplier is quicker and costs of manufacturing would be 

logically appropriate.  

 

Plot 6.2-1: Spiral Angle vs. Face width to module ratio and Face contact ratio (Courtesy CRF). 
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By technical point of view, It’s necessary to underline that the angle of 20° is the best trade-off 

between stiffness of the single tooth and the transverse contact ratio. That ensures reliability and 

efficiency of the gear both.  Due to these reasons, angle 20° is the most widespread in power 

transmission applications. 

As revealed in advance, the main parameter which describes a spiral profile is the angle of the straight 

line tangent to the spiral, defined as “intermediate spiral angle” ψ. This parameter is expressed on 

Kisssoft as: “angolo d’elica ruota 1 (medio)” and often “ψ” is replaced by “ ”, “   ”. 

Spiral angle needs to be obtained from Plot 6.2-1. Vertical axis displays the face width/module ratio, 

described by Eq. 5.1-1. It results that a compact gear suitable for motorsport applications needs a value 

between 6 and 8. Curved lines represent the overlap ratio, indicated as face contact ratio. As revealed 

in advance, at Chapter 5.7, a suitable value for this parameter is around 2. Thus the suitable value of 

spiral angle needs to be greater than 30°. Anyway, in order to maintain a good level of efficiency, the 

chosen value of spiral angle needs to be limited to 30°. 

Eq. 6.2-3        

Another parameter which is important in calculations of Kisssoft is the “quality index” which basically 

describes the accuracy and the surface finish on the flank of teeth. Software uses a scale parameter 

which it’s based on I.S.O. 17485:2006 standard. 

Norm establishes a classification system that can be used to communicate geometrical accuracy 

specifications of unassembled bevel gears, hypoid gears, and gear pairs. It defines gear tooth accuracy 

terms, and specifies the structure of the gear accuracy grade system and allowable values. I.S.O. 

17485:2006 provides the gear manufacturer and the customer with a mutually advantageous reference 

for uniform tolerances. Ten accuracy grades are defined, numbered 2 to 11 in order of decreasing 

precision. 

Gears which features high performances , after the basic manufacturing process, need to be delivered 

to Lafer S.p.a., an Italian company specialized in surface finishing treatments. Components, first of all,  

are exposed to a “superfinish” process, then to a “coating” process. To better explain processes carried 

out by Lafer S.p.a. it’s necessary to exploit the notion of roughness. 

.  

Plot 6.2-2: Basic scheme of roughness. 

Roughness of a component can be basically described by Plot 6.2-2. Zero line is the nominal dimension 

of the component. Around this line, actual surface of the component floats between positive values 

“peaks” and negative values, “valleys”. The target of the superfinish process is to flatten all positive 

peaks, respecting the mechanical tolerance of the component. 
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In order to have a flat and smooth surface on the component, it’s necessary to eliminate the issue of 

negative valleys. Therefore an additional treatment is needed, Carbonlafer which is the commercial 

name of a WC/C coating process. By chemical point of view, this treatment It’s based on the sediment 

of an amorphous multi layer of tungsten carbide, which thickness varies between 1 [μm] and 3 [µm]. 

According with website “http://www.lafer.eu/”, Ref.[13], this process is suitable in any application 

where it’s necessary to reduce the friction between mechanical components and limit the employ of 

lubricants. It’s normally employed for gears, hydraulic pumps, bearings, worm screws and sliding 

guides. Main feature of Carbonlafer is a very low coefficient of friction, C.O.F., measured around 0.15 

on dry steel. Then, hardness of the surface is increased by a value included between 200HV and 300HV 

points which represent a surplus of 15÷20% in the total hardness of the material surface. Strong 

adhesion of the coating layers can be obtained at relative low temperature, 180°C and this ensures that 

unwanted displacements could not appear. Anyway, coating is very stable under high temperatures, 

that allows to treated components to work until 380°C. 

Returning to focus on the software, to the setting of input parameters in particular, a value of quality 

set on 3 can be congruent to the treatments performed on the gear. Value of 3 instead of 2 is a 

preventive measure, knowing that cutting of spiral bevel gears is a very delicate process by point of 

view of technology. Surface finish of first manufacturing process is often a bit scratched and not all 

deep scratches can be sealed by coating. Parameters actually set on the software are displayed on 

Picture 6.2-2. 

 

Picture 6.2-2: Detail on Kisssoft dialog window, input geometric parameters are highlighted by green squares. 

A brief clarification needs to be done about profile correction factor which Kisssoft indicates with 

“Fattore di spostamento del profilo”, widely described at Chapter 5.12. Software acts selecting two 

different options of correction: one maximizes the structural strength of the tooth, the other maximizes 

the efficiency of the gear. 

 

Picture 6.2-3: Detail on Kisssoft dialog window, profile correction factor setting. 
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Chosen option is symmetrical: 

Eq. 6.2-4                       

Eq. 6.2-5                        

Where: 

    is “profile correction factor of wheel 1” drive wheel of first stage. It’s a dimensionless 

parameter. 

    is “profile correction factor of wheel 2” driven wheel of first stage. It’s a dimensionless 

parameter. 

 

Determined value allows to maximize strength of teeth, through  the strengthening  of roots. 

Profile of gear, on the basis of calculations, have been modelled in accordance with I.S.O. 23509:2006 

Q4-7 standard. 

6.3. Choice of main parameters on second stage. 
Before starting a deep examination of design parameters on second stage gear, it’s appropriate 

introduce briefly spur gears which have been chosen to realize the second stage of the gear-box. Road 

cars and, more commonly, passenger cars are equipped with specific road gear-boxes. Design of such 

transmissions is oriented on reliability and, in particular, on comfort, according with Ref.[6].  A gear-box 

designed around comfort includes devices like synchronizers that make the gear shifting more linear 

and progressive. Employ of these devices is excluded by racing use. In order to save weight and time on 

the shifting, synchronizers are replaced by simpler devices called “dog rings”. Gears related to ratios 

are different too.  

 

Picture 6.3-1: Gear cluster of a racing gear-box manufactured by Hewland Engineering (https://www.hewland.com/). 
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Gear-box of passenger cars are assembled with helix profile cylindrical gears. These items ensure a 

smoother transmission of forces between drive and driven wheel of the gear. Important benefits are 

achieved by point of view of comfort, noise and vibrations. 

Sport motorbikes and racing cars don’t need to withstand to particular design drivers determined by 

issues of noise and comfort. For this reason, related gear-boxes are assembled with ratios realized by 

cylindrical spur gear sets. These particular kind of gear feature two main benefits. First is related to 

efficiency because friction between teeth is lower compared to a helix profile gear. Second is related to 

axial forces because spur gears don’t feature forces in axial direction. That allows to save weight in the 

design of bearings and gear-box case. Finally, first input parameter in the design of second stage gear is 

fixed: “helix angle”  . 

Eq. 6.3-1       

Going forward with setting of input parameters, to determine the gear ratio, it’s necessary to return 

back to Chapter 4.4, to Eq. 4.4-7, in particular. With reference of what explained in previous Chapter 

6.2, software needs that “gear ratio” was set up with a suitable tolerance  value. 

Eq. 6.3-2                       

In order to determine a suitable pressure angle, it’s necessary return back to Chapter 6.2. Principles 

about choice of the parameter are identical. Anyway, it’s necessary to underline that , in a spur gear, 

“pressure angle” to set up is the axial one. 

Eq. 6.3-3           

Identical considerations can be done on quality index of second stage gear which have been involved in 

the same cycles of surface coating. Therefore, value of quality index to set up is 3. 

In this stage too, correction profile factor have been chosen in order to maximize the strength of teeth, 

for this reason: 

Eq. 6.3-4                       

Eq. 6.3-5                        

Where: 

    is “profile correction factor of wheel 3” drive wheel of second stage, It’s a dimensionless 

parameter. 

    is “profile correction factor wheel 4” driven wheel of second stage, It’s a dimensionless  

parameter. 

 

 

Picture 6.3-2: Detail on Kisssoft dialog window, input geometric parameters are highlighted by green squares. 
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Returning back to Chapter 4.2 and Chapter 4.4, it’s clear that a minimum offset between axis of the 

gear needs to be fixed.  Kisssoft software offers the opportunity to exchange input parameters on the 

basis of requirements of the designer. Offset, which is normally an output, in this situation has been 

chosen to became an input parameter. Some studies, performed on the layout of the car, established 

that a well determined  value of offset   is needed. First aim is to catch up position of centre of semi 

axle, which is relatively far on z-axis. Second aim is keep motors as far as possible from rear axle of the 

car. For these reasons, minimum value of “offset”   is: 

Eq. 6.3-6                    

 

Eq. 6.3-7: Detail on Kisssoft dialog window, minimum offset setting 

To conclude it’s necessary to remember that profile of gear of second stage have been modelled in 

accordance with D.I.N. 3967:1978 CD2 standard. 

6.4. Choice of material. 
Review on calculation of gears displayed on Chapter 5, underlines the relevance of material in 

technology of gearwheels. Chapter 5.2, in particular, explains why in this project,  steel is more suitable 

than other metals. The same chapter describes briefly main features needed by a steel suitable for the 

production of gears. Moreover, a large selection of best performing steels have been introduced.  

 

Plot 6.4-1: Performances of evaluated materials, data from Kisssoft software. 
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Target of actual chapter is evaluate any single feature of any introduced steel, in order to perform the 

more suitable choice for the project. 

Previous, Plot 6.4-1 displays evaluated steels by point of view of numeric performances, extracted by 

database of Kisssoft software. Plotted parameters are: 

 “Hardness”, which is measured in HV points.  

       is “Pressure of base superficial fatigue”, described an Chapter 5.10., measured in [MPa]. 

       the “Limit of stress in bending fatigue”, described in Chapter 5.8., measured in [MPa]. 

      the “Yield strength”, measured in [MPa]. 

    the “Ultimate tensile strength” ,U.T.S, measured in [MPa]. 

One other important feature of Kisssoft software is the database of materials and treatments. Data 

stored into the database derive from I.S.O. 6336-5 “Strength and quality of materials” standard. The 

relevance of data imported on Kisssoft database is that values are referred to materials after the 

treatments performed on them. That’s very important because data which are often provided by steel 

manufacturers and dealers, are related to the natural state of the material, ignoring benefits produced 

by different treatments. For any material, different options related to the treatment can be chosen, in 

order to find the most suitable solution by point of view of the designer. Indeed data about       and 

     , which are relevant by point of view of fatigue, are often excluded by the large majority of data 

sheets.  

Observing values of       and       displayed by Table 5.8-2, deriving from Ref.[11], It’s necessary to 

notice that are higher respect to values displayed by Plot 6.4-1, deriving from I.S.O. 6336-5. That’s not 

so relevant because table shows one only value for each family of steel, while data from Kisssoft 

database are distinguished for any alloy of the family. Anyway, I.S.O. 6336-5 results more modern than 

U.N.I. 8862, Ref.[11], for this reason exploits a research performed with more modern methods of 

investigation. It’s therefore right considerate that more recent standard may be more accurate. On the 

other hand, values displayed by I.S.O. 6336-5 tends to be more cautionary, for this reason are more 

suitable to a design process which includes fatigue. 

By the Plot 6.4-1 it’s clear that 16MnCr5 features good performances by point of view of fatigue 

behaviour and hardness, but it’s quite lacking by point of view of yield strength. Anyway this material 

can represent good performance balanced steel. 

Very high performances are featured by 18CrNiMo7. It looks particularly strong by point of view of 

hardness and fatigue contact pressure. Good performances about yield strength and U.T.S. 

Anyway, case-hardened steels, like 18CrNiMo7 and 16MnCr5, gain their hardness by a very aggressive 

heat treatment, in which temperature arises around 900°C. Process is often performed on finished 

components. Therefore a gear related to this project will surely accumulate undesired displacements 

during the treatment. In order to avoid displacements on most important working areas, it is necessary 

treat a raw gear which is provided of a large over-material in order to increase the stiffness. Then is 

necessary a machining process to remove the surplus material. Main issue is that, treated material, 

case hardened in particular, is very difficult to remove by machine tool, for this reason it isn’t a cheap 

solution. 
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Going forward with the analysis of Plot 6.4-1,  it’s possible to detect that 30CrMo8 may be the better 

choice in the family of tempered steels. Anyway, this steel is very rare to find, it’s sold in large 

quantities only and, in addition, it’s very expensive.  

In order to close this chapter, it’ necessary underline that choice needs to be performed between 

36CrNiMo4 and 42CrMo4. Both materials can withstand a nitridizing process with good results. This 

Treatment doesn’t cause displacements in the shaped gear because reached working temperature is 

around 500°C. 

Standing by Plot 6.4-1 it’s clear that performances of 36CrNiMo4 and 42CrMo4 are quite similar. The 

only important difference is that 42CrMo4 is weaker by point of view of hardness. Anyway, surface 

hardening of 42CrMo4 can surely be improved by WC/C coating process. Moreover, 42CrMo4 is a very 

cheap and widespread material, it probably represents the best trade-off between performance and 

price. For this reasons, 42CrMo4 is the best practice proposed by Euren S.p.a., the partner in gear 

manufacturing which performs the role of the sponsor too. 

Picture 6.4-1 shows the portion of command window of the software, where it’s possible to set up the 

material , indicated with the related thermal treatment . 

 

Picture 6.4-1: Detail on Kisssoft dialog window, choice of material highlighted by green square. 

6.5. Choice of lubrication and lubricant. 
Observing portion of command window displayed on Picture 6.5-1, it’s possible to notice two popup 

menus related to lubrication. Variables to choose are essentially two, one located in low right position 

describes the type of lubrication, one located in low left position describes the type of lubrication oil. 

With reference to previous topics, relevance of lubrication emerged from Chapter 5.10. Lubrication is a 

wide and complex argument, purpose of this chapter is provide main information about this topic and 

explain design choices related to gear-box project. 

 

Picture 6.5-1 : Detail on Kisssoft dialog window, information about lubrication are highlighted by green squares. 

Precondition to topic dissertation is knowledge of lubrication main tasks. One is related to the 

reduction of friction between sliding metal parts. Other is related to cooling down of heated surfaces 

on components. Tasks are strictly related because It’s necessary consider that heat is generated by 

friction. 

6.5.1. Lubrication systems. 
Back to Picture 6.5-1, importance of lubrication system It’s widely clear. Following paragraphs are 

oriented on the comparison of the two possible solutions, “forced lubrication system with dry 

sump” and “splash lubrication with wet sump” (“lubrificazione a sbattimento d’olio”). 
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From bench mark analysis performed on Chapter 1.5, it’s clear that a gear-box provided of forced 

lubrication system with dry sump, pump and oil radiator is a quite exotic solution in F.S.A.E. 

neighbourhood. Moreover It may be over-engineered. Definitively, this refined solution, which is 

widespread in high-end motorsport vehicles, is more efficient than the classic splash lubrication 

solution.  

It’s important to remind that dry sump is extremely important in racing engines. According with 

Ref.[4], this solution make the engine more compact and, for this reason, allows to lower centre of 

gravity position on z-axis of about dozen of millimetres. Engine, is one of the heaviest components 

on the car. Lower its own centre of gravity produces extremely high benefits in the handling 

performance of the car. Identical considerations can be performed on gear-box too, even if benefits 

are quite smaller. Due to mechanical layout and lower operation temperatures, usually gear-boxes 

don’t need large pans to store lubrication oil. 

 

Picture 6.5-2: Bench test on Minardi F1 gear-box featuring dry sump. Central section of the case is manufactured in plastic 
transparent material. That solution allows to observe behaviour of lubrication oil, in order check the proper operation and 

perform optimizations of the  oil delivery system (https://www.crpmeccanica.com/). 

Forced lubrication system needs, to work without problems,  a sophisticate layout of baffles 

integrated in the sump, as depicted in Picture 1.5-6. Baffles prevent the surging of oil which may 

exhibit at admittance of scavenge pump during the track operation. Moreover, a well designed 

baffle system helps lubricant lo release air trapped into the foam. To work properly, forced 

lubrication system needs to be integrated by an efficient system of ducts in which lubricant  is 

forced by scavenge pump and distributed around gear-box. Ducts are terminated by special rails or 

nozzles which are able to spray lubrication oil with stunningly precision. 

It’s important consider that forced solution, limits the presence of lubrication oil to circumscribed 

crucial zones. Such zones, like bearing rings or contact patches of teeth, are subject to high friction 

and, of course, to high temperatures. Jets of oil sprayed by nozzles and rails, are oriented on such 

zones. In splash solution, lubricant is spread around and slammed randomly into the gear-box case, 

as depicted by simulation of Picture 6.5-3. Splash is caused by the impact between gear teeth and 

mass of oil in the stored in the sump. Such operation mode causes friction losses between oil and 

gearwheels and leads to foam formation. Therefore, main drawback is due to presence of lubricant 

which may not be guaranteed in crucial zones.  
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By virtue of that, an important aspect of dry sump solution needs to be considered. Quantity of oil 

in the gear-box is reduced, with a non negligible save of weight. Anyway, a F.S.A.E. transmission 

features reduced number of ratios, reduced dimensions of gears and tight times of track operation. 

By virtue of that, F.S.A.E. designer may esteem that lubricant needed is a quantity around or lower 

the litre. Instead, large gear-boxes installed on high-end race vehicles need more or less, dozens of 

litres of lubricant. In this case, the difference of weight is consistent and makes dry sump solution 

more relevant in overall performance of the car. 

About dry sump solution, lubricant which operates in circumscribed areas has a great cooling 

capability, because it comes directly from a radiator where oil it’s cooled down by fresh air. 

Differently, lubrication oil in a wet sump, takes advantage of its own mass and of gear-box surfaces 

to cool down itself. To make this solution efficient, gear-box needs to be reached by a continuous 

stream of fresh air. That’s quite difficult to realize because, often, gear-box is housed in the tight 

engine bay, which is the hotter zone of the car. 

 

Picture 6.5-3: CAE simulation of oil slam in wet sump gear-box. 

Another important feature of forced lubrication system is the filtering capability. By the way, It’s 

necessary to explain that impurities and debris are meshed with operating lubrication oil. That’s 

mainly due to service life of components which causes wear and consequent spread of debris. To 

overcome such issue, oil picked up by scavenge pump is forced to pass through a cartridge filter 

which entraps any contaminant. Differently, in a wet sump system, arrests of the vehicle are 

exploited to leave contaminants deposit on the lower point of the sump. That works only if 

contaminants are heavier than lubricant. Lower point of the sump, houses the discharge oil plug 

which is usually provided of a small magnet. This item is able to attract metallic contaminants in its 

neighbourhood but it’s totally ineffective with any other type of contaminant. 

To finally conclude this topic, it’s necessary underline that gear-box of a F.S.A.E. car, custom 

designed for the first time, needs to be simpler as possible. By point of view of calculations, It’s 

clear that an efficient lubrication system improves resistance to high pressure fatigue stresses. By 

structural point of view, It means tighten dimension of teeth of some millimetres, without any 

reduction of safety coefficients. Despite of its efficacy, forced lubrication system with dry sump, 

pump and oil radiator is a quite improper solution, by point of view of design complexity, 

manufacturing of components and costs. Complexity related to design and tuning of the system is  

proved by Picture 6.5-2: Bench test on Minardi F1 gear-box featuring dry sump. Central section of 
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the case is manufactured in plastic transparent material. That solution allows to observe behaviour 

of lubrication oil, in order check the proper operation and perform optimizations of the  oil delivery 

system. Tuning and optimization of a forced lubrication solution requires hours of test bench with a 

large employ of time, human and economic resources. By virtue of that, It’s clear that splash 

solution is less efficient but simplifies the entire project leaving designers focus on issues with 

larger priorities. 

6.5.2. Operation of  lubrication oil. 
Like it was declared in advance, main tasks of lubricant are reduction of friction and cooling of 

components. Anyway, a good transmission oil needs to exploit some more other features.  

According to “H. Naunheimer, B. Bertsche, J. Ryborz, W. Novak – Automotive Transmissions”, 

Ref.[14], suitable lubricant must prevent possible damages of a mechanism. If It’s already 

damaged, oil must prevent or delay further damages. Another important task for transmission 

lubricant, especially when employed in wet sump gear-box, is prevention to foam formation, due 

to violent impacts with teeth. Moreover, lubricant must be resistant to oxidation and ageing. It’s 

known that oils employed manual gear-boxes of modern passenger cars last for all operational life 

of the vehicle, with an important contribution to environment preservation. Additionally, 

lubrication oil must protect components from their own oxidation and corrosion. That can be 

exploited featuring good water separation capabilities. Good adherence is fundamental in order to 

maintain oil in contact with rotary components, opposing to centrifugal force. On the other hand, 

lubricant needs to operate like a good cleanser because it may exploit good dirt removal and dirt 

absorption features.  At the same time, lubricant must be non-aggressive to seals and rubber rings. 

A requirement which is particularly important in motorsport and industrial vehicles is stability at 

high and low temperatures. It’s known that viscosity of lubricant is strongly affected by operation 

temperatures, an high performance oil must maintain values of viscosity independently from them. 

Finally, It’s known that some automotive lubricants need to be able to reduce noise and lighten 

actuation force necessary to gearshift. 

Anyway, most important feature of lubrication oil , especially for gear-box applications, is the 

behaviour under high pressures and high speeds. According with Ref.[14], during meshing of teeth, 

two types of movement take place: rolling and sliding. Regarding flank of tooth, sliding speed is at 

its maximum at the beginning and the end of contact. Beginning area of contact is located near 

root, while end of contact is located near the apex of tooth. Wear increases as the sliding speed 

increases. By virtue of that, most favourable conditions for lubrication, arise in coincidence of pitch 

diameter, near centre of tooth flank. On the contrary, conditions are less favourable at tooth root 

and tip. That’s due to meshing impact and high temperatures resulting from higher sliding speed.  

Reflecting about friction, It’s possible to individuate three different zones located on tooth flank: 

 “Boundary friction”: It’s the zone which displays dry friction. Tooth flanks are separated by a 

boundary layer of chemical reaction products only. Such layer features  few nanometres of 

thickness, intended to prevent metal-to-metal contact. Boundary lubrication is related to this 

zone. (Ref.[14]) 

 “Mixed friction”: It’s the zone where tooth flanks are partially separated by a film of lubricant 

oil. There is liquid friction and dry friction at the same time. Obviously, boundary lubrication 

appears where tooth surfaces are almost in contact. (Ref.[14]) 
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 “Fluid friction”: it’s the zone in which tooth flanks are completely separated by a film of 

lubricant. This condition is defined as  “elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication”. (Ref.[14]) 

From previous dissertations, It’s possible to conclude that lubricant exhibits a two-fold effect in 

reducing friction and wear at the tooth flanks: “elasto-hydrodynamic lubricant film” and “chemical 

protective film”. Gearwheels often operate in the mixed friction range, even if proportion of elasto-

hydrodynamic lubrication along the contact path is high. When a gearwheel spins at circumferential 

speeds > 4 [m/s], proportion is more than 60%. Proportion is not impaired by high stress levels and 

It may often arise around 80÷95%. 

 “elasto-hydrodynamic lubricant film”: E.H.D. lubricant film, It’s mainly a physic phenomena. 

Lubrication process results to be discontinuous since the bearing film needs to be re-

established at each meshing action. Elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication theory needs to be 

applied due to high values of contact pressures. Elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication is 

characterized by two fundamental facts. First regards viscosity of the oil film which increases 

dramatically due to high surface stresses. Second regards elastic deformation  occurs at the 

tooth flank contact points. That’s due to high surface stress. For this reason, engaged tooth 

flanks flatten under load. Tooth flanks are kept out of direct contact by the increase on contact 

surface and load capacity of the lubricant film, related to its viscosity. Formation of the 

lubrication gap, depicted in light grey, and pressure distribution in the contact zone are 

displayed by Plot 6.5-1. By the image, It’s possible to detect a pressure peak arisen before the 

end of the lubrication gap. Another particular to take into account is the contraction at end of 

the gap of the lubricant outlet, that’s due to elastic deformation of tooth flank.  

 

Plot 6.5-1: Formation of the lubrication gap with elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication Ref.[14]. 

To conclude this topic It’s necessary to underline that thickness of the film of lubrication oil 

depends mainly by: tooth geometry, viscosity of the lubricating oil, circumferential speed, 

contact pressure, tooth flank temperature and surface roughness. (Ref.[14]) 

 

 “chemical protective film”: frequently named boundary layer or reaction layer, It’s mainly a 

chemical phenomena. When surfaces of meshing teeth gets in touch with mixed friction or 

boundary friction, wear-reducing additives of lubricant begin their operation. Indeed a chemical 

protective layer is created on the tooth flanks. Wear-reducing additives are named E.P. which 

stands for “extreme pressure”. Alternatively, It’s often employed term A.W.,  which stands for 

“anti-wear”.  
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As depicted by Plot 6.5-2, such additives prevent bonding of contact surfaces, forming surface 

reaction layers which exploits lower shear strength than pure materials. Highly reactive 

E.P./A.W. additives lead to measurable reaction layers even before their trigger temperature is 

reached. 

 

 

Plot 6.5-2: Mixed friction surface reaction layer, Ref.[14]. 

Reaction layer is abraded at any cycle of meshing by very high stresses, anyway additives needs 

to be able to quick regenerate layers. High temperatures due to friction, are very dangerous for 

the boundary layer. That is going to be destroyed if characteristic temperature of lubricant is 

exceeded. Composition of the reaction layers depends mainly by mechanical conditions, 

materials, temperature, lubricant base fluid and, of course, additives. (Ref.[14]) 

6.5.3. Damages caused by improper lubrication. 
By previous dissertations, It’s clear that, in field of gears, choice of proper material and proper 

treatments may not be enough if features of lubrication oil aren’t suitable. For this reason, 

properties of chosen lubrication oil are one of the main input parameters of gear calculation. With 

reference to Chapter 5.10, importance of lubrication is related to resistance to pitting. By virtue of 

that, relation for fatigue verification on Hertzian contact, includes a lubrication coefficient. Indeed 

such coefficient is extracted by Plot 5.10-2, crossing value of       with kinetic viscosity of 

lubrication oil 
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Picture 6.5-4: Scuffing on tooth flank of the wheel, Ref.[14]. 

. Anyway, importance of lubrication oil is not limited to pitting resistance, some other damages 

affect operation of gears. According with Ref.[14], failures in flank lubrication of tooth lead to 

severe consequences known with the name of “Scuffing”. 

Failures dependant from wear caused by circumferential speed, are known as “cold scuffing”. Wear 

occurs mostly at low circumferential speeds, < 5 [m/s] and when unsuitable lubricants are applied. 

Anyway, scuffing can exhibit in another form known as “hot scuffing”. This kind of phenomena 

arises when lubricant film breaks down due to high temperatures or excessive stresses. This leads 

to metal-to-metal contact, local welding, and flaking of the tooth flanks. Typical damage caused by 

hot scuffing is shown by Picture 6.5-4. 

Such phenomena is caused by physical and especially chemical processes. At this point, It’s 

necessary to differentiate between two levels of scuffing: 

 “Scoring”: Individual scoring or clusters of scoring appear in the sliding direction of the tooth 

flanks. This kind of phenomena can vary from minor to serious. Scoring appears in combination 

with additive-treated oils and circumferential speeds < 30 [m/s]. (Ref.[14]) 

 “Scuffing”: This phenomena exhibits in three different ways. One displays individual fine lines, 

known as “scuffing lines”. Other displays clusters, known as “heavy scuffing”. Last displays 

areas across the full face width, known as “scuffing zones”. The main feature of the scored 

areas is a matt appearance. Scuffing appears in combination with non-additive treated and 

additive-treated oils both. Usually appears at circumferential speeds > 30 [m/s]. (Ref.[14]) 

 

By previous dissertation, It’s clear that scuffing process is critically affected by the gearwheels 

heating up. The critical temperature is known with name of “tooth flank constant temperature” or 

“tooth mass temperature”. Tooth flank is constantly exposed to this temperature, even when It’s 

not engaged in gear meshing.  

6.5.4. Selection of lubricant characteristics. 
Back to Picture 6.5-1 it’s time to focus on popup menu located in lower left position of command 

window. It points to a database in the software where different oils are stored with their own 
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features and data. Different oils of software database are identified by I.S.O. 3448 standard, even if 

automotive and motorsport lubricants are often commercialized with S.A.E. J306 identification. 

Following with the topic, it would be important make a clarification about equivalences on different 

standards. Table 6.5-2 is going to be the key. 

In order to perform a good choice about lubricant, It’s suitable have a good knowledge about their 

composition. According with Ref.[14], modern lubricants are made up of several constituents, 

starting point is a base oil meshed with proper additives. By the way, lubricants are distinguished 

on two main families: “mineral oils” and “synthetic oils”. 

Basically, mineral oils are used as base oil for manufacturing gear-box oils. Various qualities of 

mineral oils are distinguished by their V.I., the “viscosity index”. Such dimensionless parameter 

describes the properties of the base oil depending temperatures. As declared in advance at Chapter 

6.5.2, lubrication oil needs to be stable independently from temperature variation. A quality oil 

needs to be liquid enough at low temperatures, without becoming excessively liquid at high 

temperatures. Low value of V.I. means large variation of viscosity due to temperature, while an 

high value means a very tight variation. Values of V.I. for a good mineral oil are approximately 

around 95÷105. While high-quality mineral oils display a V.I. greater than 150.  Synthetic oils are 

employed where extremes of temperatures, below –20°C and above 140°C are reached. 

Characteristics of gear-box oils are strongly affected by “additives” and “packages”, as previously 

declared at Chapter 6.5.2. Term package refers to a gear-box oil in which additives represent 2÷10% 

of the entire volume. Most common additives for gear-box lubricants are: 

 E.P. additives for improving high-pressure characteristics. 

 Corrosion inhibitors for preventing rust, verdigris and harmful products of oxidation.  

 D.D., detergent and dispergent, are additives for removing dirt. 

 Friction modifiers which reduce friction and wear. 

 V.I. improver to improve high and low temperature performance. (Ref.[14]) 

Employ of additives enables to create oils for different purposes. Anyway, action of the various 

additives should be complementary. 

Most important feature of gear-box oil is its flow-ability, or viscosity. Such parameter describes the 

internal friction of a fluid. As declared in advance, lubrication oils are classified on the base of their 

viscosity and are divided into different viscosity groups. The kinetic nominal viscosity can 

determined as a function of the surface stress and the sliding speed. 

Gearwheels to design are specific for motorsport employ, that means slim thickness of teeth which 

leads to high surface pressures applied on flanks of teeth. For this reason, oil film needs to be 

strong enough to sustain high values of applied pressure, without loose the continuity on the 

stressed area. Proper value for thickness of the lubricant film can be determined applying elasto-

hydrodynamic theory. According with Ref.[14], parameters to take into account are:  

 Mechanical stress. 

 Circumferential speed. 

 Effective temperature.  

 Kinematic viscosity of the lubricant: high viscosity, high thickness. 

Value of film thickness can be adequate when it is larger than the average surface roughness of the 

tooth flank surface. Alternatively, the lubricant viscosity required to provide a bearing film of 

sufficient thickness for a given gear system, can be determined when the operating conditions are 

known. Resistance to scuffing and pitting of gears is improved by  viscosity increase.  

With reference to Chapter 5.10, which treats verification to pitting, It’s possible to analyze  Plot 

5.10-2 again. It’s easy to notice that, a good value of lubrication factor, equal or superior to 1, can 
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be obtained only through an high value of kinetic viscosity. Anyway It’s necessary to notice that 

viscosity values are sensibly higher to that employed for gears nowadays. 

However, It’s not so useful employ oils with too high values of viscosity, if It is too great negative 

effects can be exploited. It’s necessary to remind that high viscosity leads to high friction between 

lubricant and gearwheels. That’s a very dramatic condition for efficiency and temperature. 

For these reasons, selection of a lubricant provided of a right value of viscosity is always a 

compromise between different factors. 

By virtue of that, It can be useful knowing behaviour of viscosity depending on temperature. 

Basically, viscosity exponentially decreases as temperature increases. By the way, It’s useful 

examine the log-log Ubbelohde diagram of Plot 6.5-3 which displays three curves: a) is the profile 

related to mineral based oils, b) is related to synthetic oils based on poly-α-olefins, c) is related to 

synthetic oils based on polyglycol. From a brief analysis, It’s clear that stability of mineral based oils 

is not so high, while stability of polyglycol-based oils is considerably better. 

 

 

Plot 6.5-3: Temperature dependent behaviour of different families of lubricant, Ref.[14]. 

On the other hand, It can be useful analyze some numeric values. Table 6.5-1 shows behaviour 

under temperature variation of different types of lubrication oils. Red values represent standard 

viscosity which identifies the lubricant at 40°C, according to I.S.O. 3448 standard. Moreover, plot 

can be useful to evaluate spectrum of viscosity regarding different gear-box lubricants. 
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Table 6.5-1: Kinetic viscosity of lubrication oils vs. temperature. 

Another factor which strongly affects viscosity is pressure. By theory of elasto-hydrodynamic 

lubrication, It’s known that pressure causes a dramatic increase of viscosity. Its value increases 

exponentially depending on tooth flank pressure. By virtue of that, It’s clear that an highly stressed 

gear doesn’t require so high values of viscosity, because the risk is a too high viscosity under 

operation. By the way, chosen value of viscosity needs to be well balanced. (Ref.[14]) 

Other two parameters to take into account are temperatures, known as “pour point” and “flash 

point”. The pour point describes flow properties at low temperatures, It must be, at least, 5 K 

below the lowest operating temperature. The flash point can be ignored in all, but a few critical 

high-temperature applications that do not apply in automotive engineering. (Ref.[14]) 

In order to conclude such dissertation, It’ necessary to consider that gear-box is a complex system, 

which integrates many components with a wide range of materials. Most critical components are 

seals. Indeed gaskets must not change in terms of their material characteristics under the influence 

of gear-box oils. In the specific, seals must not shrink, swell or become brittle. Damage gaskets 

shouldn’t deposit any material which could lead to impairment of the oil’s characteristics. For this 

reason, a check on compatibility of seals is always recommended. (Ref.[14]) 

Unfortunately, all data needed to perform an accurate choice on the lubricant based on numerical 

verifications aren’t available. Some needs to be provided by supplier, other needs to be obtained by 

experimental tests. Anyway, this dissertation provides some guidelines useful to perform a first 

attempt choice. Furthermore, Kisssoft software is provided of algorithm an data necessary to 

perform all needed verifications on the chosen lubricant oil. 

For many seasons, Squadra Corse have been supported by the Italian dealer of Motul, the famous 

French producer of lubricants and care products for car and motorbikes. By virtue of that, supplier 

recommended some products of its range, on the base of primary information regarding gear-box 

project. Four types of lubricant have been proposed, two are synthetic, 75W-90 and 75W-140, two 

are mineral, 80W-90 and HD 80W-90. On the basis of datasheets included at  Appendix 3, Appendix 

4, Appendix 5 and Appendix 6, first attempt choice have been performed.  
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Table 6.5-2: Correlation of different standards regarding lubricants, Ref.[14]. 

Lubricant selected is GEAR 300 75W-90, a 100% synthetic oil ester based. Main features, are the 

very high index of viscosity which implies a wide temperature range between pour point and flash 

point. It’s necessary underline that pour point It’s not a big issue for S.C.R. project. Large majority of 

tests and races, first of all, take place in the summer. For this reason, lowest operation temperature 

is going to coincide with summer environmental temperature. On the other hand, a very large value 

of flash temperature is an important caution. Compatibility with gaskets is guaranteed. In addition, 

high finish of gears suggests that choice of lowest value of viscosity in the proposed range, is 

probably the best solution. 

Final step of this process is find a correlation between chosen lubricant and I.S.O. 3448 standard. By 

Table 6.5-2, It’s clear that 75W corresponds to I.S.O. VG 46, which can be set on the popup menu 

shown by Picture 6.5-1. Finally, lubrication choice is going to be confirmed at the end of software 

calculations. 

6.6. Results of first stage of reduction calculus. 
Parameters set up in previous chapters are sufficient to perform all calculation stages with Kisssoft 

software. Following, It’s possible to evaluate results. 

Main results have been ordered on two different tables: Table 6.6-1 is related to main geometrical 

dimensions, while Table 6.6-2is related to indexes necessary to evaluate safety and performances of 

gearwheels. Content of tables is going to be briefly clarified and evaluated. 

  Gearwheel 1 Common Gearwheel 2 [unit] 

Normal External Module m_et / 3,96 / [mm] 

Number of Teeth z 11 / 31 [teeth] 
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Face Width b / 19 / [mm] 

Normal Pressure Angle α_n12 / 20 / [°] 

Intermediate Spiral Angle β_m / 30 / [°] 

Shaft Angle Σ / 90 / [°] 

External Pitch Diameter d_e 43,55 / 122,73 [mm] 

Inner Tip Diameter d_i 36,27 / 87,72 [mm] 

Tip Diameter d_a 52,67 / 124,01 [mm] 

Pitch Angle δ 19,54 / 70,46 [°] 

Root Angle δ_f 17,23 / 64,46 [°] 

Tip Angle δ_a 25,54 / 72,77 [°] 

Profile Correction Factor X 0,3927 / -0,3927 [dim.less] 

Table 6.6-1: Main geometrical parameters of first stage of reduction. 

Analyzing Table 6.6-1, first element to take into account is module. Differently from what declared at 

Chapter 5.4, module is not a standard quantity for bevel gears. Observing geometry of tooth, value of 

module starts from a minimum value  located in the closest to gear apex extremity. Value of module 

increases constantly toward opposite extremity where maximum value is located. That shown in table 

is maximum value, related to external position. Moreover, teeth profile is not straight, for this reason, 

value of module changes in relation with plan on which It’s measured. Value of module displayed on 

the table is that measured on the plan normal to spiral profile. 

Next dissertations have to be done on number of teeth of drive wheel. As depicted in advance at 

Chapter 6.2, Gleason-Duplex geometry hallows to design pinions with number of teeth considerably 

lower than values obtained by relation Eq. 5.3-1. Value of 11 [teeth] calculated by Kisssoft is the clear 

evidence. 

It’s necessary to take notice that face width looks to be larger than expected, compared to adopted 

modulus. Anyway, following Table 6.6-2 is going to show that flank safety coefficients are just enough.  

Means and choice of    ,     and   parameters is widely explained at Chapter 6.2. All other variables 

are broadly explained at Chapter 5.11 by two dimension drafting and related formulas. 

By analysis of Table 6.6-2, first index to take in consideration is overlap ratio, widely explained at 

Chapter 5.7. It’s clear that resulting value is quite low, that leads to noise and vibrations of the gear. 

Anyway value is greater than 1,000 [teeth] and comfort is not a priority of a motorsport project.  

  Gearwheel 1 Common Gearwheel 2 [unit] 

Overlap Ratio ε / 1,1472 / [teeth] 

Root Safety Coefficient SC_r 3,7303 / 4,0068 [dim.less] 

Flank Safety Coefficient SC_f 1,2856 / 1,3683 [dim.less] 

Scuffing Safety, mean T° SC_sm / 5,7625 / [dim.less] 

Scuffing Safety, instant T° SC_si / 7,1544 / [dim.less] 

Efficiency η / 97,347 / [%] 

Table 6.6-2: Main performance indexes of first stage of reduction. 

 About safety coefficients, It’s necessary to clarify that are referred to fatigue cases. “root safety” 

expressed by software terminology coincides with the safety factor of “fatigue verification in bend” 

widely explained at Chapter 5.8. Its value looks quite elevate for a motorsport project where safety 

coefficients should be around 1,2000 [dim.less].  Anyway limiting factor is “flank safety” which 
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coincides with safety factor of “fatigue verification on hertzian contact”. Its value referred to drive 

wheel is completely suitable to the project.  

“Scuffing safety” consists of two different safety coefficients calculated on the basis of theory 

displayed at Chapter 6.5. One coefficient refers to calculated mean temperature of the gear, other 

refers to calculated instant temperature around teeth meshing zone. Both values of coefficients are 

widely satisfying, that’s a proof of the right choice of the lubrication oil. 

Anyway, all safety coefficients are greater than 1,2000 [dim.less], for this reason, It’s possible to state 

that gear of the first stage is going to work safely for all of 100 [h] of the esteemed operational life. 

After observations about safety in operation, It’s necessary consider “Efficiency”. It’s possible to state 

that value displayed in Table 6.6-2is satisfying compared to mean values which are displayed by Table 

4.3-1. 

In order to examine in deep features of first stage gear, It’s possible to consult Kisssoft report annexed 

at Appendix 1. 

 

6.7. Results of second stage of reduction calculus. 
Identically to what done in the previous chapter, main results of calculations have been grouped on 

two Tables: Table 6.7-1,Table 6.7-2.  

By analysis of Table 6.7 1, first element to observe is modulus. Differently from previous case, value 

have been chosen between standard values of Table 5.4 2 as prescribed by U.N.I. 6587 standard. 

  Gearwheel 3 Common Gearwheel 4 [unit] 

Module m / 3,00 / [mm] 

Number of Teeth z 19 / 61 [teeth] 

Face Width b 17 / 15 [mm] 

Normal Pressure Angle α_n34 / 20 / [°] 

Helix Angle β / 0 / [°] 

Pitch Diameter d 57,00 / 183,00 [mm] 

Tip Diameter d_t 65,30 / 186,70 [mm] 

Root Diameter d_r 51,80 / 173,20 [mm] 

Base Diameter d_b 53,56 / 171,96 [mm] 

Offset o_34 / 120,00 / [mm] 

Profile Correction Factor X 0,3830 / -0,3830 [dim.less] 

Table 6.7-1: Main geometrical parameters of second stage of reduction. 

Taking into exam number of teeth, It's clear that value related to pinion is greater than value which It's 

possible to calculate by Eq. 5.3-1: 

Eq. 6.7-1                       

Regarding       , It would be enough a value of 17 [teeth], anyway value have been increased to 19 

[teeth] in order to satisfy the boundary fixed on      which is the offset of the gear. 
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About face width, It's necessary notice that values related to gearwheels are different each others. 

Face width of drive wheel have been increased of 2 [mm] respect to face width of driven wheel. This 

solution has two-fold effect. First is related to lubrication, pinion is in contact with oil in the sump. A 

larger face width helps to improve splashing of lubrication oil. Second effect is structural, while pinion is 

always the most stressed gearwheel, larger face width obviously improve strength of teeth.  

About other parameters and variable quantities displayed on Table 6.7-1, nothing of unusual have been 

noticed, for this reason It's useful going on with analysis of performance indexes. 

  Gearwheel 3 Common Gearwheel 4 [unit] 

Overlap Ratio ε / 1,5778 / [teeth] 

Root Safety Coefficient SC_r 2,0502 / 1,7029 [dim.less] 

Flank Safety Coefficient SC_f 1,5341 / 1,267 [dim.less] 

Scuffing Safety, mean T° SC_sm / 3,6254 / [dim.less] 

Scuffing Safety, instant T° SC_si / 4,8192 / [dim.less] 

Efficiency η_34 / 98,862 / [%] 

Table 6.7-2: Main performance indexes of second stage of reduction. 

About overlap ratio, value is increased if compared to previous case, anyway It’s still lower than 2,000 

[teeth]. By virtue of that, operation of second stage too is going to be affected by noise and vibrations. 

About root safety and flank safety, It’s possible to notice that limiting factor is flank in this case too. 

Differently from previous case and from usual, coefficients of the drive wheel are greater than 

coefficients of driven. Reason is trivial to be understood, because face width of drive wheel is greater 

than driven, as explained in advance. Anyway coefficients are well balanced because range of values 

varies from 1,2670 [dim.less] to 2.0502 [dim.less].  

Values of coefficients related to scuffing safety are large enough. By virtue of that, It’s possible to state 

that working of gear, is going to be safe for all operational life of the vehicle, which is esteemed around 

100 [hours]. 

In order to gain a more complete idea about performance of gears, It’s necessary to take into account 

parameter of efficiency, on Table 6.7-2. Displayed value represents displays a magnitude suitable with 

target of the project, like expected. It’s then possible calculate      which represents the “total 

efficiency of gear-train”: 

Eq. 6.7-2                            

To finally conclude actual dissertation, It’s useful calculate      the “actual gear ratio of gear-train”, as 

done for efficiency parameter. 

Eq. 6.7-3       
  

  
 
  

  
                 

It’s possible to observe that result of Eq. 6.7-3 is about 5% higher than ideal value declared by Eq. 4.4-

1.By virtue of that, with reference to values displayed by Eq. 6.2-1 and Eq. 6.3-2, total tolerance on the 

gar ratio value can be considered fully respected. 
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7. Design of shafts. 

Once mechanical and packaging boundaries are defined, gears are designed, It’s possible to design shafts. 

Forces transmitted by gears are those acting on shafts, generating stresses and displacements.  

Typical layout of a two stages gear-box consists of three shafts. Input shaft, identified as “shaft 1” needs to 

be coaxial with motor, like displayed by Plot 4.2-1. Such shaft represents the link between motor and first 

stage of reduction. For this reason, shaft 1 needs to integrate female sp-lined profile of the motor and drive 

wheel of first stage, indicated as “gearwheel 1”.  

Intermediate shaft, identified as “shaft 2”, lays on the plan identified by axis of two motors. Such shaft 

represents the link between first stage and second stage of reduction. By virtue of that, shaft 2 integrates 

driven wheel of first stage, indicated as “gearwheel 2”, and drive wheel of second stage, indicated as 

“gearwheel 3”. Both wheels are rigidly connected in order to spin at the same angular speed.  

Output shaft, identified as “shaft 3”, lays on a plan parallel to the ground. Position on z-axis of such plan is 

identified by radius of deformed tire, as depicted by Plot 4.2-2. Shaft 3 represents the mechanical link 

between second stage of reduction and half shaft. For this reason, It needs to integrate driven wheel of 

second stage, indicated as “gearwheel 4” and tripod housing of half shaft. Moreover, as depicted by Picture 

1.3-7, shaft 3 needs to integrate rear brake disc which transmits additional forces and stresses. 

 

Plot 6.7-1: Gearwheels nomenclature. 

Anyway, design of shafts cannot be performed on the base of gears only. Design of shafts must take into 

account external boundaries and any other issue related to packaging. However, first aspect to consider is 

integration with bearings. By virtue of that, diameters of shafts are bounded by bore diameters of bearings. 

Moreover, mounting configuration of bearings strongly affects design of shafts. Angular contact bearings, in 

particular, needs to operate under a well determined preload which requires calibrated shims or ring nuts 

to be properly tuned. Anyway, first step of design is calculation of loads acting on transmission. How It’s 

possible to notice by following chapters, three different cases are analyzed. 
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7.1. Forces acting on shafts, driving case. 
Another important output of calculation performed by Kisssoft software is represented by system of 

forces exchanged by gearwheels during operation. Actual Chapter 7.1 analyzes system of forces 

generated by gears during driving condition, that occurs when motors supply power. 

Such system of forces is derives by application of     , which is the maximum torque which is possible 

discharge to the ground, as widely explained at Chapter 4.1. In order to proceed in a organized way, It’s 

necessary to study each shaft by a free-body plot. By virtue of that, It’s necessary proceed studying 

forces inducted by gear meshing on shaft 1. 

 

Plot 7.1-1: Gear meshing forces on Shaft 1, driving condition. 

 Analyzing Plot 7.1-1, It’s possible to notice two different views of the shaft that are useful to display all 

meshing forces acting on drive wheel of first stage of reduction. Like It was declared in advance at 

Chapter 4.2.3, meshing of bevel gears generates a force which needs to be fractionate on 3 

components: tangential, radial and axial. 

       is “tangential force of first gear in driving condition” which driven wheel 2 transmits to 

drive wheel 1. It’s defined by relation Eq. 5.4-2. 

       is “radial force of first gear in driving condition” which driven wheel 2 transmits to drive 

wheel 1. 

       is “axial force of first gear in driving condition” which driven wheel 2 transmits to drive 

wheel 1. 

Basically, previous forces represent components of reaction force which driven wheel 2 opposes to 

drive wheel 1 during gear operation. 

Eq. 7.1-1                  

Eq. 7.1-2                

Eq. 7.1-3                  
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The same way to operate can be applied to shaft 2, which is depicted by Plot 7.1-2. By exam of the plot, 

first aspect to take into account is that shaft 2 integrates two gearwheels, for this reason system of 

forces is more complex than previous case. As declared in advance, every bevel gearwheel  is subject to 

a force that needs to be fractionate on 3 vectors. 

 

Plot 7.1-2: Gear meshing forces on Shaft 2, driving condition. 

In the specific, vectors need to be opposite in sign respect to vectors displayed on Plot 7.1-1. Other 

gearwheel acting on shaft 2 is spur, for this reason meshing force needs be fractionate on 2 only 

vectors, tangential and radial. It’s necessary to notice that offset of second stage of reduction features 

a diagonal position referred to car axis system. Plot 7.1-2 display meshing force of second stage of 

reduction, fractioned along gear offset and perpendicular direction. Therefore, intermediate shaft is 

subject to 5 gear meshing vectors in total: 

       is “tangential force of first gear in driving condition” which drive wheel 1 transmits to 

driven wheel 2. 

       is “radial force of first gear in driving condition” which drive wheel 1 transmits to driven 

wheel 2.  

       is “axial force of first gear in driving condition” which drive wheel 1 transmits to driven 

wheel 2. 

       is “tangential force of second gear in driving condition” which driven wheel 4 transmits 

to drive wheel 3. It’s defined by relation Eq. 5.4-2. 

       is “radial force of second gear in driving condition” which driven wheel 4 transmits to 

drive wheel 3. 

 

Basically forces acting on bevel gearwheel represent forces which propel intermediate shaft, while 

forces acting on spur gearwheel represent reaction which driven wheel 4 opposes to drive wheel 3. 
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Eq. 7.1-4                 

Eq. 7.1-5                        

Eq. 7.1-6                      

Eq. 7.1-7                 

Eq. 7.1-8                 

Observing Plot 7.1-2, It’s possible to notice that reaction forces on gearwheel 3 aren’t parallel to 

conventional axis. For this reason, It’s clear that gear meshing forces acting on gearwheel 3 need to be 

decomposed along, X and Z axis in order to be parallel to corresponding forces applied on gearwheel 2. 

By virtue of that, first step is composition of        , displayed by Eq. 7.1-7, and        , displayed by Eq. 

7.1-8, along line of action of second stage gear. 

 

Plot 7.1-3: Composition of forces along line of action, driving condition. 

Result of composition is displayed by Plot 7.1-3,       which is the “total force of second gear in driving 

condition”. Its module can be calculated thanks to knowledge of following geometric parameter: 

          is “normal pressure angle of second stage” defined at 132Chapter 6.7. 

Calculation of module can be performed: 

Eq. 7.1-9       
    

       
           

Once       and       are composed in      vector, It’s necessary doing the opposite operation, 

decomposing      along X and Z axis. Result of such operation is represented by: 
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       is “component along x of total force of second gear in driving condition”. It’s measured 

in [N] and It’s displayed by Plot 7.1-4. 

       is “component along z of total force of second gear in driving condition”. It’s measured 

in [N] and It’s displayed by Plot 7.1-4. 

Observation of Plot 7.1-4 indicates sense of previous vectors, sign is ruled by convention depicted in 

green. In order to calculate modulus of       and       , It’s necessary to present another geometric 

parameter: 

          is “inclination of second stage” respect to XY plan. 

 

 

Plot 7.1-4: Decomposition of gear meshing force along XY axis, driving condition. 

Calculations can proceed as follows: 

Eq. 7.1-10                       

Eq. 7.1-11                           

Eq. 7.1-12                          

By an accurate analysis of Plot 7.1-4, It’s possible notice other two elements useful for free body 

diagram set up, levers of forces acting on gearwheel 3: 

                is “lever parallel to x”. 

                is “lever parallel to z”. 

Finally, gear meshing forces acting on shaft 3 can be analyzed. One gearwheel only is connected to 

shaft 3, the cylindrical spur gearwheel 4. By virtue of that, gear-train acts on the shaft with only two 

components, tangential and radial: 
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       is “tangential force of second gear in driving condition” which drive wheel 3 transmits to 

driven wheel 4. 

       is “radial force of second gear in driving condition” which drive wheel 3 transmits to 

driven wheel 4. 

 

Such components derive by the fraction of the force which propels the output shaft. 

Eq. 7.1-13                

Eq. 7.1-14                

Obviously, propelling forces features contrary signs respect to opposing forces. 

 

Plot 7.1-5: Gear meshing forces on Shaft 3, driving condition. 

As depicted in the previous case, component of forces parallel to X and Z axis are needed to perform 

calculations. 

 

Plot 7.1-6: Gear meshing forces on Shaft 3, along X and Z axis, driving condition. 
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By analysis of Plot 7.1-6, It’s necessary to observe that displayed vectors are equal, to vectors displayed 

by Plot 7.1-4 by point of view of module and direction, signs are opposite. By virtue of that: 

       is “component along x of force transmitted by gearwheel 3 to 4 in driving condition”. It’s 

measured in [N].  

       is “component along z of force transmitted by gearwheel 3 to 4 in driving condition”. It’s 

measured in [N]. 

Eq. 7.1-15                 

Eq. 7.1-16                  

Anyway, as declared in advance, shaft 3 integrates rear brake disk too. For this reason, It’s necessary to 

take into account effect of braking events on the entire system.  

7.2. Forces acting on shafts, energy recovery case. 
Other operational condition to take into account during calculations is energy recovery case. Such 

condition needs to be distinguished from driving case because happens when throttle pedal is released 

and motors are employed to recovery energy. Maximum torque acting on input shaft during recovery 

condition have been calculated at Chapter 6.1 and is displayed by equation Eq. 6.1-21. It’s necessary to 

observe that value of torque is half respect to value exploited during driving condition, that’s due to 

load transfer which shifts weight from rear to front axle, limiting maximum torque that rear wheels can 

bear without slip. Half magnitude of torque leads to half magnitude of transmitted forces during gear 

meshing. Anyway It’s necessary to take into account that, during recovery condition, sign of torque is 

opposite respect to driving condition. That means a change in sign of tangential components of gear 

meshing forces. Sign of axial and radial components remains the same. Furthermore, It’s necessary 

underline a change in definition of drive and driven wheel. 

 

Plot 7.2-1: Gear meshing forces on Shaft 1, energy recovery condition. 

It’s possible to notice that Plot 7.2-1 derives from Plot 7.1-1, with inversion of tangential force sign. 

      
  is “tangential force of first gear in recovery condition” which drive wheel 2 transmits to 

driven wheel 1. 
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  is “radial force of first gear in recovery condition” which drive wheel 2 transmits to 

driven wheel 1. 

      
  is “axial force of first gear in recovery condition” which drive wheel 2 transmits to driven 

wheel 1. 

Magnitude of forces is described by following equations: 

Eq. 7.2-1       
            

Eq. 7.2-2       
           

Eq. 7.2-3       
           

The same way to operate can is applied to shaft 2, which is depicted by Plot 7.1-2. 

 

Plot 7.2-2: Gear meshing forces on Shaft 2, energy recovery condition. 

Comparing Plot 7.1-2 and Plot 7.1-2 It’s necessary to notice that sign of tangential forces has changed. 

      
  is “tangential force of first gear in recovery condition” which driven wheel 1 transmits to 

drive wheel 2. 

      
  is “radial force of first gear in recovery condition” which driven wheel 1 transmits to 

drive wheel 2.  

      
  is “axial force of first gear in recovery condition” which driven wheel 1 transmits to drive 

wheel 2. 

      
  is “tangential force of second gear in recovery condition” which drive wheel 4 transmits 

to driven wheel 3. It’s defined by relation Eq. 5.4-2. 

      
  is “radial force of second gear in recovery condition” which drive wheel 4 transmits to 

driven wheel 3. 
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Basically forces acting on bevel gearwheel represent reaction forces which driven wheel 1 opposes to 

drive wheel 2, while forces acting on spur gearwheel represent forces which propel shaft 2. 

Eq. 7.2-4       
            

Eq. 7.2-5       
        

         

Eq. 7.2-6       
        

         

Eq. 7.2-7       
           

Eq. 7.2-8       
         

Like It was shown by previous case, components of reaction forces on      
  and      

  needs to be 

parallel to X and Z axis. In order to simplify actual dissertation, operations of composition and 

decomposition of vectors are omitted, final result is directly shown. 

 

Plot 7.2-3: Gear meshing forces on Shaft 2 decomposed along X and Z axis, energy recovery condition. 

Result of the operation is a system of two vectors: 

      
  is “component along x of total force of second gear in recovery condition”. It’s measured 

in [N], direction and sign are displayed by Plot 7.2-3. 

      
  is “component along z of total force of second gear in recovery condition”. It’s measured 

in [N], direction and sign are displayed by Plot 7.2-3. 

Magnitude of vectors is displayed by following equations. 

Eq. 7.2-9       
           

Eq. 7.2-10      
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Finally, It’s necessary to study Shaft 3 in order to have the complete scenario of gear meshing forces 

during energy recovery condition. 

 

Plot 7.2-4: Gear meshing forces on Shaft 3, along X and Z axis, recovery condition. 

In this case too, It’s necessary to notice that vectors are equal to homologous of Plot 7.2-3, for what 

concerns direction and magnitude. How expected sign is opposite. By virtue of that is useful introduce: 

      
  is “component along x of force transmitted by gearwheel 3 to 4 in recovery condition”. 

It’s measured in [N], direction and sign are displayed by Plot 7.2-4. 

      
  is “component along z of force transmitted by gearwheel 3 to 4 in recovery condition”. 

It’s measured in [N], direction and sign are displayed by Plot 7.2-4. 

Magnitude of vectors is displayed by following equations. 

Eq. 7.2-11      
            

Eq. 7.2-12      
           

7.3. Forces acting on shafts, braking case. 
Braking and driving condition are in theory two distinguished events, thus It’s necessary to study which 

of the two events represents the worst load case for the gear-box. 

First of all, It’s necessary to study braking behaviour of S.C.R. car, in order to calculate      which is 

“maximum rear braking force per wheel” acting on shaft 3. In order to briefly obtain braking force, It’s 

necessary to set up a basic two dimensions model, depicted by Plot 7.3-1. Such model consists of two 

elements only, tire and brake disk. Tire is imaged to be rigidly bound to rear brake disc. Deformation of 

tire have been taken into account, all other deformations related to brake components are obviously 

neglected. Geometrical known parameters are: 

              is “radius of deformed tire”. 

                 is “radius of rear brake disc ”. 
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Analyzing Plot 7.3-1, It’s possible obtain     the “maximum rear braking force” which acts on rear 

axle, by knowledge of       , which is the “maximum tangential force on rear axle during braking 

condition”. Its value can be recalled by Eq. 6.1-17 of Chapter 6.1. and derives by longitudinal load 

transfer model depicted by Plot 6.1-4. By virtue of that: 

                 

 

Plot 7.3-1: Two dimensions model of braking on real axle. 

By previous dissertation, all elements are available to solve the equation of equilibrium around tire axis, 

displayed as follows. 

Eq. 7.3-1                       

Solution of Eq. 7.3-1 is easily written in following equation: 

Eq. 7.3-2      
           

    
          

Result of previous Eq. 7.3-2 is related to the entire rear axle, to obtain force referred to single brake 

disc, It’s necessary following equation: 

 Eq. 7.3-3       
    

 
          

Forces calculated in previous chapters are going to be employed in the study of transmission shafts, 

described by following chapters.  
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7.4. Shaft 1. 

 

Plot 7.4-1: Details of assembled Shaft 1 core. 

By previous brief description of Chapter 7, “shaft 1” is one assembly of different components which 

represents the mechanical link between motor and first stage of reduction. By the way, “gearwheel 1” 

integrates teeth of drive wheel and female sp-lined profile which couples with motor. Indeed output of 

motor is realized by a cantilever male sp-lined shaft depicted by Plot 7.4-2. 

 

Plot 7.4-2: Motor sp-lined output shaft. 

It’s necessary to notice that female sp-lined profile realized on “Gearwheel 1” is a strong bound to 

design of components. First of all, broach which realizes the profile needs to operate in a through hole. 

That represents an important issue for bearings positioning and for lubricant oil sealing. Indeed It’s 

necessary to observe that gearwheel 1 constitutes a link between internal environment of the gear-box 

and external environment. By virtue of that, sealing needs to be accurately studied around shaft 1. It’s 

known that sp-lined profile joints feature some backlashes in coupling, for this reason, oil leakage 

through the joint is ensured. “Shaft plug” is a component purposely designed in order to overcome 
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such issue. Component is realized by an aluminium cylindrical cap machined to feature low weight due 

to thin walls. Shaft plug is bounded to gearwheel 1 by a tight radial interference of 0,01 [mm], 

measured at room temperature. Anyway choice of material isn’t an issue of weight only. Aluminium 

features a thermal linear displacement which is double respect to steel. By virtue of that, an aluminium 

plug forced into a steel housing never going to lose bounding interference. 

 

Plot 7.4-3: Details of assembled Shaft 1 into its housing. 

Another important topic about Shaft 1 layout is represented by bearings. In order to reduce Tilting 

momentum on motor output, shaft 1 is provided of its own bearings: “A bearing” and “B bearing”. Due 

to axial through hole which allows operation of broach, It’s very difficult position a proper dimension 

bearing on the right end of gearwheel 1. By structural point of view, gearwheel 1 operates like a 

cantilever shaft.  

 

Plot 7.4-4: Angular contact bearings mounted in “O” configuration a) and in “X” configuration b). 

Unfortunately space to room components is very tight, for this reason bearings are spaced by only 2 

[mm]. Such a tight space between boundaries may amplify tilting momentum caused by gear meshing 

forces. In order to overcome tilting momentum, according with “Rolling Bearings”, Ref.[15], bearings 

need to be angular contact type and need to operate in a couple, positioned in “O” configuration, 
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depicted by Plot 7.4-4. Stiffness of a shaft loaded by tilting momentum depends by contact angle of 

bearings and distance between them. Moreover, such choice about type and configuration of bearings 

allows to overcome axial component of gear meshing force, displayed by  Plot 7.1-1. Indeed It’s known 

that radial bearings are weak in axial direction and are able to bear only small axial forces.  

“O” configuration of bearings, as depicted by Plot 7.4-3 works in the following way. Internal raceway of 

“B” bearing is in contact with collar of gearwheel 1, while external raceway is in contact with collar of 

“shaft 1 housing”. A bearing is positioned in symmetric way, with external raceway in contact with 

collar of shaft 1 housing, while internal raceway is in contact with “U.N.I. I.S.O. 2982 safety washer”. 

“O” shape can be noticed observing diagonal axis of bearings, displayed on Plot 7.4-4. Anyway, safety 

washer haven’t a structural task, It’s only a security measure to ensure the positive locking of “preload 

locknut”. That’s a female threaded metal ring which operates providing an axial bound to the entire 

stack of bearings, housing and spacer. Metal ring is tighten to M30x1 thread displayed on Plot 7.4-5 

and, how suggested by name, ensures preload of angular contact bearings.  

It’s known that angular contact bearings couples need to operate under a well determined value of 

preload. That ensures proper rigidity of the system and long operational life of bearings. In this 

configuration, value of preload which is a length, is controlled by thickness of “shaft 1 bearing spacer”, 

a thin steel ring positioned between internal raceway of bearings, as depicted by Plot 7.4-1. Preload 

value is represented by difference of thickness between bearing spacer and collar of housing which 

holds external raceway of bearings. Value of preload is determined after calculations and accurate 

measuring of bearings and housing. Precision needed by preload value is often around 0,01 [mm]. In 

order to preserve exact value of preload, locknut needs to be tighten with a precise torque. Low torque 

may lead to unscrewing, on the other hand high torque may lead to unwanted increase of preload. 

Increase of preload leads to a worsening of gear-train efficiency and damages raceways of bearings due 

to high pressure. For this reason, preload locknut needs to be fasten by a torque wrench set on 10 

[Nm]. Due to lack of spaces, a conventional female hexagon socket tool cannot be used to fasten the 

locknut. Therefore, two special tools have been designed, one interfaces locknut and torque wrench, 

other holds gearwheel 1 by sp-lined profile. 

To conclude this small dissertation about influence of bearings on design, It’s necessary notice that Ф30 

[mm] diameter of shaft integrated on gearwheel 1 have been defined by bore diameter of bearings. 

Chosen bearings represent smallest size offered by SKF catalogue of standard products. Often, inner 

bearing, “A” bearing, is downsized respect to outer one because large majority of load is supported by 

outer constraint. Chosen configuration exploits a couple of identical bearings in order to simplify 

manufacturing and assembly of entire shaft. After a brief analysis of supported loads, displayed on SKF 

catalogue, chosen bearings may result to be quite oversized, by static point of view. Anyway, 

information about code, description and verification of each bearing is going to be provided in detail by 

next Chapter Errore. L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata..  

By the way, It’s necessary to clarify that SKF range is able to offer smaller products, which may be more 

suitable on a motorsport project. Anyway, lead times of special products are aren’t compatible with 

tight times of a F.S.A.E. project. For this reason, less performing standard products, which are 

constantly in stock, are preferred to more performing special ones.  

By accurate analysis of Plot 7.4-5, It’s possible to notice that U.N.I. I.S.O. 2982 safety washer requires a 

radial slot to hold the tooth which protrudes on the bore diameter. Such slot is highlighted by a red 

circle. 
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Plot 7.4-5: Details of Gearwheel 1: Thread, grind, safety washer with housing. 

Other detail to take into account is grinded Ф28 [mm] diameter which represents the working diameter 

of “rotary seal”. Such gasket is bounded to shaft housing by interference and “Rotary Seal Spacer” 

guarantees a proper distance by A bearing. It’s necessary to remind that bearings are not provided by 

their own seals. For this reason, purpose of rotary seal is avoid leakages between external diameter of 

gearwheel 1 and bore diameter of shaft housing.  

Knowledge of bevel gears, briefly described at Chapter 4.3.2.2, suggest that axial touch of gearwheels 

needs to be verified and regulated. “Axial touch” is often the distance between drive wheel and a 

reference on the gear-box case. Value of such distance rules relative position of bevel gearwheels. By 

virtue of that, axial touch rules position of tooth contact patch along face width. Optimal operation of a 

bevel gear needs a contact patch located in the middle of face width. Some measures and some 

experimental tests needs to be done before reach optimal position. 

Observing Plot 7.4-3 It’s necessary notice that assembly of shaft, provided of housing and fasteners, 

represents a rigid integrated system. This solution is studied to easily control position of the shaft 

assembly along motor axis, which coincides with gearwheel 1 axis.  A simple ring shim, inserted on 

outer diameter of shaft 1 housing is able to regulate axial position of the entire shaft assembly. 

Definitely, thickness of “gear axial touch spacer” defines position between gear-box case, where shaft 

2 is bounded, and gearwheel 1. Adjustment of axial touch is therefore provided. 

At this point of dissertation, layout of shaft 1 can be considered widely described by qualitative point of 

view, for this reasons some basic verifications needs to be performed. Purpose of verifications is 

understand if chosen diameters of gearwheel 1 integrated shaft could be suitable to gear-box loads. In 

case of negative result, internal diameter can’t be decreased due to described design constraints. On 

the other hand, a change of material can be performed but It’s not recommended by virtue of facts 

explained at Chapter 6.4. Easier solution to take into account is increase of Ф30 [mm] diameter with an 

increase of bearing bore diameter too, as consequence. Anyway, more accurate and more time lasting, 

F.E.M. simulations can be performed later if needed. 

First step is set up “free body diagrams” of gearwheel 1, based on driving condition. It’s possible to 

notice that one plot is referred to XY plan, one refers to XZ plan. Differently from Plot 7.1-1 and Plot 
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7.2-1, a free body diagram includes reaction forces exploited by constraints A and B. Such forces are 

applied on mid section of bearings which are represented by two simple points, “A” and “B” displayed 

by Plot 7.4-6 and Plot 7.4-7. By knowledge of geometric parameters and knowledge of gear meshing 

forces displayed at Chapter 7.1, It’s possible calculate reaction forces on constraints which are green 

vectors displayed by Plot 7.4-6 and Plot 7.4-7. Procedure is applied in accordance with “G. Curti F. Curà 

– Fondamenti di Meccanica Strutturale”, Ref.[16]. 

 

Plot 7.4-6: Free body diagram of gearwheel 1 in driving condition, vectors lay on XY plan. 

 

Plot 7.4-7: Free body diagram of gearwheel 1 in driving condition, vectors lay on XZ plan. 

It’s necessary to clarify that subscripts x,y,z indicate direction of reaction force vectors. Geometrical 

parameters which It’s necessary to introduce are: 

               is “distance of points A-B”. 

               is “distance of points A-H”. 

                 is “intermediate pitch diameter of wheel 1” drive wheel of first stage of 

reduction. 

                 is “intermediate pitch radius of wheel 1” drive wheel of first stage of 

reduction. 
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Analyzing Plot 7.4-6 and Plot 7.4-7, It’s possible to write a system of five equilibrium equations, very 

similar to those explained by Chapter 4.1 and Chapter 6.1. Resolution of the system is analogue to 

cases treated by previous chapters. Therefore, in order to simplify actual dissertation, system and its 

resolution is going to be omitted. Anyway, magnitude of reaction forces on boundaries are displayed as 

follows: 

Eq. 7.4-1                

Eq. 7.4-2                

Eq. 7.4-3                

Eq. 7.4-4              

Eq. 7.4-5               

Positive sense of reaction forces is in accordance with green vectors displayed by Plot 7.4-6 and Plot 

7.4-7. 

 

Plot 7.4-8: Structural model of Gearwheel 1. 

By knowledge of previous information, It’s possible to set up an empiric model referred to structure of 

gearwheel 1. Such model, displayed by Plot 7.4-8, can be analyzed like a beam which features multiple 

different sections. First aspect to take into account is that model of beam haven’t to include all the 

component sections. It represents the portion of component included between point “A” and “H”. 

Simplification of the model establish that sections external to points “A” and “H”, need to be 

considered unloaded. It’s necessary to clarify that point “H” represents the force application point of 

gearwheel 1.  

Structural model of Gearwheel 1 have been expressed in function of two diameters: 
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     is “external diameter of gearwheel 1 ”. Such dimension is measured in [mm] and varies 

along the beam. 

     is “internal diameter of wheel t”. Such dimension is measured in [mm] and varies along the 

beam. 

 

Plot 7.4-9:  Variation of diameters of gearwheel 1 implemented on Microsoft Excell Spreadsheet. 

Model have been implemented by an advanced spreadsheet of Microsoft Excell software. Portion of 

gearwheel 3 displayed by Plot 7.4-8 have been split on 379 sections perpendicular to x axis and spaced 

of 0,1 [mm] each other. Result is displayed by Plot 7.4-9. Such technique ensures a good accuracy of 

calculation and a good definition of the extracted plots. It’s necessary to underline that model 

displayed by Plot 7.4-8 represents a very extreme condition by point of view of sections, which are 

reduced to the minimum. Model is intended to be conservative while material represented by teeth of 

sp-lined profile and gear have been neglected. 

Next step is determination of different strains acting on the model, caused by gear meshing forces 

during driving condition, according with Ref.[16]: 

    is “strain normal to section of gearwheel 1 in driving condition”. It’s measured in [N] and 

represents the compression caused by axial force which gearwheel 2 transmits to gearwheel 1. 

      is “shear strain on xy plan of gearwheel 1 in driving condition”. It’s measured in [N] and 

represents shear caused by forces laying on xy plan. 

      is “shear strain  on xz plan of gearwheel 1 in driving condition”. It’s measured in [N] and 

represents shear caused by forces laying on xz plan. 

       is “tilting momentum on xy plan of gearwheel 1 in driving condition”. It’s measured in 

[Nmm] and represents tilting momentum caused by forces laying on xy plan. 
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       is “tilting momentum on xz plan of gearwheel 1 in driving condition”. It’s measured in 

[Nmm] and represents tilting momentum caused by forces laying on xz plan. 

      is “endurance torque”. It’s measured in [Nmm] and refers to studies of Chapter 4.1. 

 

Plot 7.4-10: Strains acting on gearwheel 1, measured in [N] and referred to driving condition. 

 

Plot 7.4-11: Strains acting on gearwheel 1, measured in [Nmm] and referred to driving condition. 

Strains are displayed on two different plots: Plot 7.4-10 which depicts strains measured in [N] and Plot 

7.4-11 which represents strains measured in [Nmm], moments and torque. Horizontal axis of the plot 
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represents distance from point “A”, maximum value represents position of point “H” referred to “A”. 

Strains and successively stresses are represented on the vertical axis. 

By Plot 7.4-10, It’s necessary to observe that normal strain acts in the portion of beam included 

between point “B” and point “H”. That’s because axial strain is supported by  “B” bearing. By the way, 

not all the model is subject by compression. Magnitude of shear strains varies in coincidence with gear 

forces application points, as expected. 

By Plot 7.4-11, It’s necessary to observe which driving torque is considered to be applied in the mid 

section of female sp-lined shaft. By virtue of that, torque affects large majority of the beam. Another 

detail to take into account is behaviour of       which is different from zero on point “H”. That’s due  

to tilting momentum applied by axial force acting on gearwheel 1. 

Next step is study of stresses caused by strains displayed on previous plots. Stresses are strongly 

affected by main diameters displayed by models displayed by Plot 7.4-8 and Plot 7.4-9. Such 

dimensions affect area, area momentum of inertia, torsion strength modulus and bending strength 

modulus. By virtue of that, It’s interesting study behaviour of stresses section by section, according 

with Ref.[16]. 

 

Plot 7.4-12: Stresses acting on gearwheel 1, referred to driving condition. 

Plot 7.4-12 represents four different stresses acting on gearwheel 1 displayed in function of distance 

from point “A”.     is the “compression stress acting on gearwheel 1 in driving condition” generated 

by   , strain normal to section. Stress is calculated by following function: 

 Eq. 7.4-6         
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Where: 

        is “strain normal to i section of gearwheel 1 in driving condition”. It’s measured in [N] 

and is function of x, because depends from portion of the beam on which is applied, as 

depicted by Plot 7.4-10. 

        is “area of i section of gearwheel 1”. It’s measured in [mm^2] and is function of x, 

because depends by distance from point “A” due to dimension of diameters      and     . 

How expected, value of the stress is different from zero in the portion of beam included between 

points “B” and “H”. Then It’s possible to observe that value is affected by variations of section which 

stand in proximity of toothed sections. Values different from zero are always negative because stress is 

a compression. Anyway, maximum value of stress is not alarming, due to large diameters of the 

component and due to strength of material. 

    is the “bending stress in driving condition” generated by       , tilting momentum acting on xy 

plan. Stress is calculated by following function: 

Eq. 7.4-7         
         

       
 

         

 
      

        
 

         

 

Where: 

           is “tilting momentum acting on xy plan referred to i section of gearwheel 1 in 

driving condition”. It’s measured in [Nmm] and is function of x, because depends from distance 

from point “A”, as depicted by Plot 7.5-11. 

         is “bending strength modulus referred to i section of gearwheel 1”. It’s measured in 

[mm^3] and is function of x, because depends by distance from point “A” due to dimension of 

diameters      and     . 

Value of stress is always positive, because naturally affected by      . Value of stress varies in a quite 

continuous way along all the beam, anyway It’s possible to observe some points where trend of stress 

displays “step” behaviour. That’s due to changes in dimension of diameters     and     . Peak value of 

the stress is localized in concomitance with point “B”, but its value isn’t dangerous for the safe 

operation of the component. 

    is the “bending stress in driving condition” generated by       , tilting momentum acting on yz 

plan. Stress is calculated by following function: 

Eq. 7.4-8         
         

       
 

         

 
      

        
 

         

 

Where: 

           is “tilting momentum acting on xz plan referred to i section of gearwheel 1 in 

driving condition”. It’s measured in [Nmm] and is function of x, because depends from distance 

from point “A”, as depicted by Plot 7.4-11. 
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Value of stress results null in coincidence with mid section of bearings. It is continuously negative along 

large majority of the beam and peak appears in coincidence with point “B”.  Changes of slope 

inclination and steps are localized in correspondence with changes of section diameters. In this case 

too, values of studied stresses doesn’t appear important by point of view of safety. 

     is the “torsion stress in driving condition” generated by      . Stress is calculated by following 

function: 

Eq. 7.4-9          
       

       
 

       

 
      

        
 

         

 

Where: 

         is “driving  torque acting on input shaft”. It’s measured in [Nmm] and is function of x, 

because depends from portion of the beam on which is applied, as depicted by Plot 7.4-11. 

         is “torsion strength modulus referred to i section of gearwheel 1”. It’s measured in 

[mm^3] and is function of x, because depends by relative position with point “A” due to 

dimension of diameters      and     . It’s possible to notice that value is double respect to 

       . 

Following trend of torsion strain, stress acts in the large majority of the beam. By observation of Plot 

7.4-12, It’s possible to notice that stress is strongly affected by variation of diameters along the section. 

In particular, It’s possible notice a large drop in correspondence of toothed section, near “H” point. 

After this wide dissertation about trend of single stress, It’s important to observe that application of 

single stress, is not able to compromise safety of the structure, indeed peak value between stresses is 

about 30 times smaller than allowable stress of the material. For this reason, It’s necessary to calculate 

a function of stress which takes into account contribution of single stresses,      which is the 

“equivalent stress on gearwheel 1 in driving condition”. It can be calculated according to Ref.[16], 

through to following relation: 

Eq. 7.4-10      

     

 

√ 
√(       )

 
 (       )

 
          

    (    
      

      
 ) 

It’s necessary remind that, in the actual case, Eq. 7.4-10 Eq. 7.5-14 represents a function with distance 

from point “A” . It’s necessary notice that equation have been written in entire form, even if values of 

     and      are null.  

By virtue of that, stresses displayed by Plot 7.4-12, combined according to Eq. 7.4-10, give as result blue 

curve displayed by Plot 7.4-13. It’s possible to notice that values of      combines maximum values of 

positive sign stresses. By analysis of the curve, point “B” coincides with most stressed section. Next step 

is study of safety coefficient which is displayed by red curve on Plot 7.4-13, its trend, displayed on 

logarithmic scale, is obviously opposite to trend of equivalent stress. It’s possible to notice that levels of 

safety are enormously high on extremity sections.  
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Plot 7.4-13: Equivalent Stress and Safety Coefficient acting on gearwheel 1, referred to driving condition. 

Anyway, It’s clear that gearwheel 1 operates in safe conditions when bears static loads due to driving 

condition. Indeed minimum value of safety coefficient is about 20 times larger than minimum allowable 

coefficient.  

How it was revealed by previous chapters, driving condition isn’t the only load case which acts on 

transmission. 

 

Plot 7.4-14: Free body diagram of gearwheel 1 in energy recovery condition, vectors lay on XY plan. 
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Plot 7.4-15: Free body diagram of gearwheel 1 in energy recovery condition, vectors lay on XZ plan. 

By virtue of that, It’s necessary to study energy recovery condition, widely explained at Chapter 7.2.   To 

this purpose, two more “free body diagrams” needs to be set up. Plot 7.4-14 represents the 

homologous of Plot 7.4-6 and Plot 7.4-15 represents the homologous of Plot 7.4-7. By observation of  

Plot 7.4-14 is necessary notice that sign of constraint reaction forces isn’t changed respect to Plot 7.4-6. 

Differently, It’s possible to notice that change of sign in gear meshing tangential force, causes a change 

of sign in boundary reaction forces displayed by Plot 7.4-15. 

How It was done in previous case, It’s possible write a system of five equations based on Plot 7.4-14 

and Plot 7.4-15. In order to simplify actual dissertation again, system and its resolution is going to be 

omitted. Anyway, magnitude of reaction forces on boundaries are displayed as follows: 

Eq. 7.4-11    
          

Eq. 7.4-12    
            

Eq. 7.4-13    
          

Eq. 7.4-14    
          

Eq. 7.4-15    
            

Once constraint reaction forces are known, It’s easy calculate strains related to energy recovery 

condition. Structural model is the same adopted in the study of driving case and depicted by Plot 7.4-8. 

How done before, strains acting on the model are declared: 

   
  is “strain normal to section of gearwheel 1 in recovery condition”. It’s measured in [N] and 

represents the compression caused by axial force which gearwheel 2 transmits to gearwheel 1. 

     
  is “shear strain on xy plan of gearwheel 1 in recovery condition”. It’s measured in [N] and 

represents shear caused by forces laying on xy plan. 

     
  is “shear strain on xz plan of gearwheel 1 in recovery condition”. It’s measured in [N] and 

represents shear caused by forces laying on xz plan. 
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  is “tilting momentum on xy plan of gearwheel 1 in recovery condition”. It’s measured in 

[Nmm] and represents tilting momentum caused by forces laying on xy plan. 

      
  is “tilting momentum on xz plan of gearwheel 1 in recovery condition”. It’s measured in 

[Nmm] and represents tilting momentum caused by forces laying on xz plan. 

      is “maximum recovered torque”, It’s measured in [Nmm] and refers to studies of Chapter 

6.1. 

 

Plot 7.4-16: Strains acting on gearwheel 1, measured in [N] and referred to energy recovery condition. 

 

Plot 7.4-17: Strains acting on gearwheel 1, measured in [Nmm] and referred to energy recovery condition. 
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Analogously to the previous case, strains are displayed on two different plots: Plot 7.4-16 and Plot 

7.4-17. Plot 7.4-16 is the homologous of Plot 7.4-10 and Plot 7.4-17 is the homologous of Plot 7.4-11. 

Comparing Plot 7.4-16 and Plot 7.4-10 It’s necessary notice that overall trend of   
  and     

  is 

maintained but magnitude is halved. Main difference of two plots is represented by trend of     
  

which is literally inverted on Plot 7.4-16. Such behaviour is expected because depends by change of sign 

of tangential component of the force. 

By comparison between Plot 7.4-17 and Plot 7.4-11, It’s possible notice that main difference is sign of 

     
  which is positive along all the beam. At the same way, value of      changes its sign from 

positive to negative, but the trend remains the same. Instead trend of      
  remains the same with 

important changes in magnitude.  

A general observation that can be done on the value of strains related to energy recovery condition, is 

that values of magnitude are considerably lower than driving condition. 

Next step is study of stresses caused by gear meshing forces during energy recovery condition. 

 

Plot 7.4-18: Stresses acting on gearwheel 1, referred to energy recovery condition. 

Plot 7.4-18 is the homologous of Plot 7.4-12,trend and magnitude of stresses acting on gearwheel 1 are 

displayed in function of distance from “A” point. 

    
  is the “compression stress acting on gearwheel 1 in recovery condition” generated by   

 , strain 

normal to section. Stress is calculated by following function: 
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 Eq. 7.4-16    
     

   
    

      
 

   
    

 
      

        
 

 

 

Where: 

    
     is “strain normal to i section of gearwheel 1 in recovery condition”. It’s measured in 

[N] and is function of x, because depends from portion of the beam on which is applied, as 

depicted by Plot 7.4-16. 

How expected, trend of the stress is the same of    , anyway It’s necessary to notice that values of 

magnitude are halved. 

   
  is the “bending stress in recovery condition” generated by      

 , tilting momentum acting on xy 

plan. Stress is calculated by following function: 

Eq. 7.4-17    
     

      
    

       
 

      
    

 
      

        
 

         

 

Where: 

       
     is “tilting momentum acting on xy plan referred to i section of gearwheel 1 in 

recovery condition”. It’s measured in [Nmm] and is function of x, because depends from 

distance from point “A”, as depicted by Plot 7.4-17. 

How expected, trend of stress doesn’t change in recovery condition but value of magnitude is halved. 

   
  is the “bending stress in recovery condition” generated by       , tilting momentum acting on yz 

plan. Stress is calculated by following function: 

Eq. 7.4-18    
     

      
    

       
 

      
    

 
      

        
 

         

 

Where: 

       
     is “tilting momentum acting on xz plan referred to i section of gearwheel 1 in 

recovery condition”. It’s measured in [Nmm] and is function of x, because depends from 

distance from point “A”, as depicted by Plot 7.4-17. 

Contrary to driving case , sign of stress is positive, due to change in sign of tangential force. 

    
  is the “torsion stress in recovery condition” generated by      . Stress is calculated by following 

function: 

Eq. 7.4-19     
     

       

       
 

       

 
      

        
 

         

 

Where: 
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         is “recovery  torque acting on input shaft”. It’s measured in [Nmm] and is function of 

x, because depends from portion of the beam on which is applied, as depicted by Plot 7.4-17. 

Trend of stress is identical compared to Plot 7.4-12, while sign is negative and magnitude is halved. 

After this wide dissertation about trend of single stress, It’s necessary calculate     
  which is the 

“equivalent stress on gearwheel 1 in recovery condition”. It can be calculated through relation 

displayed by Eq. 7.4-20 and result is displayed by Plot 7.4-19. 

Eq. 7.4-20      
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Plot 7.4-19: Equivalent Stress and Safety Coefficient acting on gearwheel 1, referred to recovery condition. 

Comparing Plot 7.4-19 with Plot 7.4-13, It’s possible to notice that trend of equivalent stress is slightly 

different  in the central part of the beam. That’s due to change in sign of    
 . Other observations can 

be done on magnitude of the stress which is halved respect to Plot 7.4-13, how It’s expected. By value 

of equivalent stress, It’s possible obtain value of safety coefficient which is displayed by red curve on 

Plot 7.4-19.  

It’s possible conclude dissertation about stresses on shaft 1 claiming that highest values are exploited 

during drive condition. That’s due to higher value of transmitted torque, which It’s double respect to 

recovery case. Anyway observing safety coefficient, It’s clear that gearwheel 1 operates in safe during 

energy recovery condition too. Indeed minimum value of safety coefficient is about 50 times larger 

than minimum allowable coefficient.  Arguing about safety coefficient, It can be adopted as parameter 
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to study level of optimization of the component. By virtue of that, It’s clear that material is scarcely 

optimized along the component sections. Anyway, basic technological issues don’t allow to equalize 

value of safety coefficient. Indeed, gearwheel 1 is designed to be easily realized by conventional 

manufacturing technologies, in order to be cost effective and reliable. 

As It was declared in advance, gearwheel 1 can be considered safe by structural point of view, anyway, 

It’s useful understand if operating conditions are proper. With reference to topic treated on Chapter 

3.6, It’s necessary evaluate stiffness of the component. By previous dissertations, It’s clear that relative 

position of bevel gearwheels is fundamental for the proper operation of the system. Anyway, tilting 

momentum caused by gear meshing may cause a dangerous displacement which could impair 

operation of gears. For this reason, target of next verification is esteem value of    which is “deflection 

of gearwheel 1 in driving condition”. 

 

Plot 7.4-20: Model of a cantilever beam loaded on its extremity, Ref.[17]. 

Plot 7.4-20, from “http://www.hoepliscuola.it/” Ref.*17+, displays the model of a cantilever beam, 

which is suitable to represent gearwheel 1 with sufficient accuracy. It’s clear that worst case of loads is 

represented by forces acting on xz plan during drive condition. In particular, module of tangential force, 

displayed by  Eq. 7.1-1, owns highest value. 

Despite variations on thickness in gearwheel 1 section, worst case of stressed section is depicted by 

Plot 7.4-21, which displays “critical section”, the thinnest one. To be precautionary enough and to 

simplify the verification, entire component is modelled  as a constant ring section beam, where 

constant section is represented by critical section. Plot 7.4-21 displays dimensions needed to calculate 

   which is “area momentum of inertia ” referred to mentioned section : 

                  is “minimum external diameter of wheel 1 integrated shaft” measured 

in correspondence with critical section. It corresponds with bore diameter of bearings. 

                  is “minimum internal diameter of wheel 1 integrated shaft” measured 

in correspondence with critical section. It’s ruled by root diameter of female sp-lined shaft 

which couples on motor shaft. 
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Plot 7.4-21: Critical section of gearwheel 1. 

By previous data: 

Eq. 7.4-21         
      

        
 

  
               

Missing data necessary to calculus of deflection, is: 

                 which is the “steel Young’s module” related to chosen material. 

All data necessary to solve Eq. 7.4-22 are available, It’s possible going forward with calculus. 

Eq. 7.4-22    
     

       
 
          

 

 
                 Ref.[17] 

Result of Eq. 7.4-22 indicates that calculated displacement of application point of gear meshing forces 

is quite small, even if all critical condition was adopted to set up calculation.       which represents 

“maximum allowable result for Eq. 7.4-22” can be 7-8 times larger: 

Eq. 7.4-23                       

By values of previous basic verifications, is clear that shaft integrated on gearwheel 1 is stiff enough to 

guarantee  the optimal operation of first stage of reduction gear. On the other hand, gearwheel 1 total 

weight is about 240 [g] which is a considerably light weight. A little percentage of weight saving may 

complicate the component by point of view of view of manufacturing and, of course, costs. On the 

other hand, a reduction of bearings bore diameter may lead to a weight saving inferior to 10%. Anyway 

It would complicate situation by point of view of locknut and rotary seal integration. To conclude actual 

dissertation, It’s necessary to state that design of gearwheel 1 It’s not convenient to be modified. 
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7.5. Shaft 2. 

 

Plot 7.5-1: Details of assembled Shaft 2. 

“Shaft 2” represents mechanical link between first and second stage of reduction. Indeed shaft 2 is 

designed  assembling “gearwheel 2” which is driven wheel of the first stage and “gearwheel 3”, drive 

wheel of the second stage.  

By analysis of Plot 7.5-1, It’s possible to notice that steel core of gearwheel 2 have been removed and 

replaced by a light-weight aluminium flange, “shaft 2 hub”. Proper radial position of gearwheel 2 is 

ensured by a centring diameter machined on the hub. Linkage between gearwheel and hub is ensured 

by six “I.S.O. 10642 screw M6x12” secured by Loctite 271 thread-lock. 

“Gearwheel 3”, like gearwheel 1 is designed to integrate the main shaft which supports the rotation of 

all components and which houses bearings. Like any other component, gearwheel 3 is designed to be 

as lighter as possible, avoiding issues about manufacturing and cost 

Linkage between gearwheel 3 and shaft 2 hub is ensured by “D.I.N. 5482 25x22 sp-lined profile”, 

Ref[9]. Anyway sp-lined profile is a slide linkage which allows to shaft 2 hub an axial displacement. Such 

degree of freedom is useful to control exact position of gearwheel 2 and allows to compensate 

manufacturing tolerances. To better understand this feature, It’s necessary to take into account “C 

Bearing” which is the reference to determine position of entire shaft 2 inside the gear-box case. “C” 

bearing is coupled to gearwheel 3 pin by interference, and its internal raceway holds in position shaft 2 

hub. Anyway, It’s necessary to notice that hub isn’t the only component between “C” bearing internal 

raceway and gearwheel 3 toothed surface. Indeed, It’s possible to observe a stack of three different 

components: shaft 2 hub, “shaft 2 spacer” and “shaft 2 internal spacer”, both coloured by light green 

on Plot 7.5-1. Entire stack must feature a precise thickness which is determined by measure of gear-box 

case and bearings. Thickness of shaft 2 hub needs to be  accurately measured and It’s considered a 

bounded dimension. By virtue of that, total thickness of the stack is controlled by spacers which are 

accurately machined by flat grinding.  
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Picture 7.5-1: Test of axial touch by magenta red paint. 

Furthermore, different thickness of spacers is used to control relative position of gearwheel 2 respect 

to gear-box components. It’s the same function performed by axial touch spacer displayed by Plot 

7.4-3. It’s known that production of bevel gears, prototypes in particular, may lead to some 

unavoidable manufacturing errors. For this reason, test shown by Picture 7.5-1 is performed to verify 

exact position of contact patch along face width of driven wheel. Test bench allows to vary relative 

position of gearwheels and allows to measure difference between design position and optimal 

operation position. By virtue of that, first indication about thickness of axial touch spacer, shaft 2 

spacer and shaft 2 inner spacer is given by previous test. Anyway, test of axial touch must be repeated 

on assembled gear-box, in order to determine definitive measure of spacers. Obviously, any assembly 

of gearwheels, flanges and components of the case owns its proper set of custom spacers. 

Actual dissertation needs to continue focusing on bearings. Differently from previous case, 

configuration of bearings needs to be changed. That’s due to loads which are no more applied in 

cantilever position but are applied in central position between two constraints. Chosen bearings layout 

is known as “X” configuration and It’s obtained tilting of 180° bearings in “O” configuration, as 

depicted by Plot 7.4-4 and according with Ref.[15]. 

Basically, “C” bearing is in contact with gear-box case by external raceway, while internal raceway is in 

contact with components of the shaft. At the same way, internal raceway of “D” bearing is in contact 

with gearwheel 3 while external raceway is in contact with “shaft 2 preload cap”. By an accurate 

observation of Plot 7.5-2 It’s possible to notice that all components of shaft 2 are stacked and hold 

between “C” and “D” bearings. Preload of bearings, in this case too is intended to be a distance which is 

controlled by dimension of shaft 2 preload cap: “preload control thickness”. Such dimension is 

accurately determined after precise measurements of case, bearings and assembled stack of shaft 2 
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components. Measurement procedure is the core of assembly procedure and is going to be widely 

described in next Chapter 10. 

 

Plot 7.5-2: Details of shaft 2 inside gear-box case. 

 

Plot 7.5-3: Free body diagram of shaft 2 in driving condition, vectors lay on XY plan. 
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Plot 7.5-4: Free body diagram of shaft 2 in driving condition, vectors lay on YZ plan. 

Like in the previous case of Chapter 7.4, next step is analysis of “free body diagrams” of shaft 2, 

according with Ref.[16].  Gear meshing forces displayed at Chapter 7.1 and 7.2 are a known parameter, 

therefore It’s possible calculate reaction forces on constrains “C” and “D”. 

Analogously to previous case, It’s necessary to clarify that subscripts x,y,z indicate direction of reaction 

force vectors. Furthermore, It’s necessary to observe characteristic points of the model. Point “C” 

corresponds with mid section of “C” bearing, the same is for point “D”. Point “I” corresponds to force 

application point of gearwheel 2, while point “J” corresponds to force application point of gearwheel 3. 

New geometrical parameters which It’s necessary to introduce to perform the calculus are: 

               is “distance of points C-D”. 

               is “distance of points C-I”. 

               is “distance of points I-J”. 

               is “distance of points J-D”. 

                  is “intermediate pitch diameter of wheel 2” driven wheel of first stage 

of reduction. 

               is “pitch diameter of wheel 3” drive wheel of second stage of reduction. 

Analyzing Plot 7.5-3 and Plot 7.5-4 which are referred to driving condition, It’s possible to write a 

system of five equilibrium equations, homologous to Chapter 7.4. Resolution of the system is analogue 

to cases treated by previous Chapters 4.1 and 6.1. Therefore, in order to simplify actual dissertation, 

system and its resolution is going to be omitted. Anyway, reaction forces applied on boundaries are 

displayed as follows: 
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Eq. 7.5-1             

Eq. 7.5-2              

Eq. 7.5-3                

Eq. 7.5-4                

Eq. 7.5-5                

Positive sense of reaction forces is in accordance with green vectors displayed by Plot 7.5-3 and Plot 

7.5-4. Such reaction forces, in this case too, are useful to perform structural verifications on shaft 2. By 

a brief examination about magnitude of reaction forces on boundaries, It’s now possible perform a first 

approximation choice on bearings, those need to be accurately verified in next Chapter Errore. 

L'origine riferimento non è stata trovata.. 

Component which mainly affect mechanical properties of shaft 2 is gearwheel 3. Design of integrated 

shaft which bears gearwheel 2 and gearwheel 3 is fundamental to control proper operation and 

reliability of the entire system. First aspect to take into account is material of gearwheel 3, steel 

42CrMo4. 

Due to choice of material, gearwheel 3 may be potentially heavy, for this reason, total weight needs to 

be scrupulously optimized. By virtue of that, eight axial holes have been drilled under the root of teeth. 

Axial holes are a very cost effective solution because are very easy to manufacture and equilibrate. 

Aim of actual topic is explain technique adopted to choose dimension of lightning holes machined on 

“bulky” component depicted by Plot 7.5-5. 

 

Plot 7.5-5: Raw Gearwheel 3, “bulky” version. 

Plot 7.5-6 shows axial holes drilled under root of gearwheel 3 teeth. It’s possible to notice that, in order 

to avoid excessive stress and displacements of teeth, material which lays under roots needs to respect 

a minimum value of thickness which is related to tooth height. Other bound to respect is fillet which 

links toothed surface with housing of “D” bearing. Between these two bounds It’s possible to position a 

crown constituted by eight Ф8 [mm] axial holes. How It’s going to be shown in following Plot 7.5-25, 
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axial holes ensure a weight saving of about 10%. Anyway, most relevant benefit is related to inertia 

momentum. 

 

Plot 7.5-6: Crown of lightening axial holes. 

Position of axial holes, which are far enough respect to rotation axis of component, ensures an 

important reduction of inertia, quantified around 10% respect to configuration shown by Plot 7.5-5. 

This reduction improves dynamic behaviour of gearwheel 3, a very important benefit during transients 

of the track activity. Dimensions of shaft integrated on gearwheel 3 is the other aspect that needs to 

be accurately studied in order to achieve an important weight saving. External diameter is mainly 

affected by bore diameter of chosen bearings, Ф20 [mm], and by dimension of sp-lined profile which 

needs to be verified. Like it was explained in advance, D.I.N. 5482 profile links gearwheel 3 with shaft 2 

hub which is manufactured by a billet of light weight aluminium alloy, Al7075 T651 Ergal. Of course, 

weakest side of the joint is the aluminium female sp-lined profile displayed by Plot 7.5-7. 

 

Plot 7.5-7: Female sp-lined shaft on shaft 2 hub. 
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Data needed to perform verification are: 

                     is “Al7075 yield strength” material of shaft 2 hub.  

                 is “pitch diameter of sp-lined profile” machined on gearwheel 3 

integrated shaft.  

                is “length of sp-lined profile” machined on gearwheel 3 integrated shaft. 

Such dimension depends mainly by axial dimension of gearwheel 2.  

                     is the “safety coefficient” adopted in all performed verifications. 

First variable to calculate is           the “Al7075 allowable stress”: 

Eq. 7.5-6            
         

    
           

Main stress which sp-lined profile bears is a torsion, by the way It’s necessary to transform result of Eq. 

7.5-6 into           the “Al7075 allowable tangential stress”: 

Eq. 7.5-7            
         

√ 
           

It’s necessary take in consideration that input torque of the verification doesn’t coincide with 

endurance torque      but It’s defined as     which is “torque acting on intermediate shaft in driving 

condition”: 

Eq. 7.5-8                              

All information needed to calculate     the “Maximum tangential stress on sp-lined profile” are 

known, then It’s possible to write: 

Eq. 7.5-9      
      

  (    )
 
    

          

By comparison of results of Eq. 7.5-7 and Eq. 7.5-9, It’s clear that female sp-lined profile machined on 

shaft 2 hub is widely safe in static conditions of load. Indeed its actual safety coefficient exceeds value 

of 2 [dim.less].  To level out such value to the minimum declared at Chapter 5.1, It would be useful 

reduce length of sp-lined profile. Anyway this solution is useless because reduction of profile doesn’t 

allow save of space along y axis. That’s because gearwheel 2 and gearwheel 3 are already distanced by 

a minimum clearance of about 2,2 [mm]. Furthermore, reduction of weight is very marginal. By virtue 

of that, It’s cautionary keep length of sp-lined profile extended for all the available space. On the other 

hand, can be useful reduce radial dimensions, with a consequent reduction of number of teeth. Anyway 

that’s not possible because dimension of root diameter of sp-lined profile needs to be larger than bore 

diameter of chosen bearings, which is Ф20 [mm]. That ensures the proper assembly of all shaft 2 

components. Previous topic about dimension of sp-lined profile can be concluded by statement that 

linked components operate in wide safety conditions and no one parameter of first approximation 

design is going to be modified. 

Back to the topic treated before, sp-lined profile verification, It’s necessary proceed with the study of 

gearwheel 3 lightening. By virtue of that, It’s necessary return on Plot 7.5-5, by image It’s clear that a 

huge quantity of material is still present in proximity of integrated shaft. An axial hole which passes 
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through integrated shaft, can be an optimal solution to save precious weight, with a small difference of 

complexity and cost. 

By point of view of inertia momentum, benefit is much less important, differently from case of crown of 

holes. That’s due to position of removed material which is distributed very close to rotational axis of 

gearwheel 3. Anyway, dimension of lightening axial hole cannot be chosen arbitrarily because affects 

strength and stiffness of the entire shaft 2 assembly. 

To better study such issue, a F.E.M. model may be set up. However, this solution lasts a lot of precious 

time because, 3D models of component needs to be re-meshed from zero after any modification which 

involves the structure. For this reason, It’s more convenient set up a parametric model analogue to 

that displayed at previous Chapter 7.4.  Structural model of gearwheel 3, depicted by Plot 7.5-8, have 

been set up in a very simple way. With reference to Plot 7.5-3 and Plot 7.5-4, It’s possible notice that 

model includes the part internal to points “C” and “D” only. 

 

Plot 7.5-8: Simplified structural model of gearwheel 3. 

Key diameters to take into account are only 3: 

                   is “minimum external diameter of wheel 3 integrated shaft”. Such 

dimension is constant and corresponds to bearing bore diameters. 

                   is “maximum external diameter of wheel 3 integrated shaft”. Such 

dimension is constant and includes all the material internal to axial holes crown. It’s necessary 

to underline that such representation is cautionary enough, because contribution of material 

located in toothed part have been neglected. 

     is “internal diameter of wheel 3  integrated shaft”. Such dimension is measured in [mm] 

and represents the variable of the study. Diameter needs to be constant along all beam, due to 

manufacturing issues. 

Model have been implemented by an advanced spreadsheet of Microsoft Excell software. Portion of 

integrated shaft displayed by Plot 7.5-8 have been split on 576 sections perpendicular to y axis and 

spaced of 0,1 [mm] each other. Such technique ensures a good definition of the extracted plots. Aim of 

the spreadsheet is provide a versatile instrument to study strength and stiffness of modelled beam. 

Result of section modelling is depicted by Plot 7.5-9. 
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Plot 7.5-9: Variation of diameters of gearwheel 3 implemented on Microsoft Excell Spreadsheet. 

Dimension of     is varied with increasing steps of about 1 [mm], starting from a beam which features  

     . Gear meshing forces and constraint reaction forces are the same depicted by free body 

diagrams of Plot 7.5-3 and Plot 7.5-4. 

It’s necessary to underline that model displayed by Plot 7.5-8 represents a very extreme condition by 

point of view of sections, which are reduced to the minimum. Anyway, the aim of the study is briefly 

understand which could be the suitable value of    . Potential calculations of weight optimization can 

be successively performed by F.E.M. analysis. 

Next step is determination of different strains acting on the model, caused by gear meshing forces, 

according with Ref.[16]: 

    is “strain normal to section of gearwheel 3 in driving condition”. It’s measured in [N] and 

represents the compression caused by axial force which gearwheel 1 transmits to gearwheel 2. 

      is “shear strain on xy plan of gearwheel 3 in driving condition”. It’s measured in [N] and 

represents shear caused by forces laying on xy plan. 

      is “shear strain  on xz plan of gearwheel 3 in driving condition”. It’s measured in [N] and 

represents shear caused by forces laying on xz plan. 

       is “tilting momentum on xy plan of gearwheel 3 in driving condition”. It’s measured in 

[Nmm] and represents tilting momentum caused by forces laying on xy plan. 

       is “tilting momentum on xz plan of gearwheel 3 in driving condition”. It’s measured in 

[Nmm] and represents tilting momentum caused by forces laying on xz plan. 

     is “torque acting on intermediate shaft in driving condition”. It’s measured in [Nmm] and 

is the same parameter calculated in the verification of sp-lined profile. 
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Strains are displayed on two different plots: Plot 7.5-10 which is the homologous of Plot 7.4-10 and Plot 

7.5-11 which is the homologous of Plot 7.4-11.  

About Plot 7.5-10, It’s necessary to observe that normal strain acts in the portion of beam included 

between point “C” and point “I”, force application point related to gearwheel 2. By the way, not all the 

model is subject by compression. Magnitude of shear strains varies in coincidence with gear forces 

application points, as expected. 

 

Plot 7.5-10: Strains acting on gearwheel 3, measured in [N] and referred to driving condition. 

 

Plot 7.5-11 Strains acting on gearwheel 3, measured in [N] and referred to driving condition. 
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Next step is study of stresses caused by strains displayed on previous plots. Stresses are strongly 

affected by main diameters displayed by the model of Plot 7.5-8. Such dimensions affect area, area 

momentum of inertia, torsion strength modulus and bending strength modulus. By virtue of that, It’s 

interesting study behaviour of stresses depending on     dimension. Four plots have been generated, 

    varies from 0 [mm] to 18 [mm]. 

Plot 7.5-12, Plot 7.5-13, Plot 7.5-14 and Plot 7.5-15 have been created, It would be useful analyze each 

of them in the detail. Analogously to previous Plot 7.5-10 and Plot 7.5-11, horizontal axis shows 

distance from point “C”. 

Plot 7.5-12 displays trend of     which is the “compression stress acting on gearwheel 3 in driving 

condition” generated by   , strain normal to section. Stress is calculated by following function: 

 Eq. 7.5-10        
      

      
 

      

 
      

     
 

 

 

  Where: 

        is “strain normal to i section of gearwheel 3 in driving condition”. It’s measured in [N] 

and is function of y, because depends from portion of the beam on which is applied, as 

depicted by Plot 7.5-10. 

        is “area of i section of gearwheel 3”. It’s measured in [mm^2] and is function of y, 

because depends by distance from point “C” and, of course, by  dimension of internal diameter 

   . 

 

Plot 7.5-12: Behaviour of     in function of internal diameter, referred to driving condition . 
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Value of the stress different from zero only in the section between point “C” and point “I”, as expected. 

Negative value of the stress is influenced by changing on section amplitude. General trend of the stress 

is not influenced by internal diameter    , difference can be appreciated observing magnitude of the 

stress only. It’s necessary notice that internal diameters included between 0 [mm] and 4  [mm] are 

practically irrelevant by point of view of stress magnitude. It’s possible to notice an important increase 

of stress when internal diameter varies between 16 [mm] and 18  [mm]. Anyway, maximum value of 

stress is not alarming, due to quite low magnitude.  

Plot 7.5-13 displays trend of     which is the “bending stress acting on gearwheel 3 in driving 

condition” generated by       , tilting momentum acting on xy plan. Stress is calculated by following 

function: 

Eq. 7.5-11        
         

       
 

         

 
      

     
 

         

 

Where: 

           is “tilting momentum acting on xy plan referred to i section of gearwheel 3 in 

driving condition”. It’s measured in [Nmm] and is function of y, because depends from distance 

from point “C”, as depicted by Plot 7.5-11. 

         is “bending strength modulus referred to i section of gearwheel 3”. It’s measured in 

[mm^3] and is function of y, because depends by distance from point “C” and, of course, by  

dimension of internal diameter    . 

 

Plot 7.5-13: Behaviour of     in function of internal diameter, referred to driving condition. 
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Value of stress, naturally affected by       trend, varies along all the beam displaying step variations 

and important spikes. Anyway, value is positive along all the component and displays null value in 

correspondence with mid section of bearings, following the trend of       . First important step 

variation exhibits in correspondence with point “I” and It’s due to tilting momentum caused by meshing 

forces of gearwheel 2. Other important spike arises in correspondence of a consistent section 

reduction, where housing of “D” bearing is placed. It’s possible to notice an important drop in the stress 

value, localized between 28,10 [mm] and 49,90 [mm]. Cause is the important change on external 

diameter of the beam, due to toothed section of the component. It’s possible notice effect of fillet 

which causes a smoother change in the stress value. Like It was shown by previous case, internal 

diameter value doesn’t influence general trend of the stress, internal diameter influences magnitude 

only. Anyway, values of internal diameters included between 0 [mm] and 8  [mm] are practically 

irrelevant by point of view of stress magnitude. On the other hand, value of 18  [mm] is able to double 

the stress. In this case, values of stress are considerably higher than previous case, and safety of most 

stressed section needs to be accurately verified. 

 

Plot 7.5-14: Behaviour of     in function of internal diameter, referred to driving condition. 

Plot 7.5-14 displays trend of     which is the “bending stress acting on gearwheel 3 in driving 

condition” generated by       , tilting momentum acting on yz plan. Stress is calculated by following 

function: 

Eq. 7.5-12        
         

       
 

         

 
      

     
 

         

 

Where: 
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           is “tilting momentum acting on yz plan referred to i section of gearwheel 3 in 

driving condition”. It’s measured in [Nmm] and is function of y, because depends from distance 

from point “C”, as depicted by Plot 7.5-11. 

Analogously from previous case, value of stress results null in coincidence with points “C” and “D”. 

Value is negative along all beam and displays some spikes. Anyway, peak value appears in coincidence 

with forces application point “I” while pikes are localized in coincidence with changes of section area. In 

this case too, general trend of the stress isn’t influenced by values of internal diameter and magnitude 

of the stress isn’t influenced by values of internal diameters included between 0 [mm] and 8  [mm]. 

Analogously from previous case, value of 18  [mm] is able to double the stress. Values of stress studied 

in actual case, doesn’t appear important by point of view of safety. 

 

Plot 7.5-15: Behaviour of      in function of internal diameter, referred to driving condition. 

Plot 7.5-15 displays trend of      which is the “torsion stress acting on gearwheel 3 in driving 

condition” generated by     , drive torque which acts on shaft 2. Stress is calculated by following 

function: 

Eq. 7.5-13         
      

       
 

        

 
      

     
 

         

 

Where: 

        is “driving  torque acting intermediate shaft in driving condition”. It’s measured in 

[Nmm] and is function of y, because depends from portion of the beam on which is applied, as 

depicted by Plot 7.5-11. 
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         is “torsion strength modulus referred to i section of gearwheel 3”. It’s measured in 

[mm^3] and is function of y, because depends by distance from point “C” and by  dimension of 

internal diameter    . It’s possible to notice that value is double respect to        . 

While driving torque is applied between gear force application points, “I” and “J”, value of torsion 

stress is different from zero in the central part of the beam only. It’s necessary to observe that stress 

would be constant along all the central part of the beam. Anyway, increase of section due to toothed 

part of the component, make stress value collapse. It’s important appreciate smoothing function of the 

fillet in this case too. Despite sudden changes in stress magnitude, peak value is located in 

correspondence with force application point of gearwheel 2. About influence of internal diameter, It’s 

irrelevant on the general trend in this case too. However, It’s important to notice that values  smaller 

than 8 [mm] are irrelevant by point of view of stress increase, like in previous cases. In this case, value 

of 18 [mm] causes an increase in the stress which is more than double, and overall magnitude of stress 

suggest a scrupulous verification of safety. 

After this wide dissertation about trend of single stresses, It’s important to observe that application of 

single stress, is not able to compromise safety of the structure, indeed peak value between stresses is 

6÷7 times smaller than allowable stress of the material. How It was displayed by previous Chapter 7.4, 

It’s necessary to calculate a function of stress which takes into account contribution of single stresses, 

     which is the “equivalent stress on gearwheel 3 in driving condition”. It can be calculated thanks 

to following relation displayed by Eq. 7.5-14. 

 

Plot 7.5-16: Stresses related to            , referred to driving condition. 

It’s necessary remind that, in the treated case, Eq. 7.5-14 represents a function with distance from “C” 

bearing. It’s necessary notice that equation have been written in entire form, even if values of     and 

    are null. 
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Eq. 7.5-14      
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By virtue of that, stresses of Plot 7.5-16, combined according to Eq. 7.5-14 give as result blue curve 

displayed by Plot 7.5-17. 

 

Plot 7.5-17: Equivalent Stress and Safety Coefficient related to            , referred to driving condition. 

 

Plot 7.5-18: Values of S.C. included between force application points of gears related to            . 
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It’s possible to notice that values of      combines maximum values of positive sign stresses. How 

expected, force application point of gearwheel 2 coincides with most stressed section. Next step is 

study of safety coefficient which is displayed by red curve on Plot 7.5-17, its trend is obviously opposite 

to trend of equivalent stress. It’s possible to notice that levels of safety are extremely high in two 

sections of beam included between points “C-I” and points “J-D”. By virtue of that, It’s surely useful 

study values of safety coefficient of sections included between points “I” and “J”. In order to study the 

detail of safety coefficient values, Plot 7.5-18 have been created. 

By analysis of Plot 7.5-18,  It’s clear that gearwheel 3 operates in safe conditions when bears static 

loads generated by driving condition. Indeed minimum value of safety coefficient is about 3,54 

[dim.less]. Minimum value is located in correspondence of point “I”, while step variations exploit in 

correspondence of section changes.  

Dissertation about stresses acting on shaft 2 cannot be considered concluded without an analysis 

performed on energy recovery condition. Direction, sign and magnitude of gear meshing forces is 

widely explained by Chapter 7.2.  Similarly to previous cases, first step is the study of free body 

diagrams. Two plots are generated: Plot 7.5-19 is homologous of Plot 7.5-3, while Plot 7.5-20 is 

homologous of Plot 7.5-4. Observing two plots related to energy recovery condition It’s possible to 

notice that change in orientation of tangential forces, causes inversion in signs of large majority of 

vectors. 

 

Plot 7.5-19: Free body diagram of shaft 2 in energy recovery condition, vectors lay on XY plan. 
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Plot 7.5-20: Free body diagram of shaft 2 in energy recovery condition, vectors lay on YZ plan. 

Analyzing Plot 7.5-19 and Plot 7.5-20, It’s possible to write a system of five equilibrium equations, 

homologous to Chapter 7.4. Resolution of the system is analogue to cases treated by previous Chapters 

4.1 and 6.1. Therefore, in order to simplify actual dissertation, system and its resolution is going to be 

omitted. Anyway, reaction forces applied on boundaries are displayed as follows: 

Eq. 7.5-15    
            

Eq. 7.5-16    
          

Eq. 7.5-17    
            

Eq. 7.5-18    
          

 Eq. 7.5-19    
            

Positive sense of reaction forces is in accordance with green vectors displayed by Plot 7.5-19 and Plot 

7.5-20. Once constraint reaction forces are known, It’s easy calculate strains related to energy recovery 

condition. Structural model is the same adopted in the study of driving case and depicted by Plot 7.5-8. 

How seen before, strains acting on the model are declared: 

   
  is “strain normal to section of gearwheel 3 in recovery condition”. It’s measured in [N] and 

represents the compression caused by axial force which gearwheel 1 transmits to gearwheel 2. 

     
  is “shear strain on xy plan of gearwheel 3 in recovery condition”. It’s measured in [N] and 

represents shear caused by forces laying on xy plan. 

     
  is “shear strain on yz plan of gearwheel 3 in recovery condition”. It’s measured in [N] and 

represents shear caused by forces laying on xz plan. 
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  is “tilting momentum on xy plan of gearwheel 3 in recovery condition”. It’s measured in 

[Nmm] and represents tilting momentum caused by forces laying on xy plan. 

      
  is “tilting momentum on yz plan of gearwheel 3 in recovery condition”. It’s measured in 

[Nmm] and represents tilting momentum caused by forces laying on xz plan. 

    
  is “maximum recovering torque on intermediate shaft”, It’s measured in [Nmm] and needs 

to be calculated as follows. 

 

Eq. 7.5-20    
                         

By virtue of that, all elements needed to plot diagram of strains are available. 

 

Plot 7.5-21: Strains acting on gearwheel 3, measured in [N] and referred to recovery condition. 

Comparing Plot 7.5-21 and Plot 7.5-10 It’s necessary notice that overall trend of   
  only remains the 

same, while magnitude is halved, how expected. Anyway, It’s possible to notice that trends magnitude 

of     
  and      

 are totally different. That’s due to sign of tangential components which have been 

inverted. Anyway, It’s possible notice that maximum values are considerably lower during recovery 

condition. 

By comparison between Plot 7.5-22 and Plot 7.5-11 It’s necessary to notice an important change of 

trend of      
  which exploits a change of sign from positive to negative . Peak value of the strain is 

located in correspondence with point “I” and no more in correspondence with point “J”. Similarly, It’s 

possible to notice that      
  changes its sign from negative to positive. At the same way peak value is 

located in correspondence with point “J” and no more with point “I”. Analogously from previous cases, 

   
  changes sign respect to drive case, while trend is the same and magnitude is halved. 
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Plot 7.5-22: Strains acting on gearwheel 3, measured in [Nmm] and referred to recovery condition. 

Next step is analysis of stresses, how It was done in previous studied cases. Driving condition shows 

that certain values of internal diameter     don’t exhibit important changes on values of stresses. By 

virtue of that, the only case taken in consideration is going to be            . By virtue of that, It’s 

necessary to introduce some new variables of the study. 

   
  is the “compression stress acting on gearwheel 3 in recovery condition” generated by   

 , strain 

normal to section. Stress is calculated by following function: 

 Eq. 7.5-21    
     

   
    

      
 

   
    

 
      

     
 

 

 

Where: 

    
     is “strain normal to i section of gearwheel 3 in recovery condition”. It’s measured in 

[N] and is function of y, because depends from portion of the beam on which is applied, as 

depicted by Plot 7.5-21. 

By comparison between red curves of Plot 7.5-23 and Plot 7.5-16, It’s possible to notice that general 

trend hasn’t changed. How expected values of magnitude is halved. 

   
  is the “bending stress acting on gearwheel 3 in recovery condition” generated by      

 , tilting 

momentum acting on xy plan. Stress is calculated by following function: 

Eq. 7.5-22    
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Where: 

       
     is “tilting momentum acting on xy plan referred to i section of gearwheel 3 in 

recovery condition”. It’s measured in [Nmm] and is function of y, because depends from 

distance from point “C”, as depicted by Plot 7.5-22. 

By comparison between green curves of Plot 7.5-23 and Plot 7.5-16, It’s possible to notice the change 

of sign from positive to negative. General trend of the stress displays an important peak in 

correspondence with point “I”. In this point, magnitude of the stress is similar to maximum value 

exploited during driving case. Spike generated by reduction of stressed section in correspondence with 

“D” bearing housing is much less pronounced compared to driving case. 

   
 is the “bending stress acting on gearwheel 3 in recovery condition” generated by      

 , tilting 

momentum acting on yz plan. Stress is calculated by following function: 

Eq. 7.5-23    
     

      
    

       
 

      
    

 
      

     
 

         

 

Where: 

       
     is “tilting momentum acting on xy plan referred to i section of gearwheel 3 in 

recovery condition”. It’s measured in [Nmm] and is function of y, because depends from 

distance from point “C”, as depicted by Plot 7.5-22. 

Comparing violet curves of Plot 7.5-23 and Plot 7.5-16, It’s possible to notice the change of sign from 

negative to positive. That’s mainly due to change in sign of boundary reaction forces. Profile of the 

trend and vale of magnitude is quite the same. 

    
  is the “torsion stress acting on gearwheel 3 in recovery condition” generated by    

 , torque 

which acts on shaft 2. Stress is calculated by following function: 

Eq. 7.5-24     
     

     
    

       
 

     
    

 
      

     
 

         

 

Where: 

    
     is “driving  torque acting intermediate shaft in recovery condition”. It’s measured in 

[Nmm] and is function of y, because depends from portion of the beam on which is applied, as 

depicted by Plot 7.5-22. 

 

A brief comparison between azure curves of of Plot 7.5-23 and Plot 7.5-16, It’s possible to notice a 

change in sign, first of all. Anyway general trend of the stress doesn’t change even if values of 

magnitude are halved. 
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Plot 7.5-23: : Stresses related to            , referred to driving condition. 

After this wide dissertation about trend of single stress, It’s necessary calculate     
  which is the 

“equivalent stress on gearwheel 3 in recovery condition”. It can be calculated through relation of 

displayed by Eq. 7.5-25 and result is displayed by Plot 7.5-24. 

Eq. 7.5-25      
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A brief comparison between Plot 7.5-24 and Plot 7.5-17 shows that beam section included between “C” 

point and “I” point is a bit more stressed during recovery condition. Anyway, all other portions of the 

beam are more stressed in driving condition. Indeed, a comparison performed on maximum stressed 

section, which remains the same, shows a difference of more 40% in the equivalent stress. Anyway, 

general trend of curves displayed by Plot 7.5-24 is the same respect to Plot 7.5-17, despite changing in 

sign on tangential forces. Finally, It’s possible to notice that minimum safety coefficient is about two 

times respect to driving condition. By virtue of that, It’s clear that energy recovery condition is 

considerably safer than driving condition, by point of view of stresses on Shaft 2. 

Like in the case of previous dissertation performed on Chapter 7.4, safety coefficient can be adopted as 

parameter to study optimization of the component. By virtue of that, It’s clear that material is scarcely 

optimized along the component. Anyway, basic technological issues don’t allow to level out value of 

safety coefficient. Indeed, gearwheel 3 is designed to be easily realized by conventional manufacturing 

technologies, in order to be cost effective and reliable. Despite safety coefficient analysis, many other 

aspects need to be considered. 
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Plot 7.5-24: Equivalent Stress and Safety Coefficient acting on gearwheel 3, referred to recovery condition. 

Previous Plot 7.5-16, Plot 7.5-17 and Plot 7.5-18 are referred to 18 [mm] internal diameter, anyway It’s 

necessary to consider that diameter of bearing housings are only 20 [mm]. Despite safety coefficients, 

by technological point of view It would be more suitable a value around 16 [mm]. For this reason, It 

would be useful study differences in weight and inertia momentum conditioned by different values of 

   . 

 

Plot 7.5-25: Weight in function of    . 
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Plot 7.5-26: Gearwheel 3 inertia momentum in function of    . 

For this purpose, other two plots have been introduced: Plot 7.5-25 and Plot 7.5-26. Both plot are 

printed in function of     even if first values are referred to initial “bulky” configuration displayed by 

Plot 7.5-5. Percentages too are referred to “bulky” configuration, in order to appreciate total save of 

weight and save of inertia momentum. 

By analysis of Plot 7.5-25, It’s possible to notice that a large contribution of weight saving is given by 

the crown of axial holes, how declared in advance. Anyway weight saving strongly depends by internal 

diameter of gearwheel 3. Analysing differences between 16 [mm] and 18 [mm] configuration, 

difference of weight is only about 30 [g] which represents the 5% of the initial weight only. 

By analysis of Plot 7.5-26, It’s clear that large majority of inertia momentum reduction is obtained with 

machining of the crown of axial holes. Other modifications related to increase of     lead to very small 

reduction of inertia. Analysing differences between 16 [mm] and 18 [mm] configuration, difference of 

inertia momentum represents only 1,5% of the initial inertia momentum. 

 

Plot 7.5-27: Trend of Safety Coefficient in most stressed section, in function of    . 
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By virtue of presented data, It’s clear that increase of     from 16 [mm] to 18 [mm] leads to scarce 

benefits with an important increase of risk. To this purpose, It’s necessary introduce Plot 7.5-27. 

By analysis of Plot 7.5-27, It’s clear that reduction of safety coefficient in the most stressed section is 

strongly affected by dimension of    . In particular, difference between 16 [mm] and 18 [mm] 

configuration represents more than 20% respect to safety coefficient of initial configuration. That’s the 

proof that value of 16 [mm] represents the best compromise between performance and risk. 

 

 

Plot 7.5-28: Model of beam bounded at extremity and loaded on central section (www.hoepliscuola.it). 

Last aspect of lightening process to take into account, is stiffness of previous model derived  by Plot 

7.5-8. In order to confirm value of gearwheel 3 internal diameter    , It’s necessary to perform another 

verification focused on displacements. Similarly to what seen at Chapter 7.4, It’s necessary to study 

maximum displacement of the beam due to deflection, in order to understand if optimal operation of 

the bevel gear is guaranteed. Model displayed by Plot 7.4-20 refers to a different case based on 

cantilever application of the load. For this reason It’s necessary to refer verification of displacements to 

a different model,  It’s depicted by Plot 7.5-28 and is in accordance with Ref.[17]. By virtue of previous 

verifications regarding stresses, It’s necessary underline that a verification of displacement during 

energy recovery condition makes no sense. For this reason the only case studied are referred to driving 

condition. 

Back to free body diagrams displayed by Plot 7.5-3 and Plot 7.5-4, It’s clear that such models need to be 

simplified according to Plot 7.5-28. By virtue of that, two simplified models are obtained, one displayed 

by Plot 7.5-29, one displayed by Plot 7.5-30. By analysis of following plots, It’s possible to observe that 

applied forces displayed by Plot 7.5-3 and Plot 7.5-4, have been replaced by equivalent vectors,      

the “equivalent force along x in driving condition” and      the “equivalent force along z in driving 
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condition”. It’s possible to notice that magnitude of equivalent force is the algebraic sum of applied 

forces, while position point of application is obtained averaging positions and magnitude of composing 

vectors. 

 

Plot 7.5-29: Simplified model of beam sectioned on xy plan, referred to driving condition. 

 

Plot 7.5-30: : Simplified model of beam sectioned on yz plan, referred to driving condition. 

Next step is presentation of parameters displayed by Plot 7.5-29 and Plot 7.5-30: 

               is “distance of application point from C bearing”.  

               is “distance of application point from D bearing”.  

                is “distance of application point from C bearing”.  

                is “distance of application point from D bearing”.  

                               is “Minimum value of area momentum of inertia”. 

It’s function of    . Apply minimum value of momentum of inertia along all the beam, 

represents a very cautionary condition, anyway It would be more dangerous overestimate 

stiffness of component. 

While: 
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Eq. 7.5-26               

Eq. 7.5-27                

Basic formula to calculate deflection of the beam is represented by: 

Eq. 7.5-28    
 

 
 
    

    
 

       
 Ref.[17] 

According to models depicted by Plot 7.5-29 and Plot 7.5-30, It’s possible calculate deformations in two 

sections and in two directions:     which is “deflection along x axis in driving condition” of gearwheel 

3 and     which is “deflection along z axis in driving condition” of gearwheel 3.  

 

Plot 7.5-31: Maximum deflections of gearwheel 3 compared in function of internal diameter. 

Then, It’s possible to write: 

Eq. 7.5-29                 
 

 
 
      

  
   

  
 

          
                

Eq. 7.5-30                 
 

 
 
         

   
   
 

          
                

Analyzing results of previous Eq. 7.5-29 and Eq. 7.5-30, It’s possible to notice that values of deflection 

are lower than allowable value depicted by Eq. 7.4-23. Indeed result of allowable value of displacement 

is about 11%  greater than result of Eq. 7.5-30, and It’s possible notice that magnitude order is the 

same. Anyway, another fact to take into account is section where maximum deflections have been 
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calculated. Both are quite far from force application point of gearwheel 2. By accurate observation of 

deflection trend depicted by Plot 7.5-28, It’s sure that displacement of force application point of 

gearwheel 2 is going to be lower than maximum calculated deflection. In addition, It’s necessary 

remind that value of inertia momentum employed for calculus, is the minimum along the beam. 

To conclude actual dissertation, It’s necessary to state that value of     internal diameter f 16 [mm] 

allows shaft 2 to operate in safe conditions, with no risk of undesired displacements which may 

compromise optimal operation of bevel gear. It would be useful evaluate a reduction of diameters of 

gearwheel 3 integrated shaft, but that has no sense before a scrupulous verification on bearings.   

7.6. Shaft 3. 

 

Plot 7.6-1: Details of assembled Shaft 3. 

 

Shaft 3 represents an assembly of components with the function of linking second stage of reduction 

with half-shaft. By virtue of that, shaft 3 needs to integrate gearwheel 4 and “tripod joint housing”. 

Tripod is a kind of constant velocity joint which is mainly based on the sliding of three spherical rollers 

into their housing, how depicted by Plot 7.6-2. It is usually employed where It’s necessary to 

compensate small angles caused relative movement between chassis and un-sprung weights. Despite 

its relatively low weight, It’s not suitable for steering applications.  

How It’s possible to observe by Plot 7.6-1, “gearwheel 4” is realized by a thin steel toothed ring 

provided of eight threaded holes. Steel component is fastened to an Al 7075 aluminium core, “shaft 3 

hub”, which bears the gear ensuring an important save in weight and momentum of inertia. Housing of 
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the tripod joint, is integrated into a slot centred inside the hub, realizing a solution very similar to those 

displayed by Picture 1.5-1, Picture 1.5-3 and Picture 1.5-6. That leads to a reduction of axial dimensions 

with an important simplification of layout, which reduces overall number of components and deletes 

issues related to assembly. Main drawback of this solution are substantially two, one is the employ of 

large bearings which aren’t the best solution in order to reduce weight and inertia. Other is the employ 

of large dimension “rotary seals” which aren’t the best solution by point of view of efficiency, due to 

high circumference of friction. 

Other task which shaft 3 needs to fulfil is integration of rear “brake disc”. While brake caliper is 

fastened rigidly to gear-box structure, floating element needs to be the disc. In order to achieve floating 

effect, disc is fixed to a lightweight aluminium flange known with name of “brake bell”. Linkage 

between disc and bell is realized by six special bushings which guarantee a floating constraint due to 

assembly tolerances which realizes backlash. Another important benefit of floating linkage between 

brake disk and bell is that axial loads due to translation of brake pads, aren’t transmitted to associated 

gear-box components. By virtue of that, axial loads on shaft 3 can be neglected. 

 

Plot 7.6-2: Details of shaft 3 inside gear-box case. 

How It’s highlighted by yellow circle of Plot 7.6-2, precise coupling between brake bell and shaft 3 hub 

is ensured by a centring diameter machined with tight tolerances  on both components. While 

fastening is ensured by three “I.S.O. 4762 Screw M6x45”, as depicted by Plot 7.6-1. Nuts located on the 

on the internal side of the transmission ensure a quick and easy replacement of the disc/bell assembly. 

Analogously to previous cases, a couple of angular contact bearings have been chosen to sustain shaft 

3, even if axial loads are neglected. That’s why a couple a large dimension radial bearings features a 

large axial backlash which may compromise operation and feeling on rear brakes. 
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Due to large dimensions of bearings, the only one solution to reduce weight and inertia is employ of a 

couple of high precision hybrid bearings, Ref.[15]. Such bearings combine high precision steel raceways 

with ceramic spheres, which are considerably lighter than steel ones. About bearings chosen for shaft 

3, each bearing allows a weight save of about 15% compared to steel conventional solution. Anyway, 

most important benefit regards inertia of spinning elements which is reduced of about 30%. On the 

other hand, ceramic compared with steel, features lower friction when is contact with steel. That result 

is very important to reduce loss of efficiency and overcome issues deriving by poor lubrication. Poor 

lubrication is a scenario which may more likely happen, due to position of bearings in relation with 

other components of the transmission. 

How It’s possible to notice by Plot 7.6-2, couple of shaft 3 bearings is assembled in “X” configuration, 

even if “O” configuration would be applicable too. By virtue of that, external raceway of “E bearing” is 

in contact with “internal gear-box case” while internal is in contact with “shaft 3 hub”. Internal 

raceway of “F bearing” is in contact with shaft 3 hub, while external is in contact with “shaft 3 preload 

cap”. Both bearings are coupled with hub by interference on the internal raceway. How It was 

explained by Chapter 7.5, “X” configuration allows an easier assembly compared to “O” configuration. 

Moreover preload of bearings couple can be easily tuned by dimension of “preload control thickness”, 

displayed by Plot 7.6-2. 

How it was performed in previous chapters It’s necessary to study constraint reaction forces acting on 

shaft 3 hub. By virtue of that, free-body diagrams of shaft 3 have been set up on the base of three 

different conditions: driving, energy recovery braking. Forces related to each condition are widely 

described at Chapter 7.1 Chapter 7.2 and Chapter 7.3, while geometric parameters of shaft 3 needs to 

be presented as follows: 

               is “distance of points K-F”. 

               is “distance of points K-E”. 

               is “distance of points E-L”. 

               is “distance of points L-F”. 

How seen in previous Chapter 7.4 and Chapter 7.5, by diagrams Plot 7.6-3 and Plot 7.6-4, It’s easy 

calculate reaction forces acting on constraints during driving condition: 

Eq. 7.6-1             

Eq. 7.6-2              

Eq. 7.6-3               

Eq. 7.6-4                

Positive sign of vectors according to signs displayed by Plot 7.6-3 and Plot 7.6-4. 

By observation of magnitude of reaction forces, It’s clear that driving condition stresses “F” bearing in 

particular . Solicitations on “E” bearing represent less than 10% in magnitude respect to “F”. 
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Plot 7.6-3: Free body diagram of shaft 3 in driving condition, vectors lay on XY plan. 

 

Plot 7.6-4: Free body diagram of shaft 3 in driving condition, vectors lay on YZ plan. 
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Plot 7.6-5: Free body diagram of shaft 3 in energy recovery condition, vectors lay on XY plan. 

 

Plot 7.6-6 Free body diagram of shaft 3 in energy recovery condition, vectors lay on YZ plan. 
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Plot 7.6-7: Free body diagram of shaft 3 in braking condition, vectors lay on XY plan. 

By free-body diagrams of Plot 7.6-5 and Plot 7.6-6, It’s possible to calculate reaction forces acting on 

constraints during energy recovery condition: 

Eq. 7.6-5     
         

Eq. 7.6-6     
         

Eq. 7.6-7     
           

Eq. 7.6-8     
           

Positive sign of vectors according to signs displayed by Plot 7.6-5 and Plot 7.6-6. 

By brief analysis of magnitude of reaction forces acting during energy recovery condition, It’s clear that 

most stressed bearing is “F”, in this case too. In particular, highest magnitude of force shifts from x to z 

direction, that’s due change in sign of tangential component of gear meshing force. Anyway, magnitude 

of loads acting on bearings is sensibly lower during energy recovery condition. 

By free-body diagram of Plot 7.6-7, It’s possible to calculate reaction forces acting on constraints during 

braking condition: 

Eq. 7.6-9     
            

Eq. 7.6-10    
            

Positive sign of vectors according to signs displayed by Plot 7.6-7. 
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Differently from previous cases, by brief analysis of reaction forces acting during braking condition, It’s 

possible to notice that forces act on xy plan only. By analysis of magnitude, It’s clear that most stressed 

bearing is “E”. 

By virtue of elements shown in previous dissertation, It’s possible to state that worst condition for “E” 

bearing is braking, while worst condition for “F” bearing is driving. This fact is fundamental to perform a 

more accurate verification on safety and duration of bearings. 

Due to complex geometry of shaft 3 hub, It’s not convenient set up an empirical structural model like 

those analyzed by Chapter 7.4 and Chapter 7.5. Cases of driving, energy recovery and braking 

conditions are going to be analyzed through a more complex F.E.M. model. Most important result of 

structural simulations is the crown of axial holes which is possible to observe by Plot 7.6-1. Like It was 

declared in advance, axial holes are a simple and cheap solution to reduce total weight and inertia of a 

mechanical component. All portions of shaft 3 hub, work in good safety condition, even if tripod 

housing zone exploits a spike of stress due to roller contact, like It’s displayed by Picture 7.6-1. It’s 

known that aluminium from which shaft 3 hub is machined doesn’t bear so huge stresses like steel, 

even if an hard oxidation coating is performed on the component.  

 

Picture 7.6-1: F.E.M. model of shaft 3 hub in driving condition. 

By virtue of that, solution was a quenched “steel insert” housed into shaft 3 hub, displayed in yellow by 

Plot 7.6-1. 

At this level of detail, dissertation about shaft can be considered concluded. It’s necessary study 

bearings and, if verifications are satisfying, design of shafts can be considered frozen. 
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8. Bearings. 

How declared by previous chapters, bearings represent one of main boundaries to design freedom. On the 

other hand, choice of bearings is strongly affected by design issues, like coupling with other components 

and functional features to perform. Chapter 7.4 shows that main driver for choice of bearings on shaft 1 is 

represented by dimension of motor sp-lined shaft. While Chapter 7.6 displays that choice of bearings on 

shaft 3 is strongly affected by dimensions of tripod joint. Both cases display a choice of bearings affected by 

design issues and independent from loads acting on constraints. Differently from previous cases, It’s 

necessary to remind that preliminary choice of bearings performed on shaft 2, Chapter 7.5, takes into 

account loads acting on constraints. Totally brand new design of the shaft allows to consider loads as 

design drivers. 

Independently from these facts, chosen bearings needs to be accurately verified for what concerns static 

and fatigue load cases. Since first projects, Squadra Corse have been widely supported from bespoken 

Swedish bearing manufacturer SKF which represents a precious technical partner. Such partnership consists 

of supply of components like bearings, seals and one of the most important benefits, technical service. Such 

service allows to obtain maximum values of performance and reliability from installed bearings.  

During this step of the project, is important supply to SKF engineers all available data and all transmitted 

information are going to be widely described by next Chapter 8.1.  

8.1. Static and fatigue verification. 
First information to forward to SKF technical service is designation and installation of chosen bearings. 

Bearing Designation 
 

 
 

A 7206 BECBM 
 

B 7206 BECBM 
 

C 7204 BECBM 
 

D 7304 BECBM 
 

E 71814 CD/HCP4 
 

F 71814 CD/HCP4 
 

Table 8.1-1: Designation and location of bearings. 

Information about installation of bearings isn’t complete without information about length of shaft and 

position of gearwheels. By virtue of that, two dimensional drawings of shaft components were 

provided to SKF engineers. 

In order to perform static verifications, information about worst case of loads need to be forwarded to 

technical service. Basically, needed information are represented by two dimension plots to indicate 

direction and signs, furthermore equations which represent magnitude of loads are needed. In this 

phase, It’s necessary to clarify that direction of load acting on constraints isn’t important. About shaft 1, 
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worst case is clearly the driving condition, for this reason all needed information are included by Plot 

7.1-1, Eq. 7.1-1, Eq. 7.1-2 and Eq. 7.1-3. About shaft 2, worst case is represented by driving case too, by 

virtue of that, all needed information are represented by Plot 7.1-2, Plot 7.1-4, Eq. 7.1-4, Eq. 7.1-5, Eq. 

7.1-6, Eq. 7.1-11 and Eq. 7.1-12. About shaft 3, situation is different, how explained by Chapter 7.6. “F” 

bearing is the mostly stressed during drive condition, while “E” bearing is mostly stressed during 

braking condition. By virtue of that, needed information are represented by Plot 7.1-6, Plot 7.3-1, Eq. 

7.1-15, Eq. 7.1-16 and Eq. 7.3-3. In order to simplify transmission of data, Table 8.1-2 have been 

created. Reference directions and signs are those shown by Picture 4.2-2. 

Case Gearwheel Direction  Sign Magnitude Unit 

Driving 1 x - 1.492 [N] 

Driving 1 y - 439 [N] 

Driving 1 z - 2.151 [N] 

Driving 2 x + 1.492 [N] 

Driving 2 y + 439 [N] 

Driving 2 z + 2.151 [N] 

Driving 3 x - 4.045 [N] 

Driving 3 z + 1.196 [N] 

Driving 4 x + 4.045 [N] 

Driving 4 z - 1.196 [N] 

Braking Br. Disc x + 1.997 [N] 

Table 8.1-2: Loads needed to perform static load verifications. 

By previous data, It’s possible to perform verifications, in order to establish strength of bearings to 

static loads. Output of verifications are “minimum bearing static safety coefficient” displayed by Table 

8.1-3. 

Bearing Designation  Min. Bear. Static Safety Coefficient Unit 

A 7206 BECBM 6,0 [dim.less] 

B 7206 BECBM 4,6 [dim.less] 

C 7204 BECBM 3,4 [dim.less] 

D 7304 BECBM 2,4 [dim.less] 

E 71814 CD/HCP4 5,8 [dim.less] 

F 71814 CD/HCP4 5,3 [dim.less] 

Table 8.1-3: Output of static bearing verifications. 

By the way It’s necessary to clarify that displayed values are minimum coefficients, by virtue of that 

safety coefficient related to “E” bearing is referred to braking case, all others to driving case. By analysis 

of values it’s necessary to observe that displayed values are much higher than needed. About shaft 1 

and shaft 3 explanation is written in the introduction of Chapter 8. Despite choice of driven by load 

about bearings of shaft 2, values of safety coefficients are higher than expected in this case too. 

Anyway, before a reduction of size of bearings It’s necessary to perform a verification on fatigue 

strength. 

Technical service of SKF owns a custom software to perform fatigue verifications. It’s based on A.F.C. 

Method, which stands for “Advanced Fatigue Calculation”. Such method doesn’t’ work differently from 

Kisssoft software, by virtue of that input for fatigue verification needs to be a duty cycle. Duty cycle of 

shaft 1 have been described yet  and It’s represented by Plot 6.1-5. At the same way duty cycle of shaft 
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2 is represented by Plot 6.1-6. Only missing load cycle refers to shaft 3 and needs to be calculated by an 

homologous of Eq. 6.1-23: 

Eq. 8.1-1               

Where: 

     is the generic “magnitude of torque level” acting on shaft 3, measured in [Nm]. 

     is the generic “magnitude of torque level” acting on shaft 2, measured in [Nm]. 

      is “gear ratio of the second stage”, a dimensionless parameter defined by Eq. 4.4-7. 

Result is a chart homologous to Plot 6.1-5 and Plot 6.1-6: 

 

Plot 8.1-1 : Frequency on levels of requested torque, shaft 3. 

Anyway, Its necessary to focus on recovery level displayed by Plot 6.1-5, Plot 6.1-6 and Plot 8.1-1. In 

order to be cautionary enough, recovery condition on shaft 3 needs be represented by a continuous 

braking phase which is known to be a worst condition respect to energy recovery. By virtue of that 

recovery condition of Plot 8.1-1 refers to static case of load on bearings. Differently on other shafts, 

recovery condition needs to be modelled on shaft 1. For this reason, It’s necessary supply to SKF 

engineers following data: Plot 7.2-1, Eq. 7.2-1, Eq. 7.2-2 and Eq. 7.2-3. In order to model recovery 

condition on shaft 2, following data are necessaries: Plot 7.2-3, Eq. 7.2-4, Eq. 7.2-5, Eq. 7.2-6, Eq. 7.2-9 

and Eq. 7.2-10. Analogously to previous case, data are collected on a proper chart: 

Case Gearwheel Direction  Sign Magnitude Unit 

Recovery 1 X - 746 [N] 

Recovery 1 Y - 220 [N] 

Recovery 1 Z + 1.076 [N] 

Recovery 2 X + 746 [N] 

Recovery 2 Y + 220 [N] 

Recovery 2 Z - 1.076 [N] 

Recovery 3 X + 1.165 [N] 

Recovery 3 Z - 1.738 [N] 

Table 8.1-4: Loads needed to model energy recovery in fatigue verification. 

26% 
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In order to conclude actual dissertation It’s necessary to calculate maximum number of cycles that each 

shaft needs to sustain. Back to Chapter 6.1, It was declared that distance that S.C.R. needs to run is 

about 4000 [Km]. Dimension of deformed wheel is known, by virtue of that,        which is 

“minimum cycles of shaft 3” can be calculated as follows: 

Eq. 8.1-2         
         

      
                    

By virtue of that, It’s possible to calculate        which is “minimum cycles of shaft 2” and        

which is “minimum cycles of shaft 1”. 

 

Eq. 8.1-3                                     

Eq. 8.1-4                                      

It’s necessary to underline that number minimum number of cycles have to be common for both 

bearings of the same shaft. Anyway, different size of bearings and different condition of loads, make 

output of verification different for each bearing. 

Output of A.F.C. simulation is        which is the “maximum cycles sustained by generic i bearing”. 

Values of numbers of cycles are ordered and collected by Table 8.1-5, where results of calculations of 

F.S.C.i, the “Fatigue safety coefficient of generic i bearing”, are displayed. Such parameter is calculated 

by the following relation Eq. 8.1-5 and is a dimensionless: 

Eq. 8.1-5          
      

      
 

Shaft Bearing  C_imin C_imax Unit F.S.C.i Unit 

1 A 22,5 1138,0 [million cycles] 50,6 [dim.less] 

1 B 22,5 91,0 [million cycles] 4,0 [dim.less] 

2 C 8,0 12,0 [million cycles] 1,5 [dim.less] 

2 D 8,0 11,0 [million cycles] 1,4 [dim.less] 

3 E 2,5 16,0 [million cycles] 6,4 [dim.less] 

3 F 2,5 13,0 [million cycles] 5,2 [dim.less] 

Table 8.1-5:  Output of fatigue bearing verifications. 

F.S.C.i parameter is very useful in the instantaneous analysis of Table 8.1-5 and practical meaning of the 

value is: how many times bearing can endure, compared to basic required duration       . 

In order to have a more complete and more organized display of safety performances in static and 

dynamic condition, It’s useful create a bar plot. By analysis of  Plot 8.1-2, first aspect to take into 

account is magnitude of displayed coefficients. Values indicate that all bearings operate safely under 

static and dynamic loads. Next dissertation have to be done around safety coefficients related to shaft 

1 bearings. How expected, values are much greater than needed, anyway design and commercial issues 

make difficult choice of alternative bearings. That’s due to bore diameter of internal raceway which is 

tightest as possible, how explained by dissertation of Chapter 7.4. Slimmer bearings which exploit the 

same bore diameter aren’t standard products, for these reasons, long delivery times and high costs 

lead to a very tight benefit in term of total mass and inertia. By virtue of that, 7206 BECBM bearings are 
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the better choice for installation on shaft 1. Continuing with analysis of safety coefficients of bearings, 

It’s useful analyse those related to shaft 2. How declared in advance at Chapter 7.5, choice of bearings 

had more freedom respect to previous cases. Result are fatigue safety coefficients which values are 

very close to optimum value declared by Eq. 5.1-2. In this case too, It’s not convenient evaluate 

slimmer bearings in order to lower value of static safety coefficient ad dynamic as consequence. By 

virtue of that, choice of 7204 BECBM and 7304 BECBM are confirmed. 

 

Plot 8.1-2: Comparison of fatigue and static safety coefficients. 

In order to conclude actual dissertation, It’s necessary analyze safety coefficients related to shaft 3 

bearings. How widely explained at Chapter 7.6, main driver in choice of bearings are dimensions of 

tripod joints. By virtue of that, safety coefficients result oversized even if, values included 4 and 5 times 

minimum allowable, can be acceptable. Starting from a bounded value of internal raceway bore 

diameter, chosen bearings 71814 CD/HCP4 represent slimmest possible option. 

8.2. Preload. 
In order to introduce next dissertation, It’s necessary to clarify that fatigue performances described in 

the previous chapter can be achieved only if any bearing operates under a right value of preload. 

Angular contact bearings, by own geometry feature high backlashes when not assembled. By virtue of 

that, a small axial load needs to be always present in order to stack crown of spinning elements 

between internal and external raceways. Main benefits exploited by preload are gain of stiffness, 

operational noise loss and precision on positioning of each shaft.  

Techniques to preload a couple of angular bearings are different and depend from  assembly 

configuration. How explained at Chapter 7.4, a couple of bearings in “O” configuration needs to be 

preloaded through internal raceways. While, how explained at Chapter 7.5, a couple of bearings in “X” 

configuration needs to be preloaded through external raceways. Both configurations, practically, 

require that bearings and included mechanical components are stacked together in order to eliminate 

any possible backlash.  
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By virtue of that, any available data about components, like dimensions, materials and tolerances need 

to be forwarded to S.K.F. engineering service. It’s necessary remind that information about loads and 

duty cycle is still present and useful for calculation. All collected data are useful to traduce preload axial 

force into a distance which represents difference between length of stack of components in bench 

condition and length of stack in operational condition. Obviously preload distance depends by 

temperature. For this reason, when working on systems which feature multi material components, with 

different thermal displacement coefficient, It’s necessary distinguish between “preload at workshop 

temperature” and “preload in operational condition”. 

Output of calculation is a curve of bearing life in function of preload at workshop temperature value. 

Value of life is expressed in [hours] of operation while value of preload is expressed in [μm]. Any 

bearing exploits its own curve, and plots are created for every shaft: Plot 8.2-1, Plot 8.2-2 and Plot 

8.2-3. By brief analysis of the plot, It’s clear that higher value of axial preload needs to be applied on 

less loaded bearing. That’s why operation of unloaded axial contact bearing tends to be affected by 

dangerous backlashes that  compromise life of the component. 

Before beginning of analysis of plots, It’s necessary to clarify that total preload applied to a shaft can be 

considered split in two equal parts. By virtue of that, It’s necessary to study Plot 8.2-1 In order to find 

value of preload which maximizes life of both bearings. It’s clear that preload value of 20 [μm] is not 

the best solution to maximize life of “A”, an higher value may be better. Anyway It’s necessary to notice 

that an higher value tends to shorten life of “B” bearing. For these reasons, It’s necessary to observe 

that a preload value of 20 [μm] represents the better trade off to achieve maximum life of “A” and “B” 

bearings. 

 

Plot 8.2-1: Preload at workshop temperature on shaft 1 bearings (Courtesy SKF). 

By analysis of Plot 8.2-2, choice of axial preload doesn’t represent a severe trade off because value of 

10 [μm] allows to obtain maximum life from both bearings of the shaft. That’s why loading condition of 

both shafts are well balanced, differently from shaft 1. 
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Plot 8.2-2: Preload at workshop temperature on shaft 2 bearings (Courtesy SKF). 

 

Plot 8.2-3: Preload at workshop temperature on shaft 3 bearings (Courtesy SKF). 

By analysis of Plot 8.2-3 too, choice of axial preload doesn’t represent a severe trade-off. Preload at 

workshop temperature of 10 [μm] allows to obtain maximum life on both bearings. 

Values and topics of previous dissertation are theoretical and stands for operational temperature only. 

Furthermore, It’s necessary to underline that transmission assembly is performed at room 

temperature. By virtue of that, It’s necessary to know value of axial preloads at workshop temperature. 
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Such values are calculated by S.K.F. engineering service under specifications of the customer, and are 

collected and displayed by Table 8.2-1.  

Shaft Preload at workshop temperature Unit 

1 87 *μm+ 

2 44 *μm+ 

3 10 *μm+ 

Table 8.2-1: Recommended preloads at workshop temperature. 

Preload value recommended for shaft 1 is ruled by shaft 1 bearing spacer which is produced after a 

precise measurement of bearings and all associated components. Preload values recommended for 

shaft 2 and for shaft 3 are ruled by proper caps displayed by Plot 7.5-2and Plot 7.6-2. In this case too, 

caps are accurately machined after measurement of bearings and associated components. 

8.3. Description of Bearings 
Actual chapter describes different types of chosen bearings. Due to relatively light applied loads, any 

bearing is  provided of a single crown of spheres. Differences between bearings are present, how 

previously explained, and regard geometrical dimensions. Anyway some important design differences 

can be noticed. Bearings described by Table 8.3-1, Table 8.3-2 and Table 8.3-3 are typical angular 

contact bearings featuring standard pressure contact angle of 40°. 

SKF 7206 BECBM 
 

 
 

 

d 20,00 [mm]  

D 62,00 [mm]  

B 16,00 [mm]  

d_1 42,65 [mm]  

d_2 36,13 [mm]  

D_1 50,10 [mm]  

a 27,30 [mm]  

r_1,2 1,00 [mm]  

r_3,4 0,60 [mm]  

Table 8.3-1: SKF 7206 BEBCM main geometrical dimensions (http://www.skf.com). 

Therefore, It’s necessary to notice that no one bearing is provided of Its own rotary seals. That’s 

because chosen bearings operate inside the wet sump where lubrication oil needs to cross  the bearing. 

By virtue of that, rotary seals needs to be integrated to sump components. 

Bearings displayed by Table 8.3-1, Table 8.3-2 and Table 8.3-3 are from “explores series”, the heavy 

duty line of S.K.F. Differently from generic bearings, those from explorer series feature a window cage 

with steel spheres centred. Such cage, which is machined from brass, allows to bear very high 

rotational speed, reducing risk of failure due to centrifugal force. That feature is particularly important 

on shaft 1 where rotational speed may reach 16.000 [rpm]. 
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SKF 7204 BECBM 
 

 

 
 

d 20,00 [mm]  

D 47,00 [mm]  

B 14,00 [mm]  

d_1 30,80 [mm]  

d_2 25,87 [mm]  

D_1 37,00 [mm]  

a 21,00 [mm]  

r_1,2 1,00 [mm]  

r_3,4 0,60 [mm]  

Table 8.3-2: SKF 7204 BEBCM main geometrical dimensions (http://www.skf.com). 

SKF 7304 BECBM 
 

 
 

 

d 20,00 [mm]  

D 52,00 [mm]  

B 15,00 [mm]  

d_1 33,15 [mm]  

d_2 26,75 [mm]  

D_1 40,50 [mm]  

a 22,80 [mm]  

r_1,2 1,10 [mm]  

r_3,4 0,60 [mm]  

Table 8.3-3: SKF 7304 BEBCM main geometrical dimensions (http://www.skf.com). 

Finally It’s necessary observe bearing displayed by Table 8.3-4. Differently from other bearings chosen 

for actual project, pressure contact angle is reduced to 15°. Such feature is useful in order to reduce 

overhanging tilting momentum due to braking event.  

How declared in advance, other unique feature is that bearings assembled on shaft 3 are from “super 

precision series”. By virtue of that, feature very tight tolerances and a very accurate grade of 

machining. Such characteristics are particularly appreciated by machine tools manufacturers which 

usually employ super precision bearings in applications where extreme accuracy is needed.  

How explained in previous Chapter 7.6., another important feature of chosen bearings is the employ of 

ceramic spheres which, combined with steel raceways make the bearing “hybrid” by point of view 

materials. Very light ceramic spheres feature lower weight and lower inertia momentum, if compared 

to steel ones. Anyway, main feature is “self lubricating” effect which reduces importance of lubrication 

on shaft 3 bearings. 
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SKF 71814 CD/HCP4   
 

 

d 70,00 [mm]  

D 90,00 [mm]  

B 10,00 [mm]  

d_1 76,70 [mm]  

d_2 76,70 [mm]  

D_1 83,50 [mm]  

a 15,70 [mm]  

r_1,2 0,60 [mm]  

r_3,4 0,30 [mm]  

Table 8.3-4: SKF 71814 CD/HCP4 main geometrical dimensions (http://www.skf.com). 

Last feature to take into account about bearings chosen for shaft 3, is material of the cage which, 

differently from previous cases is made from polymeric material. PA66 glass fibre reinforced ensures a 

very low weight compared to brass solution. It’s necessary to remind that requirements on rotational 

speed are less severe on shaft 3 due to relatively low output speed of the transmission. 

 

Picture 8.3-1: Assembled shafts with related bearings. 
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9. Gear-box case. 

 

Plot 9-1: Gear-box components in position, reference for design of gear-box case. 

Once design of shafts, bearings and brakes is frozen, It’s necessary design the “box”, a case which contains 

and supports all components. Main task of such a box is to bear loads from gearwheels and brakes. 

Furthermore, It’s necessary to remind that gear-box case represents the interface between gears and 

chassis. Differently from some formula and prototype applications, gear-box case doesn’t need to support 

suspension hard points. How declared in advance at Chapter 1.4.2, two independent transmissions need to 

be developed, one for each motor. As consequence, design of left gear-box is simply mirrored in order to 

obtain right one, that stands for design of gear-box case too. 

Specific requirements of gear-box design are widely described at Chapter 3 and some precious references 

can be read on Ref.[14]. Anyway, It’s useful remind that, like any other component of the transmission, 

gear-box case needs to be as lighter as possible. Despite weight, It’s necessary to take into account that 

structure which supports bearings, needs to be stiff enough to ensure proper operation of bevel gear, with 

no risk of dangerous displacements. Another benefit related to structural stiffness is absence of oil leakages 

which is one of the most basic requirements for a gear-box. Integration of brake caliper is another 

important requirement to take into account during design, in particular by point of view of loads which are 

transmitted to the structure. Assembly issues too need to be taken into account because, how revealed in 

advance, assembly of bevel stage and angular contact bearings needs to be particularly accurate. In order 

to conclude actual topic about requirements, It’s necessary to remind that design of gear-box case must be 

aimed to an easy and quick maintenance of transmission and brake components.  

Design status coherent with actual chapter is depicted by Plot 9-1. Position of shafts, bearings and gaskets 

leave a large freedom on design, by virtue of that ,multiple solutions need to be accurately evaluated in 

next chapters. 
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9.1. Design concept. 
Aim of actual chapter is explain in detail main drivers which was adopted during design of gear-box 

case. Concept stage is the phase where all requirements described in previous introduction are 

matched to ideas coming from bench mark work displayed at Chapter 1.5.  

By analysis of previously depicted requirements, maintenance and assembly in particular, It’s clear that 

gear-box case needs to be an assembly of different components. By virtue of that each sump needs to 

be machined at least in two different parts. With reference to Chapter 1.5, two different solutions can 

have been noticed and can be evaluated. 

 

Picture 9.1-1: Detail of transmission from Green Team of Stuttgart. Surface of joint is circled in red 
(https://www.facebook.com/greenteamstuttgart/). 

First option evaluated is proposed by Green Team of Stuttgart and is described at Chapter 1.5.3. How 

declared in advance, It’s necessary to notice that gear-box case is realized by only two components. 

Surface joint between two case parts lays between axis of intermediate shaft and axis of output shaft, 

how highlighted on Picture 9.1-1. Such option looks to be very functional in case of quick maintenance, 

anyway looks to be expensive by machining point of view. Each housing of bearing is split into two 

different parts, such solution requires very high precision in machining and may lead to dangerous 

unconformities.  Another issue to take into account during observation of Picture 9.1-1. is that solution 

proposed by Green Team doesn’t allow installation of on board brakes between mirrored 
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transmissions. Installation of brakes would be performed in outer position, but that solution would 

impair loads on bearings of output shaft. By virtue of that, solution described by Chapter 1.5.3 is not 

convenient to be adopted as design main driver. 

 

Picture 9.1-2: Photo rendering of gear-box developed by R.M.I.T. Racing Team of Melbourne 
(https://www.facebook.com/RMITElectricRacing/). 

A good alternative solution to take into account is proposed by R.M.I.T. Racing at Chapter 1.5.8. By 

Picture 9.1-2, It’s possible to notice gear-box case which is realized by four components, at least. 

Surface of joint between two different case parts is perpendicular to intermediate shaft and to output 

shaft. By accurate analysis of Picture 1.5-8, It’s possible to notice that position of the joint surface is in 

correspondence with symmetry plan of input shaft . Differently from previous case, each bearing 

housing related to intermediate shaft and output shaft is integral and machined in one unique part. 

Main issue may be related to alignment of bearings of the same shaft but such issue can be solved by 

use basic mechanic precautions. Anyway, by observation of solution proposed by R.M.I.T. Racing, issue 

of split housing is still standing for bearings of input shaft. With reference to Chapter 7.4, It’s necessary 

to remind that project of S.C.R. transmission establish an integral aluminum cylinder which supports  

external raceways of input shaft bearings. Observing Picture 1.5-8, It’s possible to notice that case 

manufacturing looks to be significantly simplified respect to project depicted by Picture 9.1-1. 

Furthermore a R.M.I.T. style solution makes easier integration of on board brakes placed in internal 

position.  

Anyway, main drawback which may affect solution based on two split gear-box cases, may be 

represented by stiffness of the structure. Indeed, high magnitude of gear mesh axial components 

exploited during acceleration may cause dangerous displacements which may deflect entire structure 
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inward. Such issue can be overcome by employ of a compression beam installed coaxial with 

intermediate shaft.  

 

Plot 9.1-1: Back of S.C.R. with assembled motor-transmission group. 

Once general layout of gear-box case is deliberated, It’s necessary focus on interface between motors 

and chassis. Observing Plot 9.1-1, It’s necessary to notice that motors are connected to power wirings 

and cooling system pipes which are often uncomfortable to disconnect. Furthermore, large overall 

weight of assembled components, make motor-transmission group difficult and dangerous to handle. 

 

Plot 9.1-2: Motor group assembled to chassis. 
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By virtue of that, It’s necessary to study a system which allows to separate motors and transmission in 

the most comfortable way. Solution of issue is very simple and consists of two large aluminum plates, 

one is “motors plate”, displayed by Plot 9.1-2, supports motors and is rigidly fastened to mono-coque 

by use of screws. Other is “gear-box plate” displayed by Plot 9.1-3, It supports two sumps. Both plates 

are fastened together by use of a dozen of peripheral screws in order to be very quick to remove. 

 

Plot 9.1-3: Assembled transmission group. 

By point of view of reliability, probably transmission represents weakest and most complex system of 

car rear end, such fact is traditional in motorsport. By virtue of that, plate and counter-plate solution 

hallows to remove quickly transmission from car in case of mechanical breakdown, or in case of 

ordinary maintenance. In this way, there is no need to disconnect motors with relative pipes and plugs 

from chassis. Moreover, actual solution is very useful because hallows a quick check on wear of bevel 

stage pinions and hallows inspection of other gearwheels by passage of shaft 1 housing. 

In order to make operations faster, It’s necessary to study the way to remove transmission group with 

mounted half-shafts, as depicted by Plot 9.1-3. Complexity is removal of transmission group with no 

need of un-sprung masses disassembly, in order to maintain settled parameters of set-up. 

9.2. Interface with motors and chassis. 
How It’s declared by previous chapter, interface between transmissions and motors with chassis is 

realized by a smart plate and counter-plate system. Aim of actual chapter is provide complete and 

accurate information about motors plate and gear-box plate. Design philosophy, manufacturing details 

and calculation methods are going to be described in a satisfying way.  

Before starting with calculations, It’s necessary pay attention to each load that acts on transmission. By 

Chapter 7, all loads deriving from gears and rear brakes are known. Anyway, in this particular situation, 

It’s necessary take into account about loads deriving from gear meshing in energy recovery condition. 
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That’s because, in design of a structure like a gear-box case, direction of load has relevance and not 

highest magnitude only. According to design concept of S.C.R., gear-box case is most backward 

structure, how displayed by Plot 9.2-1. By virtue of that, It must provide attachment for rear wing 

mountings and jacking point, which is orange horizontal bar hanging in the back of diffuser in Plot 9.2-1. 

Jacking point is a safety equipment imposed by F.S.A.E. rules, It must be strong enough to lift the back 

of the car laying rear wheels suspended and far from ground. Such device is employed to remove 

stationary cars from the track or to stand car during technical scrutineering, as displayed by Picture 

1.1-5 

 

Plot 9.2-1: 3D C.A.D. of rear end of S.C.R. car 

As consequence, mentioned attachments transmit non negligible loads to gear-box case structure in 

addition to loads due to gear meshing and braking. Moreover, observing Plot 9.2-1, It’s possible to 

notice rear wing attachments installed on top of transmission group. Such attachments transmit good 

part of aerodynamic down-force generated by rear wing. As consequence, aerodynamic load generates 

a tilting momentum which tends to bend structure backward respect to wheel axis. Instead, jacking bar 

must sustain all weight of the car laying on front wheels only. Differently from aerodynamic load, car 

weight generates a tilting momentum which tends to bend structure forward respect to wheel axis. 

In order to properly summarize loads which is necessary to take into account in design of gear-box 

case, following list have been reported: 

 Gear meshing forces in driving condition. 

 Gear meshing forces in energy recovery condition. 

 Braking force. 

 Aerodynamic down-force. 

 Weight of jacked car. 

With the aim of simplify actual dissertation, analysis and calculation of unknown loads, like 

aerodynamic and jacking, is going to be omitted.  
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Calculus technology employed to design motors plate and gear-box plate, is quite forefront and is 

known with definition of “topology optimization”. Such technology is based on F.E.M. calculus method 

but procedure of input setting and interpretation of results is quite different. 

Conventional F.E.M. analysis is set up modelling with elements technique first raw component which 

needs to be verified or optimized. Then, material characteristics are set up, finally boundary and loads 

are applied. Simulation is ready to calculation which provides a map of stresses distribution and 

displacements. If target of simulation is a simple verification and if displacements and stresses are 

lower than allowable values, analysis can be considered concluded. If target is a conspicuous weight 

reduction, designer have to “read” map of stresses, like that shown by Picture 7.6-1,  and modify raw 

component removing low loaded areas or reinforcing high loaded ones. General idea is try to remove 

all blue, cyan and green portion of component, if design issues and chosen manufacturing process allow 

it. After this cycle of modification, component needs to be modelled again and submitted to a new 

F.E.M. simulation, with same materials, same boundaries and same loads. Again designer have to 

evaluate magnitude of stresses and of displacements in order to verify if component is suitable for safe 

operation. If verification is right, designer have to read map of stresses again in search of blue, cyan and 

green portions of component to eliminate. Accuracy of calculus depends by size of elements 

representing model, anyway large number of small elements may lead to extremely large times of 

computation. Depending on weight target of component, such process of optimization may endure for 

several cycles, with an important waste of time and human resources. 

Topology optimization is an automated iterative process which reduces significantly number of calculus 

cycles which designer is obliged to perform in order to obtain a good level of weight optimization. In 

particular, such method of calculation is wide useful in case of complex geometries of components and 

complex application of loads. In order to better understand operation and features of calculation 

technique, an example is going to be fit around real cases treated in S.C.R. project. 

 

Plot 9.2-2: Raw model of plate counter-plate system. 

Input set-up starts with design of a raw component which can be assimilate to a billet of chosen 

material. Raw model of component is depicted by Plot 9.2-2 and represents an integral plate which 

includes motor plate and gear-box plate. It’s necessary notice that raw model is quite massif and surely 
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much more strong than needed. That’s why, to design a raw model, It’s necessary to occupy with 

material all available room, such continue volume represents “design zone” of optimization. By analysis 

of Plot 9.2-2, It’s possible to notice that  holes for fixing screws are present and passages of input shafts 

too. Such zones are defined “non design zones” and are excluded from process of optimization. 

During next step, raw model is converted into elements representation, as it’s common in conventional 

F.E.M. analysis. Then bounds and loads are set up. It’s necessary clarify that loads are ordered in five 

different load conditions, one for each item listed previously. Final input is assignment of a “criteria of 

stiffness”. Such criteria establish that a point internal or external to model cannot move more than a 

certain quantity from its original position. It the actual case, it was established that elements of rear 

extremity of gear-box case, doesn’t move more than 0,1 [mm] from their original position. 

Then simulation is able to run. Software studies design zone, by use of several calculus iterations, in 

order to establish where material is really needed, by superposition of different load cases. 

One result of such operation is shown below by Plot 9.2-3, Plot 9.2-4 and Plot 9.2-5. 

 

Plot 9.2-3: Topology optimization result, lateral view. 

 

Plot 9.2-4: Topology optimization result, front view. 
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Plot 9.2-5: Topology optimization result, isometric view. 

Previous images show raw model in transparency, inside it It’s possible to notice some coloured 

elements featuring a not well defined shape. It’s possible to notice that elements are located around 

position of screws, that is area where loads are applied, that fact give more sense to geometry of 

coloured elements.  

In detail It’s possible to notice that colour of elements isn’t constant, but it varies as in the case of a 

stress map. How depicted by diagram positioned on left high corner of Plot 9.2-3, Plot 9.2-4 and Plot 

9.2-5, colours represent “element density”. Such index give an idea of positions where presence 

material is more important, red means absolutely need of material. 

It’s possible to notice that not all screw holes are interested by elements, anyway number of screw is 

kept high in order to prevent any possible lubrication oil leakage. 

Anyway It’s necessary to notice that content of previous images is quite poor to completely define 

shape of a mechanical component. Task of previous simulation is to provide a rough idea of unloaded 

areas, where material is not needed and can be removed.  

 

Plot 9.2-6: Motors plate and gear-box plate at step I of optimization. 
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By virtue of that, It’s necessary to refine raw model in order to obtain clearer results. First of all, It’s 

necessary to split raw model into motors plate and gear-box plate. Then It’s necessary to reduce design 

zone of both components, in order to bound development of coloured material into certain areas. 

Result of such process is displayed by Plot 9.2-6 and is defined as “step I of optimization”.  

Following, It’s possible to notice that  simulation have been performed on an half of component only. 

Such solution hallows to reduce time of calculation without waste precious time to obtain a symmetric 

result. Simulation is now able to run, and results related to gear-box plate are displayed by following 

Plot 9.2-7, Plot 9.2-8 and Plot 9.2-9. 

 

Plot 9.2-7: Topology optimization result on step I gear-box plate, lateral view. 

 

Plot 9.2-8: Topology optimization result on step I gear-box plate, front view. 
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Plot 9.2-9: Topology optimization result on step I gear-box plate, isometric view. 

By previous images It’s useful to notice that geometry of material is more refined, in comparison with 

results provided by first optimization. Anyway, in order to obtain a well defined component, It’s 

necessary perform some other steps of optimization. 

Results of optimization related to motors plate are displayed by following Plot 9.2-10, Plot 9.2-11 and 

Plot 9.2-12. 

 

Plot 9.2-10: Topology optimization result on step I motors plate, lateral view. 
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Plot 9.2-11: Topology optimization result on step I motors plate, front view. 

 

Plot 9.2-12: Topology optimization result on step I motors plate, isometric view. 

About results related to optimization of step I motors plate, It’s necessary to notice that output of 

calculations is extremely refined. Indeed optimized material clearly joints holes where fixing screws are 

housed. In this way motors and gear-box plate are rigidly linked to the chassis. 

Anyway so complex geometries, like those proposed by optimization process are so difficult an non 

convenient to be realized by mill machining. Best practice would be a metal 3D print of plates but such 

technology is so exotic and very expensive. In any case, two plates need to generate a closed box 

geometry which is the best solution to reach best weight-stiffness trade off. Furthermore, such 

geometry is useful in order to avoid entry of dust into the mono-coque and in order to contain any 
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possible oil leakage due to complex geometry of gear-box joints.  By virtue of that, a good compromise 

between optimization results and sealing duties have been found. Both studied components have been 

designed by a skeleton aluminium machined plate where holes are covered by bonded carbon fibre 

sheets. 

To improve 3D design capabilities, another important feature of simulation software can be employed, 

the export of 3D geometry. How displayed by Plot 9.2-13, result of simulation can be converted into a 

3D file and imported into C.A.D. software. Utility of such feature can be appreciated by Plot 9.2-14,  

where transparency of components is exploited to simplify the drawing process. 

 

Plot 9.2-13: 3-Dimensional result of topologic optimization simulations.  

 

Plot 9.2-14: Comparison of calculation result and results of design process. 
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Plot 9.2-15: Motors plate and gear-box plate displayed in final step of optimization. 

Final result of optimization iterations on motors plate and gear-box plate is displayed by Plot 9.2-15. 

How declared in advance, It’s possible to appreciate skeleton geometry of components. Thin aluminium 

ribs connect each other fixing holes ensuring stiffness with an important save in terms of weight. 

 

Plot 9.2-16: Carbon fibre panels of motors plate and gear-box plate. 
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Plot 9.2-16 shows cover panels made by two only layers of carbon fibre. Total weight of panels can be 

neglected and, by virtue of that, It’s possible to write following dissertation about weight. 

For what concerns motors plate, weight of step I geometry displayed by Plot 9.2-6 is around 3.300 [g]. 

The same motors plate in its last step of optimization weighs around 1.150 [g]. It’s important to remark 

that optimization process allowed to save 50% of weight in only four cycles of calculation. It’s the same 

for gear-box plate, weight of step I geometry displayed by Plot 9.2-6 is around 1380 [g]. The same gear-

box plate in its last step of optimization weighs around 550 [g]. It’s important to remark that 

optimization process allowed to save 60% of weight in only four cycles of calculation. 

In order to conclude actual chapter, It’s useful clarify how the right alignment of each component is 

obtained. Due to employ of a large number of components, It’s not easy ensure alignment between 

motor and input shaft of transmission, by virtue of that, It’s necessary recur to some manufacturing 

precautions. Starting from linkage between motors and relative plate, It’s necessary to notice that 9 

simple screws aren’t enough to guarantee right position of motors. By virtue of that, a prominent 

centring diameter is realized on internal cooling jacket, axis of centring diameter coincides with axis of 

motor shaft.  

 

Plot 9.2-17: Centring diameters. 

How It’s highlighted by Plot 9.2-17, motors plate owns two housing realized by tight tolerance applied 

on dimension and in position. Here centring diameters of motors are coupled in order to ensure highest 

level of alignment.  

How declared in advance, transmissions are fixed to gear-box plate. By virtue of that, such gear-box 

exploits three holes machined in H7 tolerance, displayed by Plot 9.2-18. Six I.S.O. 7379 precision 

rectified screws are inserted in such holes, in order to guarantee perfect alignment between gear-box 

plate and drive-train components of each sump. 

In order to conclude actual dissertation It’s necessary clarify how alignment between motors plate and 

gear-box plate is guaranteed. By Plot 9.2-19 It’s possible to notice that two centring bushes are fixed 

with light interference into holes realized with tight tolerance on gear-box plate. Distance between 

bush and centring holes of gear-box highlighted on Plot 9.2-18 is ruled by a tight tolerance. 
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Plot 9.2-18: H7 alignment holes. 

During assembly of transmission group to motors group, centring bushes inserts with light backlash into 

holes properly realized on motors plate. Such holes are accurately machined in order to guarantee a 

tight tolerance in position with centring diameter of motors. By virtue of that, centring between motor 

shaft and gear-box input shaft can be considered guarantee.  

Before concluding dissertation, by Plot 9.2-19 It’s useful notice presence of a screw insert. Due to 

scarce durability of aluminium female threads, in order to preserve endurance of threaded links 

between motors plate and gear-box plate, steel screw inserts have been installed on motors plate. 

 

Plot 9.2-19: Alignment between motors plate and gear-box plate. 
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9.3. Interface with bearings and brakes. 
Same techniques employed in design of motors plate and gear-box plate can be successfully employed 

in  design of “external gear-box plate” and “internal gear-box plate”. Main components of the study 

are presented by Plot 9.3-1. It’s necessary notice that “gear-box compression beam”, mentioned by 

previous Chapter 9.1, have been designed and its effect will be considered in design optimization 

process of internal and external gear-box plate.  

 

Plot 9.3-1: Details of assembled left gear-box. 

With reference to Plot 9-1 It’s necessary start design from “nude shafts” condition in order to obtain 

raw models of internal and external gear-box plates. Differently from raw model depicted by Plot 9.2-2, 

presence of shafts, bearings and gaskets imposes an accurate definition of internal non design zones. 

 

Plot 9.3-2: Detail of internal non design zones of left gear-box. 
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How It’s possible to observe by Plot 9.3-2, internal non design zone is intended to guarantee minimum 

needed room to housed components. By virtue of that, walls of internal and external gear-box plate are 

2 [mm] only far from gearwheels. In this way It’s possible to obtain an high level of lubrication oil with 

introduction of a small quantity of it. Such kind of purpose is aided by screw housings set in cantilever 

position. Actual concept is going to be clarified in next Chapter 9.4. About screw housings, distance 

have been arbitrarily chosen observing solution adopted by production gear-boxes. In order to reduce 

risk of oil leakages, distance between screws have been reduced in lower part of the sump. 

Once design of internal non design zone is defined, It’s necessary determine position of junction plan 

between internal and external gear-box plane. Solution It’s quite trivial because plan must coincide 

with axis of transmission input shaft, in order to simplify manufacturing and assembly of components. 

In this case too, external non design zones must take into account about screws, shaft passages and, in 

addition, about brake calipers and relative fittings. 

Raw models of internal and external gear-box plate are then defined and displayed by Plot 9.3-3. 

 

Plot 9.3-3: Raw model of external gear-box plate and internal gear-box plate. 

Definition of material, loads and boundaries is completely identical to optimization of motors plate ad 

of gear-box plate. The only difference stands in the criteria of stiffness. While criteria of stiffness 

mustn’t be so tight for previous case, criteria related to actual case must be fixed with great accuracy. 

Displacements caused by loads mentioned at Chapter 9.2 must not impair proper operation of gear 

stages and bearings. By virtue of that, elements simulating housing of bearings of shaft 2 and shaft 3 

must not move more than 0,010 [mm] from their original position. That ensures the avoidance of 

dangerous misalignments and guarantees that offset between shaft 2 and shaft 3 axis remains in the 

prescribed value of tolerance. Such criteria, applied on shaft 2 bearing housings is strict enough to 

guarantee the proper operation of bevel stage too. 

Once stiffness criteria are fixed, optimization process is able to run. Result of calculations is shown by 

Plot 9.3-4. It’s  possible to observe that geometry of optimized elements is much more complex respect 

to previous case displayed by Plot 9.2-13. By virtue of that, 3-Dimensional geometry is sudden exported 

and imported into C.A.D. software. 
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Plot 9.3-4: Optimization on raw model of internal gear-box plate and external gear-box plate. 

Optimized geometry displayed by Plot 9.3-4, features a huge concentration of elements into “ribs” 

which connect bearing housings and fixing screws. Such result makes sense and proves the proper set-

up of optimization process. 

Anyway, obtained geometry concentrates large majority of elements in proximity of external surfaces 

of design zone. Indeed, It’s possible to notice that expected “tubular” elements, like those shown by 

Plot 9.2-13, have been replaced by very thin “skin” elements. Such condition contrasts with 

requirement of minimum internal room displayed by Plot 9.3-2 and with decision of machining ribs and 

lightening slots from external surface of components. 

In any case, information provided by optimized elements displayed by Plot 9.3-4 is enough to modify 

raw models, in order to crate “step I of optimization” of internal gear-box plate and of external gear-

box plate. Result is  depicted by following Plot 9.3-5. 

 

Plot 9.3-5: External gear-box plate and internal gear-box plate at step I of optimization. 

Plot 9.3-5 shows two components provided of a geometry which looks easy to manufacture. Smooth 

external surfaces exploited by raw model of Plot 9.3-3 have been replaced by reinforcement ribs and 

lightening slots. In order to ensure containment of lubrication oil, skeleton geometries exploited by 

components illustrated at Chapter 9.2 aren’t impossible to realize. By virtue of that, zones excluded by 

optimized elements feature a 2 [mm] thickness of material. Such thickness have been reduced to the 
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minimum and is large enough to avoid dangerous vibrations on the component during machining 

process. 

By Plot 9.3-6, It’s possible to notice that step I optimization geometries are a way to bound design zone 

into a shape which matches better with exposed design requirements. 

 

Plot 9.3-6: Superposition between step I optimization geometries and optimized elements. 

Once geometries obtained from step I if optimization are fully defined, It’s possible run one more 

simulation. Result of calculation process is displayed by Plot 9.3-7, Plot 9.3-8 and Plot 9.3-9. 

 

Plot 9.3-7: Results of step II of optimization. 
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By analysis of Plot 9.3-7 It’s possible to notice that elements of optimized geometry are more organized 

and easier to reproduce during manufacturing process. Large majority of elements is gathered around 

bearing housings and around brake caliper attachment. Then, It’s necessary to notice some “ribs” 

which connect bearing housings each other  and connect the same housings with screw holes which fix 

components to gear-box plate. 

 

Plot 9.3-8: Element density on gear-box internal plate, isometric view. 

 

Plot 9.3-9: : Element density on gear-box internal plate, lateral view. 

Density of elements is represented by Plot 9.3-8 and Plot 9.3-9. By analysis of these, IT’s possible to 

notice that some potions of 2 [mm] thick walls provide structural strength to the structure. 
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Plot 9.3-10: External gear-box plate and internal gear-box plate at step II of optimization. 

Plot 9.3-10 displays components designed around geometry obtained by step II of optimization. By 

previous plot, It’s possible to notice some details like inlet and outlet holes for lubrication oil, 

reinforced brake caliper attachment and centring diameter for gear-box compression beam. Geometry 

doesn’t look so difficult to manufacture and production can be evaluated after a weight analysis. 

External gear-box plate after modifications suggested by step II optimization, weighs around 730 [g], 

saving of weight in comparison with step I of optimization is around 25%. Internal gear-box plate 

weighs around 1080 [g], saving of weight in comparison with step I of optimization is around 40%. By 

virtue of that, It’s possible to state that both components reached a very good target of weight 

optimization and can be produced on the base of configuration displayed by Plot 9.3-10.  

 

Plot 9.3-11: Alignment of shaft 1 on right gear-box section. 
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How It was done in previous Chapter 9.2, It’s necessary to clarify how alignment of components is 

guaranteed. By observation of Plot 9.3-11, It’s possible to notice that radial position of shaft 1 is 

guaranteed between a fine coupling between three different components: shaft 1 housing, internal 

gear-box plate and external gear-box plate. Use of coupling based on centring diameters make 

necessary that internal gear-box plate and external gear-box plate was machined together in order to 

realize slot for shaft 1 housing. In this case too, tolerances are fixed in the order of micron. 

 

Plot 9.3-12: Solutions to overcome bearings alignment issue. 

How It was revealed in advance, each transmission is fixed to gear-box plate by use of three I.S.O. 7379 

screws housed in the precision holes displayed by left image of Plot 9.3-12. Corresponding holes are 

realized on gear-box plate too, how it was declared in advance. 

Dissertation treated by Chapter 9.1 declares that one of main issues relate to chosen design concept is 

alignment of shafts. Indeed bearings of the same shafts are housed on two different components. If 

these components aren’t accurate enough, alignment of shaft 2 and shaft 3 is not guaranteed, 

impairing proper operation of bearings and shafts. By virtue of that,  two centring bushes have been 

placed in the link between internal and external gear-box plate. In order to ensure right position of 

each bearing, there is a strict tolerance on distance between centring bush and bearing housing. In 

order to improve precision of manufacturing, a fourth I.S.O. 7379 screw have been placed on top screw 

housing, how It was shown by Plot 9.3-12. 

Like in previous cases, It’s necessary to overcome issues about endurance of female threads. By virtue 

of that, threaded steel inserts have been installed on internal gear-box plates. 
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9.4. Oil containment and lubrication. 
General information about lubrication method and chosen kind of lubrication oil have been widely 

displayed at Chapter 6.5. Purpose of actual chapter is describe how choices revealed in advance at  

Chapter 6.5 have been implemented during detailed design of gear-box components. 

 

Plot 9.4-1: Lubrication oil plugs, drain and vent. 

By analysis of Plot 9.4-1,  It’s possible to observe position of inlet and outlet lubrication oil plugs. 

Obviously, outlet oil plug must be housed in the lowest point of the sump. By virtue of that, a slot have 

been created on internal gear-box plate, just in the back of gearwheel 2. How it was declared in 

advance at Chapter 6.5.1, S.C.R. transmission is not provided of a forced lubrication system. That means 

absence of a conventional cylindrical paper filter, where lubricant is obliged to pass through. Despite 

absence of a obliged filter, a simple but less effective alternative solution can be adopted,  the 

magnetic plug. Such plug attracts metal debris produced by gear meshing. Other particular that need s 

to be observed on Plot 9.4-1 is inlet oil plug. This item too exploits a two-fold effect because It operates 

as vent valve. Heat generated by operation of gearwheels causes expansion of air trapped into the 

upper part of the sump, causing slight increase of internal pressure. Such pressure is particularly 

dangerous for gaskets and seals, by virtue of that, a valve which maintains pressure to atmosphere 

level is needed. Obviously inlet, or vent plug, needs to be located in highest possible position, in order 

to rest far from oil bath. Proper position have been found on external gear-box plate, in 

correspondence with a reinforcement rib, how It’s possible to notice by Plot 9.3-10. 

Next step of dissertation is description of system of gaskets, rotary seals and o-rings designed to 

contain lubrication oil into the sump, avoiding risk of leakages. By analysis of Plot 9.4-2, It’s possible to 

observe that three rotary seals have been installed. Rotary seals are a particular type of dynamic gasket 

employed to prevent oil leakages between shaft and housing. Installation is typically operated by 

interference into housing. First rotary seal can be observed in detail on Plot 7.4-3, purpose of such seal 

is containment of lubricant between shaft 1 and its own housing. Second rotary seal have been 

installed on internal gear-box plate, in order to contain oil on shaft 3 by brake side. Third rotary seal 

have been installed into shaft 3 preload cap, how It’s displayed by Plot 7.6-2, in order to prevent oil 

leakages on shaft 3 by semi-axle side. 
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Plot 9.4-2: Gasket, O-Rings and Seals. 

Continuing observation of Plot 9.4-2, It’s possible to notice installation of three O-rings. O-rings are 

gaskets used to prevent oil passage between two static components. Them are employed particularly 

to seal sumps or covers. First O-ring operates between three components: shaft 1 housing, internal 

gear-box plate and external gear-box plate. It can be observed on right side of Picture 9.4-1 and its 

purpose is prevent oil leakage from shaft housing 1 side. 

 

Picture 9.4-1: Loctite 5188 sealant deposition. 
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Finally, It’s necessary to observe that oil containment system is completed by use of Loctite 5188 liquid 

gasket. Internal and external gear-box plate are provided by a peripheral flanged surface which 

features a thickness of 5 [mm]. Such flange represents interface between two plates, by virtue of that, 

It needs to be provided of gasket. Geometry of flange can be suitable for installation of a paper gasket, 

anyway non negligible thickness of paper sheet may impair work of internal components like 

gearwheels and bearings. On the other side, geometry is too complex to house an O-ring cord on the 

perimeter.  

Most suitable solution is employ of liquid gasket which is applied on the flange at the moment of 

assembly. Such gasket features a negligible thickness and provides a sort of bonding effect between 

two parts at which is applied. 

 

Plot 9.4-3: Level of lubrication oil in stationary conditions. 

Next dissertation is about design choices regarding lubrication. How It was declared in advance at 

Chapter 6.5.1, lubrication of S.C.R. gear-box is realized by oil splash in wet sump. Efficacy of such 

solution depends largely by quantity of oil contained and, as consequence, depends by level of oil into 

the sump. Volume of chosen quantity of lubrication oil is about 400 [cc] per sump. How It’s possible to 

observe on Plot 9.4-3, chosen quantity of lubrication oil ensures that, contact zone between gearwheel 

1 and gearwheel 2 is very close to oil level, in static conditions. In this way, movement of oil in case of 

acceleration and braking events, wouldn’t be able of compromise the proper lubrication. Indeed, 

viscosity is higher enough to keep oil adherent to gearwheel 2 and be dragged into teeth contact zone. 

That fact surely stands for contact area between gearwheel 3 and gearwheel 4  too, even if It’s quite 

higher respect to contact zone of first stage. Therefore, chosen quantity of lubricant ensures that lower 

extremity of bearings installed on shaft 1 and shaft 2 lays into the wet zone during static conditions.  
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Most critical area, by lubrication point of view is represented by shaft 3 bearing housings. Lowest point 

of bearings is 60 [mm] higher than oil level in static condition. In addition, oil slam effect of large 

gearwheel 2 is stopped by wall of the gear-box laying upon it. Increase oil level into the sump is not a 

practicable solution because gearwheels of first stage, completely submerged, may suffer important 

loss of efficiency due to friction with lubrication oil. Moreover, excessive quantity of oil into a sump 

may cause emulsion of the fluid that leads to undesirable increase of temperature into the system. 

Anyway, a slamming effect, tightest than those generated by gearwheel 2, is generated by gearwheel 3 

and gearwheel 4. Indeed drops of lubricant are projected to the farthest periphery of the sump. Once 

drops hurt the walls of gear-box case, tend to adhere to surface and slowly return down to merge again 

with liquid in the sump. Tendency of lubricant to follow the surface on which is attached, can be taken 

in advantage to bring a small improvement to lubrication. 

 

Plot 9.4-4: Lubrication drills on external gear-box plate (left) and internal gear-box plate (right). 

How It’s possible to notice by Plot 9.4-4, some axial holes have been machined on bearing housings. 

Task of such holes is to guide oil, which is descending following gear-box walls, behind the bearing.  

 

Plot 9.4-5: Path of lubrication oil across the hole on F bearing housing. 
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Path of descending lubrication oil is displayed by Plot 9.4-5, It’s clear that goal is oil passing through 

bearing and being spread by spheres. How It’s possible to notice, first part of the hole displays a conical 

surface which enlarges diameter of hole, working as collector surface.  

 

Plot 9.4-6: Lubrication drain hole on shaft 1 housing. 

In order to conclude dissertation about lubrication, It’s necessary to notice  that shaft 1 housing 

displays something like a lubrication hole in Its lower part. Such hole have been machined in order to 

drain oil trapped between bearings of shaft 1. That fact helps to prevent dangerous rise of temperature 

and concentration of contaminants. 

By general observation of gear-box layout, It’s necessary underline that, once sump is drained from oil, 

shaft 1 complete of its housing can be removed by Its seat, in order to check wear on teeth of each 

single gearwheel. Such feature can be observed on Picture 9.4-2 and is going to be crucial during 

reliability checks of testing phase. 

 

Picture 9.4-2: Shaft 1 housing seat operated as inspection window. 
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10.  Manufacturing 

 

Plot 10-1: Exploded view of gear-box main components.  

Once design phase is declared frozen, It’s necessary to start with production of any single component and 

with purchase of few commercial normalized parts. How explained by previous chapters, large majority of 

S.C.R. gear-box components is custom, by virtue of that manufacturing phase is particularly consistent and 

delicate. Low production volume which consists of single component in most of cases, contrasts with 

production of moulds and specific harnesses. By virtue of that, entirety of components is realized by 

conventional machining processes like turning and milling of monolithic raw billets. 

 

Picture 10-1: CNC milling of “motors plate”. 
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Picture 10-2: Manufacturing of a S.C.R. bevel gearwheel. 

In particular, large aluminium plates that constitutes gear-box case are machined from monolithic billets of 

Al7075-T651 “Ergal” which is the high performances alloy introduced at Chapter 1.3. Pursuit of lightness 

made geometries of components quite complex to produce, and some needed to be realized by five axis 

computer numerical control, C.N.C., milling machine. Squadra Corse doesn’t own machines and expertise to 

perform manufacturing of delicate transmission components. By virtue of that, team inquired to one of Its 

best partners, Officine Meccaniche Giuseppe Massola. Components was realized and accurately checked in 

dimensions and geometrical tolerances, in order to guarantee an easy and accurate assembly of gear-box. 

 

Picture 10-3: Shaft 2 preload cap engraved and anodized. 
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Large majority of aluminium parts where then finished by a particular surface treatment, the “anodizing”. 

It consists of an electrolytic passivation which protects metal by corrosion and improve aesthetical 

appearance of components with bright colours, as depicted by Picture 10-3.  

Anodizing operates on the component as an oxide coating, by virtue of that, process of passivation needs to 

be managed in order to obtain the desired thickness of oxide layer. During process, components are 

submerged in a specific liquid solution, then current is applied for a well determined time, in order to 

determine the precise  thickness. On some parts, thickness may lead to assembly problems, for this reason, 

bearing housings needs to be protected from liquid solution contact by special masks. That allows to 

maintain close dimensional tolerances which bearings require in order to exploit desired reliability and 

performances. 

More detailed information about gearwheel manufacturing and related surface treatments have been 

deeply described at Chapter 6. 

Next step in manufacturing of transmission is “assembly”. Such phase too is delicate requiring accurate 

measurement tools and many time to be performed. By virtue of previous dissertations about bevel gear 

axial touch and preload of bearings, It’s necessary to measure exactly all dimensions of components related 

with operation of spinning parts. In order to clarify actual dissertation, It’s necessary point out that often 

bearings, angular contact in particular, exploit some small differences from nominal dimensions. Such 

situation is displayed by Plot 10-2 where dimension of “Raceways Offset”, R.O., is emphasized. How It’s 

possible to argue after deep study of Chapter 8, such dimension affects strongly the correct application of 

bearing preload, in “X” and “O” configuration both. 

 

Plot 10-2: Cross section of angular contact bearing, offset between raceways is emphasized. 

Anyway, It’s necessary to underline that difference between raceways offset and nominal thickness of the 

bearing is very tight and can be measured around few hundredths of millimetre. Such measure, to be 

consistent, needs to be performed with bearing under axial load condition. By virtue of that, in order to 

obtain best reliability and performances by mechanical system, an accurate measurement process needs to 

be performed on bearings, unassembled parts, and assembled parts, how displayed by Picture 10-4.  
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Picture 10-4: Measurement of bearing position in assembled configuration. 

How It’s possible to notice by Picture 10-5, precision of measurement needs to be very tight and value 

displayed correspond to a mean dimension calculated on three points around bearing circumference.   

 

Picture 10.5: Mean distance between bearing external raceways and reference surface of housings. 
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Previous values are necessary to finally determine control dimension of preload caps of shaft 2 and shaft 3, 

how it was deeply explained in previous Chapter 7.5 and Chapter 7.6. 

 

Picture 10-6: Daniele with components of S.C.R. gear-box, ready to final assembly, Danisi Engineering July 2013. 

 

Picture 10-7: Complete gear-box assembled on S.C.R. gear-box during winter testing, Torino Aeritalia Airfield, November 2013. 
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11.  Conclusions. 

In order to provide a complete description of S.C.R. gear-box project, It’s necessary to spend some words to 

summarize crucial results of the work described by actual thesis. To better appreciate general results It’s 

necessary take into mind targets declared at Chapter 3. 

Gear-box of S.C.R., like any other component of the car, took roughly eight months to evolve from design 

concept phase to end of manufacturing phase. Such interval of time is absolutely surprising if compared 

with large majority of projects performed every day in all the automotive and motorsport engineering field. 

By virtue of that, total time elapsed can be considered the first achieved result.  

Second result achieved is the assembly, correctly performed at first attempt. Often, in the field of accurate 

mechanical components, It’s easy detect some undesired errors which compromise installation of the 

systems. Components of S.C.R. gear-box, proved to be accurately designed and machined with highest 

standards of quality. By virtue of that, none of gear-box components required to be modified or rebuilt. 

Such result is the proof of complete fulfilment of requirements described at Chapter 3.7. 

With reference to Chapter 3.2, It’s necessary underline that theoretical gear efficiency, calculated by 

software and declared at Chapter 6.7, may not be totally convergent to reality. Moreover, total efficiency of 

gear-box is strongly affected by friction of rotary seals, bearings and lubrication oil. By virtue of that, a test 

performed on the bench would be the best way to measure each of these loss of efficiency. Furthermore It 

would be possible to trace a map of efficiency through a wide range of loads and revolutions. Unfortunately 

tight times of the project and budget issues didn’t allow to perform such important test. 

Total weight of assembled gear-box is around 11,00 [kg] including rear brakes. Such value can be quantified 

around 30% higher than S.C.12e homologous system. Anyway, It’s necessary to take into account that gear 

ratio and, torque discharged to the ground by consequence, have grown of about 50%. That represents an 

important benefit for acceleration performances of the vehicle. Last observation about weight needs to be 

done noticing that total transmission weight and layout configuration hallowed to achieve desired car 

weight distribution of about 52% to rear, as declared at Chapter 4.1. 

Due to serious issues on high voltage components, the car never reached the maximum estimated 

operation of 4.000 [km], maximum mileage covered can be measured around 1.500 [km]. Despite low 

mileage, general reliability of the gear-box system have been widely proved. No serious mechanical issue 

affected transmission operation. Moreover, none of gearwheel teeth displayed damages or traces of wear. 

Cleanliness of lubrication oil have been checked day by day, as explained at end of Chapter 9.4, and no 

alarming metal debris have been detected.  

Previous dissertations about weight, reliability and recurring inspections are the proof of achievements 

declared at Chapter 3.6 and Chapter 3.8. A relative low weight and a good operation of gears are the proof 

of a good grade in achievement of weight stiffness trade-off. Instead, daily inspection on teeth are a proof 

of a good achievement in the matter of assembly ease. 

Due to lack of propelling performance of high voltage components, S.C.R. could not exploit all of its 

potential on the track. By virtue of that, It wasn’t possible to perform exhausting dynamic tests focused on 

achievement of performance results. It’ wasn’t possible to “push” the car in a severe acceleration test and  

time estimated at Chapter 4.1 for 0-100 [km/h] run, couldn’t be achieved. On the other hand, It couldn’t be 
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possible compare endurance performances of S.C.12e with those of S.C.R. Due to differences in 

partnerships, test tracks  were changed between 2012 and 2013 season. That fact made a serious 

comparison between two projects impossible to realize. By virtue of that, dynamic superiority of S.C.R. is 

allocate in theory and simulations only.  With reference to Chapter 3.5, It’s possible to notice that 

effectiveness of specifications on gear ratio couldn’t be proven. 

Even if, a real temperature sensor wasn’t installed into the sump, some raw temperature measurements 

have been performed on gear-box case plates. By use of a basic infra red sensor, some temperatures have 

been measured on external surfaces of the sump. Collected values of temperatures never exceed 90°[C] 

Such fact, combined with no detection of damage on teeth, represents the proof of the right choice on 

lubricant specifications. 

Actual dissertation can be concluded with reference to Chapter 3.3. Entire S.C.R. project, despite its scarce 

sporting results, have been an ambitious experience which provided a strong base for design and 

development of any future Squadra Corse platform. Experience and awareness on errors, gained due to 

S.C.R. project in several fields, cannot be underestimated or forgotten. Knowledge on structural composite 

materials, gears and aerodynamic, derives almost entirely by actual project.  By virtue of that, experience of 

S.C.R. can be considered the milestone for new design techniques employed by Squadra Corse PoliTo team. 
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